
 
 

  
Important Message to the Public: In accordance with Government Code Section 54953, 
subsections (e)(1) and (e)(3), and in light of the State of Emergency proclaimed by the Governor on 
March 4, 2020 relating to COVID-19 and ongoing concerns that meeting in person would present 
imminent risks to the health or safety of attendees and/or that the State of Emergency continues to 
directly impact the ability of members to meet safely in person, the July 21, 2022 meeting of the 
Board of Fire and Police Pension Commissioners will be conducted both in the LAFPP Boardroom 
and via telephone and/or video conferencing. 
 
Members of the public who wish to attend the Board meeting in person must comply with these 
FOUR requirements: 1) provide proof of COVID-19 vaccination (fully vaccinated) OR negative 
COVID-19 test results (for test taken within 72-hours prior to building entry); 2) provide government 
issued photo identification; 3) submit to take a temperature scan, registering a temperature lower 
than 100.4 degrees; AND 4) wear appropriate face coverings regardless of vaccination 
status.  Alternatively, members of the public will have the opportunity to observe the meeting and 
provide public comment telephonically. 
 
To provide public comment telephonically, please call (669) 900-9128 or (346) 248-7799 and enter 
Meeting ID 898 405 2575 (Please note: Toll charges may apply). 
 
If you do not want to make a public comment, you may stream the meeting from the website 
(www.lafpp.com) or call any of the following numbers to access the Council Phone system and listen 
to live coverage: (213) 621-CITY (Downtown), (818) 904-9450 (Valley), (310) 471-CITY (Westside), 
and (310) 547-CITY (San Pedro Area). 
 
Please refer to www.lafpp.com for more information.  
 
An opportunity for the public to address the Board or Committee about any item on today’s agenda for which there has 
been no previous opportunity for public comment will be provided before or during consideration of the item. Members of 
the public who wish to speak on any item on today’s agenda are requested to use the telephone number provided above.   
 
Notice to Paid Representatives:  If you are compensated to monitor, attend, or speak at this meeting, City law may 
require you to register as a lobbyist and report your activity.  See Los Angeles Municipal Code §§ 48.01 et seq.  More 
information is available at ethics.lacity.org/lobbying.  For assistance, please contact the Ethics Commission at (213) 978-
1960 or ethics.commission@lacity.org. 
 
In compliance with Government Code Section 54957.5, non-exempt writings that are distributed to a majority or all of the 
Board or applicable Committee of the Board in advance of their meetings may be viewed by clicking on LAFPP’s website 
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at www.lafpp.com. In addition, if you would like a copy of any record related to an item on the agenda, please contact the 
Commission Executive Assistant, at (213) 279-3037 or by e-mail at evange.masud@lafpp.com. 
 
Sign language interpreters, communication access real-time transcription, assistive listening devices, Telecommunication 
Relay Services (TRS) or other auxiliary aids and/or services may be provided upon request. To ensure availability, you 
are advised to make your request at least 72 hours prior to the meeting you wish to attend. Due to difficulties in securing 
sign language interpreters, five or more business days notice is strongly recommended. For additional information, please 
contact the Department of Fire and Police Pensions, (213) 279-3000 voice or (213) 628-7713 TDD. 

  
A. CALL TO ORDER 

 
1. Roll Call 

 
B. GENERAL PUBLIC COMMENTS ON MATTERS WITHIN THE BOARD'S JURISDICTION 
 
C. REPORTS TO THE BOARD 
 

1. CONSIDERATION OF AND POSSIBLE AMENDMENT OF BOARD GOVERNANCE 
POLICIES 7.1, 8.1 AND 14.2 AND ELECTION OF BOARD OFFICERS PURSUANT 
TO CITY CHARTER SECTION 503(a) AND POSSIBLE BOARD ACTION 
 

2. REVIEW OF REAMS ASSET MANAGEMENT PASSIVE TIPS CONTRACT AND 
POSSIBLE BOARD ACTION 

 
3. RVK RISK ASSESSMENT, PART 3 

 
4. DISCRETIONARY COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT FOR 2023 AND POSSIBLE 

BOARD ACTION 
 

5. AMENDMENT TO BOARD OPERATING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES SECTION 
4.0 - HEARINGS AND POSSIBLE BOARD ACTION 

 
6. FINANCIAL COUNSELING SERVICES CONTRACT EXTENSION AND POSSIBLE 

BOARD ACTION 
 

7. FINANCIAL PLANNING EDUCATION CONSULTING SERVICES CONTRACT 
EXTENSION AND POSSIBLE BOARD ACTION 

 
D. GENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT 

 
1. Monthly Report 
 
2. Marketing Cessation Information 
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3. Benefits Actions approved by General Manager on July 7, 2022  

 
4. Other business relating to Department operations 

 
E. CONSENT ITEMS 
 

1. STATUS AND DISCUSSION OF FUTURE AGENDA ITEM REQUESTS 
 

2. QUARTERLY TRAVEL REPORT FOR COMMISSIONERS AND STAFF 
 

3. QUARTERLY LEGISLATION TRACKING REPORT 
 
F. CONSIDERATION OF FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS 
 



 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 
701 E. 3rd Street, Suite 200 

Los Angeles, CA 90013 
(213) 279-3000 

 
 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSION COMMISSIONERS 
 
DATE:            JULY 21, 2022 ITEM:  C.1 
 
FROM: RAYMOND P. CIRANNA, GENERAL MANAGER 
 
SUBJECT: CONSIDERATION OF AND POSSIBLE AMENDMENT OF BOARD GOVERNANCE 

POLICIES 7.1, 8.1 AND 14.2 AND ELECTION OF BOARD OFFICERS PURSUANT 
TO CITY CHARTER SECTION 503(a) AND POSSIBLE BOARD ACTION  

 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Board:  
 
1) Consider Governance Policies related to the Election of Board Officers (Section 7.1, 8.1 and 14.2) 

as adopted by the Board on September 20, 2018 and November 21, 2019 and either;  
a. Adhere to the existing Governance Policies; or 
b. Amend the Governance Policies; and, 

 
2) Elect a commissioner to fill the office of the President and a commissioner to fill the office of Vice-

President of the Board.  
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
In compliance with the City Charter, an election should be conducted to elect officers of the Board as 
defined in Section 503, Article V. 
 
 Sec.503.Organization of the Board. 

 
(a) Officers.  Each of the boards created in the Charter shall elect one of its members 

President and one Vice-President. Officers shall hold office for one year and until their 
successors are elected unless their membership on the board expires sooner. Elections 
shall be held during its last meeting in July of each year, but the board may fill the 
unexpired term of any vacancy occurring in the office of President or Vice-President at 
any meeting.  

 
Additionally, Sections 7.1, 8.1 and 14.2 of the Board Governance Policies state that the members of 
the Board of Fire and Police Pension Commissioners shall not serve more than one term 
consecutively as President and Vice-President. 
 
The Board may waive or amend Board Policies at any time by a majority vote of the Board.  In the 
last few fiscal years, the Board has amended or waived the Governance Policies concerning Board 
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elections.  If the Board opts to waive or amend these policies once again, this report was publicly 
noticed to ensure such an action would be compliant with the Ralph M. Brown Act (Brown Act).  

 
 

BUDGET 
 
There is no impact to the budget.  
 
 
POLICY  
 
As proposed, there are no policy changes associated with this report.  
 
 
CONTRACTOR DISCLOSURE INFORMATION 
 
There is no contractor disclosure information required with this report.  
 
 
 
This report was prepared by: 
 
Evangelina Masud 
Commission Executive Assistant 
 
RPC:WSR:EM 
 
 
Attachment:  Summarized Board Governance Policies 7.1, 8.1, and 14.2 
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DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 
701 East Third Street, Suite 200 

Los Angeles, CA 90013 
(213) 279-3000 

 
 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSION COMMISSIONERS 
 
DATE: JULY 21, 2022                                                                              ITEM:  C.2 
 
FROM:  RAYMOND P. CIRANNA, GENERAL MANAGER 
 
SUBJECT: REVIEW OF REAMS ASSET MANAGEMENT PASSIVE TIPS CONTRACT AND 

POSSIBLE BOARD ACTION 
 
RECOMMENDATION 

 
That the Board: 
 
1. Approve the renewal of the three-year contract with Scout Investments, Incorporated (Inc.), 

Reams Asset Management for passive Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (TIPS) 
investment management services; 

 
2. Authorize the General Manager to negotiate and approve the terms and conditions of a contract 

with Scout Investments, Inc., Reams Asset Management for TIPS investment management 
services for the period September 1, 2022, through August 31, 2025; and,  

 
3. Authorize the President of the Board, on behalf of the Board, to execute the contract with Scout 

Investments, Inc., Reams Asset Management, for passive TIPS investment management 
services, subject to the approval of the City Attorney as to form. 

 
BACKGROUND 
 

The Board hired Scout Investments, Inc., Reams Asset Management (Reams) in September 2013 
as a passive TIPS asset manager to replace one of the Fund’s active TIPS asset managers.  Based 
on the Fund’s pre-existing relationship with Reams and its low fees, the Board selected Reams to 
manage a passive TIPS portfolio to complement the Fund’s active TIPS portfolio managed by 
Bridgewater Associates.  At the June 3, 2021, Board meeting, the Board approved closing the 
Bridgewater TIPS account and transferred approximately $442 million in assets to the Reams TIPS 
portfolio in July 2021.   
 
The Board renewed Reams’ contract every three years since being hired in 2013.  The current 
TIPS contract with Reams will expire on August 31, 2022. 

 
DUE DILIGENCE REVIEW 

 
In accordance with the Investment Policy, Staff initiated a comprehensive due diligence review of 
the firm.  The due diligence focused on the ownership, personnel, assets under management, 
investment style, and investment performance.   
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OWNERSHIP 

 
Founded in 1981, Reams is a division of Scout Investments, Inc., which is an affiliate of Carillon 
Tower Advisers.  Carillon Tower Advisers is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Raymond James 
Financial, a publicly-traded (NYSE: RJF), diversified financial services corporation based in St. 
Petersburg, Florida.  Reams maintains its day-to-day operations at its headquarters in Indianapolis, 
Indiana.  No ownership changes are anticipated for the foreseeable future. 

 
PERSONNEL 

 
A team of portfolio managers and analysts manage client portfolios, comprising six fixed income 
Portfolio Managers, including Mark Egan, Todd Thompson, Clark Holland, Jason Hoyer, Dimitri 
Silva, and Stephen Vincent.  Eight investment analysts support the portfolio managers.  Managing 
Directors Mark Egan, Todd Thompson, and Robert Crider provide leadership for the firm, establish 
investment strategy, and form its Investment Committee.    
 
Since contract initiation, there have been a few personnel changes.  In 2020, Thomas Fink, 
Managing Director and Portfolio Manager, retired, and Todd Thompson was promoted to Managing 
Director while retaining his portfolio management responsibilities.  In 2021, David McKinney retired, 
and Dan Spurgeon replaced him as President.  In addition to Dimitri Silva joining the firm in 2021 
as a portfolio manager, Antonina Tarassiouk and Sydney Buck joined as fixed income analysts in 
2022. 
 
Staff considered and discussed these personnel changes with RVK and remain confident in the 
Reams investment team to manage the TIPS portfolio.  

 
ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT 

 
Reams had $18.5 billion in Assets Under Management (AUM) across 143 clients firmwide on 
September 30, 2019. As of May 31, 2022, Reams had $22.1 billion AUM for 143 clients.   
 
Reams began the current contract period managing $716.9 million for the Board’s passive TIPS 
mandate.  The account value has increased to approximately $1.2 billion as of May 31, 2022, partly 
due to the portfolio rebalancing transfers of approximately $442 million from the closed Bridgewater 
TIPS account in July 2021.  Monthly income withdrawals during the contract period from September 
2019 to July 2021 totaled approximately $8.4 million. 
 
Reams also manages the Core Plus and Unconstrained fixed income mandates for the Board, with 
account values of $777.3 million and $801.6 million, respectively, as of May 31, 2022. 

 
INVESTMENT STYLE  

 
As a passive TIPS asset manager, Reams attempts to mirror the risks and returns of its benchmark, 
the Bloomberg Barclays US Government Inflation-Linked Bond Index, as closely as possible.  The 
strategy’s objective is to minimize tracking error, which is the difference in the returns between the 
portfolio and the index over a specified period.  

 
INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE 
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The Reams passive TIPS portfolio has outperformed its benchmark on a 1-year, 3-year, 5-year, 7-
year, and since inception, both on gross and net of fees.  The portfolio had negative absolute 
returns in the short-term period on CYTD, FYTD, and 1-year.  Returns were due to the 
characteristics of TIPS, where there are:   
1) Adjustment to the bond’s face value or principal tied to the Consumer Price Index (CPI).  
2) Duration or interest rate sensitivity. 
3) The market’s expected inflation or breakeven inflation rate.      
 
When inflation or CPI increases, the bond principal increases.  Conversely, when CPI decreases, 
the bond principal decreases.  However, when the bond matures, the US government pays the 
greater of the original principal amount or the adjusted principal. 
 
Like a nominal bond, the coupon rate is fixed.  The interest rate sensitivity or duration would also 
apply to TIPS.  The longer the duration, measured in years, the higher the interest rate sensitivity.  
When interest rates rise, a bond with a longer duration will experience a larger price decline than 
a bond with a shorter duration.  When interest rates decline, a bond with a longer duration will 
experience a higher price appreciation than a bond with a shorter duration.  A bond with a long 
maturity will have a long duration. 
 
The breakeven inflation rate is the difference in yield between TIPS and nominal bonds with the 
same maturities.  As of June 30, 2022, the yield of a nominal 10-year Treasury bond was 2.98%, 
while the real yield of a 10-year TIPS was 0.65%.  The breakeven inflation rate was 2.33%, 
representing the average annual expected CPI rate for the next ten years, and in sharp contrast 
with the June 2022 CPI annual rate of 8.6%.  The market expected the Federal Reserve’s sharp 
interest rate hikes would lower the expected inflation rate to 2.33% on average in the next ten 
years.  If the market anticipates the Federal Reserve is slow to react to inflation, resulting in 
substantially higher future inflation or CPI, the breakeven inflation rate would be much higher, and 
the return difference between nominal bonds and TIPS would be significantly higher.  TIPS may 
generate a positive return in that scenario, while a nominal bond may experience a negative one.  
The inflation rate has increased in 2022.  Still, the market expectations are for lower future inflation, 
resulting in short-term negative absolute returns for the Reams TIPS portfolio. 

 
However, a passively managed portfolio should be assessed by how well it closely tracks the risks 
and returns of its benchmark as determined by its tracking error.  A low tracking error is ideal, and 
the tracking error for the Reams TIPS portfolio has been low since its inception in September 2013.   
 
Performance information is shown in Attachments I and II. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
The Reams fixed income management team has experienced portfolio managers and has 
remained stable over the years.  Reams has delivered consistently good performance and tracked 
its benchmark with limited tracking error over an extended period while charging a significantly 
lower fee than its peers.  The annual blended management fee is approximately 1.6 basis points 
(bps), or $195,000, based on the June 30, 2022 market value of approximately $1.2 billion.  The 
fee is below the median and ranks in the 1st percentile compared to other TIPS managers using a 
separate account vehicle.  The median fee for the eVestment TIPS universe is 14 bps.  Additionally, 
with the Index Provider search, Staff and RVK negotiated a fee reduction to a flat 0.5 bps in June 
2022, resulting in estimated savings of approximately $132,000 in 2022-23, based on the June 30, 
2022, market value of $1.2 billion.   
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Staff recommends that the Board renew the Reams passive TIPS investment management 
contract for an additional three years.  RVK concurs with Staff’s recommendation (Attachment II). 

   BUDGET 

Approval of the recommendations contained in this report will reduce the Reams TIPS manager 
fee by 1.1 bps, or approximately $132,000 in Fiscal Year 2022-23, based on the June 30, 2022, 
market value of approximately $1.2 billion.   

POLICY  

Approval of this recommendation will have no policy impact. 

CONTRACTOR DISCLOSURE INFORMATION 

The contractor complied with LAFPP’s Contractor Disclosure Policy regarding campaign 
contributions, charitable contributions, intermediaries, gifts, and contacts on July 7, 2022.  Internal 
Audit Section reviewed the provided information and determined there was nothing new to report 
under this policy. 

This report was prepared by: 

Susan Liem 
Investment Officer 

RPC:KN:SL:DN:MS 

Attachments:  I – Reams TIPS Performance Information 
 II – RVK Memo Reams Asset TIPS Contract Renewal Recommendation 



Attachment  I

Reams TIPS Performance Information
as of May 31, 2022

CYTD FYTD 1 Year 3 Years 5 Years 7 Years

Inception 

Return2
Inception 

Date

Reams Asset Management TIPS  (Gross of Fees) -6.62 -2.28 -1.49 4.47 3.79 3.27 3.17 9/1/2013

Reams Asset Management TIPS  (Approx Net of Fees1) -6.64 -2.30 -1.51 4.45 3.77 3.25 3.15

BB US Govt Inflation-Linked Bond Index -6.58 -2.50 -1.82 4.41 3.70 3.17 3.10

 Difference (Gross of Fees) -0.04 0.22 0.33 0.06 0.09 0.10 0.07

 Difference (Approx Net of Fees) -0.06 0.20 0.31 0.04 0.07 0.08 0.05

2021 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014

Reams Asset Management TIPS (Gross of Fees) 6.34 11.47 8.82 -1.37 3.43 4.98 -1.63 4.42

Reams Asset Management TIPS (Approx Net of Fees1) 6.32 11.45 8.80 -1.39 3.41 4.96 -1.65 4.40

BB US Govt Inflation-Linked Bond Index 6.00 11.54 8.75 -1.48 3.30 4.85 -1.72 4.43

 Difference (Gross of fees) 0.34 -0.07 0.07 0.11 0.13 0.13 0.09 -0.01

 Difference (Net of fees) 0.32 -0.09 0.05 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.07 -0.03

1 Annual management fee is 1.6 bps.
2 Return information is from the inception date of 9/1/2013

Calendar Year Data as of May 31,2022



Recommendation 
RVK recommends that the Board renew the Reams Asset TIPS (“Reams TIPS”) contract. This is 
in agreement with the Staff’s recommendation to the Board. 

Background 
The Reams Passive TIPS contract expires on August 31, 2022. In June 2021, the Bridgewater 
TIPS account was closed and the assets totaling $442m were transferred to the Reams TIPS 
account. As of May 31, 2022, LAFPP has approximately $1.2 billion invested in the Reams TIPS 
separate account product. This represents 100% of the TIPS allocation, 20.0% of the Fixed 
Income allocation, and 4.1% of the entire investment portfolio. Reams also manages Core Plus 
Fixed Income and Unconstrained Fixed Income mandates for LAFPP, accounts of $777.3 million 
and $801.6 million respectively. In total, Reams manages over $2.8 billion in assets for LAFPP, 
which is about 9.4% of the total plan.  

Firm 
Reams Asset Management (“Reams”) is an investment firm with an exclusive focus on fixed 
income asset management. Reams was founded in 1981, with headquarters located in 
Indianapolis, Indiana, and is a division of Scout Investments, a subsidiary of Carillon Tower 
Advisers which acquired the firm in November 2017. Carillon Tower Advisers is a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Raymond James Financial. Since the acquisition of Reams in 2010, Scout has 
remained relatively hands-off, allowing Reams to run their day-to-day operations autonomously. 
The firm managed over $22 billion in assets as of May 2022, all of which are within fixed income 
products. 

Team 
The team responsible for all Reams investment strategies, including the LAFPP mandate, 
consists of six portfolio managers, one economist, and eight analysts. The portfolio management 
team is very experienced, averaging over 26 years in the industry, and continues to demonstrate 
stability. In April 2020, Reams announced the retirement of portfolio manager Thomas Fink. 
Thomas served as one of the portfolio managers on Core, Core Plus, and Unconstrained 
strategies. In addition, Todd Thompson, PM and Head of Credit Research, was added to the 
investment committee which now consists of three individuals including Todd. RVK held a call 
with Reams following this update and remains confident in the extensive experience and stability 
of the remaining Reams investment team. This is demonstrated by four of the six portfolio 

Memorandum 

The Los Angeles Fire and Police Pension System (“LAFPP”)To
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Attachment II



 

 

managers having worked at the firm since 2002 or earlier, while the research analysts have an 
average of 15 years of industry experience and nine years with Reams. Additionally, Dimitri Silva 
joined the team as a portfolio manager in 2021 with 15 years of industry experience.  Key portfolio 
managers comprise the firm’s Investment Committee, which drives the top-down process of the 
firm’s active strategies, and has final discretion over all investment decisions. Overview of key 
decision makers as follows: 
 

Name Start Year FirmStart Year IndustryPrimary Role

EconomistRobert Crider 1977 1981 
1986Portfolio ManagerMark Egan 1990 
1994Portfolio ManagerClark Holland 2002 
2003Portfolio ManagerJason Hoyer 2015 
1994Portfolio ManagerTodd Thompson 2001 
1991Portfolio ManagerStephen Vincent 1994 
2007Portfolio ManagerDimitri Silva 2021 

 
Product Strategy and Process 
This is a passively managed strategy, which attempts to mirror the performance and risk 
characteristics of the Bloomberg Barclays US Government Inflation-Linked Bond Index. In order 
to mimic the underlying index as closely as possible, the Reams management team will target the 
same underlying securities (approx. 154 holdings) with the weight of each kept within a target 
range of +/- 1% of the benchmark. Minimizing tracking error is a focus of this strategy. To 
accomplish this, the team attempts to equate the duration of the portfolio to that of the index. As 
underlying holdings in the index change due to events such as maturity or new issuance, the 
portfolio is subsequently rebalanced. 
 
TIPS are designed to add value relative to conventional bonds in inflationary environments by 
generating a real return, or a return adjusted for inflation. The mechanics of TIPS involve an 
adjustment to the face value of the bond, or the principal, to account for the impact of inflation 
(increasing the principal in an inflationary environment, decreasing it in a deflationary 
environment). This results in higher interest payments during the life of the bond, with the 
summation of all adjustments to the principal due to inflation received at maturity. As a result, 
TIPS can have a higher duration, or interest rate sensitivity, than a similar maturity Treasury bond. 
However, TIPS also come with an assurance from the government that bondholders will not 
receive less than the original face value of the bond. Overall, TIPS can be a valuable portfolio 
diversification tool adding value in certain inflationary environments where conventional bonds 
are challenged and potentially reducing overall volatility via a low correlation with traditional fixed 
income.   
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Performance (as of May 31, 2022) 
Passive strategies are designed to track a given benchmark with limited tracking error. The 
Reams TIPS separate account has tracked its benchmark since its inception (September 2013), 
and is also in-line with the index over all trailing periods. The product tracking error has been 
within expectations for a mandate of this size versus this benchmark, and has been low since 
inception at approximately 0.33, gross of fees. The table below details Reams TIPS’ performance 
(gross and net of fees) as of May 31, 2022.  

 
The passive TIPS allocation has generated negative absolute returns over the YTD and 1-year 
period, which may seem counter-intuitive given a highly inflationary environment thus far in 2022. 
It is important to highlight that how TIPS returns are impacted by inflation is nuanced. Expected 
inflation plays an important role in the valuation of TIPS, as opposed to realized inflation. As such, 
what the market has priced in will determine whether or not an inflationary environment is 
beneficial for a TIPS allocation. Thus far in 2022 the market has experienced high inflation but 
has concurrently priced in an aggressive response by the Federal Reserve demonstrating an 
expectation that the central bank is anticipated to curb inflation. As a result, the yield gap between 
nominal bonds and inflation-linked bonds shrank, implying lower expected future inflation and 
resulting in lower returns for TIPS. However, it is also worth noting that YTD performance for TIPS 
remains higher relative to the broader fixed income market, as measured by a -8.92% YTD return 
for the Bloomberg US Aggregate Index. Lastly, the LAFPP TIPS allocation is passively managed 
against its respective benchmark and continues to demonstrate minimal tracking error since 
inception, in line with its mandate.  

FYTDCYTD
1

Year
3

Years
5

Years
7

Years
Since
Incep.

Inception 
Date

Expense 
Ratio

Reams Asset TIPS (SA) - Passive -1.49-2.28-6.62 0.016%09/01/20133.173.273.794.47

BB US Govt Inflation-Linked Bond Index -1.82-2.50-6.58 3.103.173.704.41
   Difference -0.04 0.070.100.090.060.330.22
Reams Asset TIPS (SA) - Net -1.51-2.30-6.64 3.153.253.774.45

BB US Govt Inflation-Linked Bond Index -1.82-2.50-6.58 3.103.173.704.41
   Difference -0.06 0.050.080.070.040.310.20

20142015201620172018201920202021

8.8211.476.34Reams Asset TIPS (SA) - Passive -1.37 4.983.43 -1.63 4.42

8.7511.546.00BB US Govt Inflation-Linked Bond Index -1.48 4.853.30 -1.72 4.43
0.34Difference -0.07 0.090.130.130.110.07 -0.01

8.8011.456.32Reams Asset TIPS (SA) - Net -1.39 4.963.41 -1.65 4.40

8.7511.546.00BB US Govt Inflation-Linked Bond Index -1.48 4.853.30 -1.72 4.43
0.32Difference -0.09 0.070.110.110.090.05 -0.03
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Fees 
The annual fee for this product is 0.02% on the first $750 million, and 0.01% thereafter. 

Based on the June 30, 2022 market value of $1.2 billion, the effective annual expense ratio is 
approximately 0.016% on all assets. This fee is below median as compared to other TIPS 
managers utilizing a separate account vehicle, ranking in the 1st percentile. The median fee for 
the corresponding eVestment TIPS universe, which includes active managers, is 14 basis points. 
In June 2022, a fee reduction of a flat 0.005% on all assets was negotiated. 
 
Please see the attached manager profile page for additional information. 
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Performance

Risk/Return Analysis - 7 Years Up/Down Markets - 7 Years

Portfolio Characteristics

Sector Distribution (%)

QTD
1

Year
3

Years
5

Years
7

Years
10

Years
20172018201920202021

Manager -3.15 5.08 6.50 4.68 3.77 N/A 6.34 11.47 8.82 -1.37 3.43

Benchmark -3.31 4.39 6.36 4.53 3.65 2.77 6.00 11.54 8.75 -1.48 3.30

Difference 0.16 0.69 0.14 0.15 0.12 N/A 0.34 -0.07 0.07 0.11 0.13

A
ve

ra
g
e
 R

e
tu

rn
 (

%
)

Portfolio Benchmark

Effective Duration 8.03 N/A

Spread Duration 0.00 N/A

Avg. Maturity 8.47 8.24

Avg. Quality Aaa Aaa

Yield To Maturity (%) -0.98 N/A

Coupon Rate (%) 0.60 N/A

Current Yield (%) 0.54 N/A

Holdings Count 47 44

Manager: Reams Asset Tips (SA)
Benchmark: Bloomberg Barclays US Govt Inflation-Linked Bond Index

As of March 31, 2022
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Asset/Liability Studies
Los Angeles Fire and Police Pension System

July 21, 2022

ITEM:  C.3



Introduction

Objective

• This presentation is the third of a 3-Part series discussing the broad landscape of investment 
risks facing LAFPP (and similar institutional investors)

• These presentations are both educational and include analysis of LAFPP’s portfolio

• The objective is to set the stage for the forthcoming Asset/Liability and the subsequent Asset 
Allocation Study which will help review/set the overall long-term risk objectives for the LAFPP 
portfolio and review the asset allocation structure, respectively

Schedule

• Part 1 – April 7, 2022: Total Portfolio Risk

• Part 2 – June 16, 2022: Asset Class Risk

• Part 2b – July 7, 2022: Private Asset Class Risk

• Part 3 – Today: Asset/Liability Studies

Why discuss investment risk?

• LAFPP is in the business of taking risk in the pursuit of returns to help fund current and 
future benefit payments

• No investment risks taken = a total reliance on contributions to pay benefits

• While risks can be managed, there is no way to eliminate risk while pursuing return

• Instead of attempting to eliminate risk, an appropriate objective is to better understand it and 
manage risk where prudent and possible
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Investment Risks

• While investment volatility is the risk most often discussed, LAFPP like all institutional 
investors takes many kinds of risk in the pursuit of returns to fund benefits

• This Risk Educational Series will focus on the first two boxes below

Plan Structure

Investment/

Plan Assets

Operational

Reputational/ 
Constituency

 Asset class 
performance/benchmark

 Manager performance

 Ability to make benefit payments (liquidity needs)
 Stability of contributions
 Level of contributions

 Volatility of assets/asset drawdowns
 Permanent loss of capital
 Liquidity (availability of liquidity)
 Inflation
 Interest rate

 Asset safekeeping
 Counterparty
 Funds transfer
 Benefit determination / payments

 Peer
 Political
 Headline
 Regulatory/Governance/Legal
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Large Cap (X%) Manager X ($)

Small Cap (X%) Manager Y ($)

100%

Developed (X%) Manager X ($)

Emerging (X%) Manager Y ($)

100%

Investment Grade (X%) Manager X ($)

High Yield (X%) Manager Y ($)

Funding 

Ratio

100% 100% 100%

Total Plan 

Assets 

(100%)

US Equity

(X%)

International

Equity

(X%)

Fixed 

Income

(X%)

Total Plan 

Assets vs. 

Plan 

Liabilities

AA Study
Structure 

Study

Structure 
Study

Structure 
Study

Manager 
Decisions

Manager 
Decisions

Manager 
Decisions

A/L Study

1 2 3 4

1 • Ability to make benefit payments
• Contribution stability
• Acceptable asset volatility
• Liquidity requirements

• Maximize return for desired asset volatility
• Asset liquidity vs. return tradeoff
• Peer risk

2

3 • Asset class performance/benchmark
• Sector/Region
• Inflation and Interest Rates

4 • Manager performance
• Active/Passive

Risk Decision Points in the Investment Process
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Asset/Liability Studies
What are they?

• Asset/Liability Studies are…

– A tool to examine how well alternative investment strategies (differing asset allocations) 
address the objectives served by the fund – the fund “liabilities”

– A “guidepost” for the target asset allocation of the Fund

– The asset allocation chosen by the Board will likely reflect the nature of the liabilities but also 
numerous other factors including risk preferences, liquidity, implementation constraints, etc.

• Asset Liability Studies are not…

– An actuarial study

– A prescription for Fund benefits

– An assessment of the affordability of contribution levels

– The sole determinant of asset allocation adopted by a Fund
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Asset/Liability Studies
What are they?

• Asset/Liability Studies are the only standard analysis that fully link all three aspects of a 
Retirement System’s key financial drivers – Investment Policy, Contribution Policy, and Benefit 
Policy

Investment 
Policy

Contribution 
Policy

Asset  
Liability 
Analysis

Benefit  
Policy
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Asset/Liability Studies
Why should a study be conducted?

• To help determine the appropriate risk and return levels the Retirement System should target 
when setting asset allocation targets

• If the Retirement System suffers a sustained period of lower returns in the capital markets (and 
thus for the Retirement System’s assets)

• If the Retirement System experiences material changes in contribution policy or benefit levels

• If the Retirement System faces liquidity and cash flow issues
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Asset/Liability Studies
What are the objectives?

• To present projected valuation results of the Retirement System with respect to the funded status 
of the Retirement System, including minimum required contributions, but particularly in the 
context of current and alternative expected long-term fund returns

• To present projected benefit payments of the Retirement System, but particularly in the context of 
current expected and alternative long-term fund returns

• To estimate liquidity demands on the Retirement System’s assets in the context of current 
expected and alternative long-term fund returns

• To investigate asset allocation mixes to determine those which best serve to protect or increase 
funding levels, while providing adequate liquidity for benefit payments and minimizing associated 
risks
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Asset/Liability 
Studies

Asset Allocation 
Studies

Experience 
Studies

Objective
Guide in the Selection 
of a Target Allocation

Select a Target 
Allocation

Set Demographic
and/or Economic 

Actuarial Assumptions

Portfolios Modeled

Guideposts for 
Directionality Impact of 
Changing Risk/Return 

Profile of Portfolio

Specific 
Recommended Target 

Allocations

Target and/or Current 
Allocations (as they 
relate to investment 
return assumption)

Liabilities Modeled Yes No Yes

Range of Possible
Outcomes Modeled

Investment Returns,
Funded Ratios,

Contributions, Liquidity 
Demands

Investment Returns 
Only

Projected Change in 
Liabilities and 

Associated Costs

Typical Frequency Every 3 to 5 Years Every 1 to 3 Years Every 3 to 5 Years

Asset Allocation 
Implementation 
Specificity

Low High None

Asset/Liability Studies
Comparison with Asset Allocation and Experience Studies
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• Deterministic Forecast

– Provides an analysis of fund assets, liabilities, funded status, and benefit payments 
based on a fixed set of future assumptions

• Stochastic Forecast

– Analyzes fund assets, liabilities, funded status, and benefit payments under many 
capital market environments based on expected asset returns and inflation, and their 
expected volatility, answering questions about the best/worst case outcomes along with 
the probability of such outcomes

Comparison – Asset/Liability vs. Asset Allocation Studies

1. Fully strategic in nature – define strategic 
backdrop of the investment policy

2. Longer horizon

3. Detailed and explicit incorporation of fund 
liabilities

4. Gold standard for assessing the health of a 
benefit fund (or prefunded long-term 
financial commitment)

1. Strategic and Tactical – define the current 
execution of the strategic investment policy

2. Long horizon but frequent reassessment

3. Far more sensitive to changes in current 
capital market environment

4. Incorporate pragmatic considerations 
related to the implementation

5. Incorporate only a distant and indirect 
reference to fund liabilities

Asset/Liability Studies Asset Allocation Studies

Asset/Liability Studies
Components
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Asset/Liability Studies
Deterministic Analysis

• Uses the same assumptions as the Retirement System’s actuary to project the future 
status of the Retirement System assuming no uncertainty

• Some of the variables analyzed include:

– Demographics – Active and inactive participant counts

– Benefit Payments

– Contributions

– Asset Values

– Actuarial Liabilities

– Payout Ratio

– Funded Ratio

• Benefits of Deterministic Analysis

– It is simple and the findings reflect what will happen if the future turns out to be precisely as 
forecasted - no better, but also no worse

– It is useful for gauging the general direction of change and associated consequences

– It allows for sensitivity analysis such as assuming lower returns or higher contributions
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Asset/Liability Studies
Stochastic Analysis

• Introduces uncertainty to the projections…

– Future rates of return and inflation based on RVK’s most recent capital market assumptions

• Analyzes most likely outcomes based on Monte Carlo simulation as well as the likelihood and 
severity of worst case and best case outcomes

– 4 to 6 potential target allocations identified for the System to consider

• Focuses on funding ratios and payout ratios

• Analyzes probability of full funding and insolvency in 20 years

• This analysis is helpful in making asset allocation decisions

• Stochastic analysis is more complex but also more realistic and offers insights into the range of 
potential outcomes
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Asset/Liability Studies
Stochastic Analysis

A wide range of investment portfolios are tested because at the heart of the Retirement 
System’s situation is a simple question that is difficult to answer -- Whether the Retirement 
System would benefit following a strategy that:

A. Falls in the general category of higher prospective return with greater risk (i.e. potential 
for more widely varying outcomes – good or bad), or

B. Falls in the general category of lower prospective return with concomitantly lower risk 
(i.e. a tighter band of likely outcomes)
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Asset/Liability Studies
Stochastic Analysis

Essential to answering this question is to ask precisely how the Retirement System’s broader 
constituencies define what “better off” means. The metrics we use for each to determine 
whether the Retirement System is “better off” under one approach versus another are:

1. The effect on funding ratio (and thus on contribution rates which decline with higher 
funding ratios)

2. The effect on Retirement System liquidity (i.e. the Retirement System’s ability to pay 
annual benefits without major disruption of its strategic asset allocation, the driver of its 
investment strategy)

3. The effect on the trend line and stability of annual contributions

4. The risk of large, sudden, and highly disruptive short-term declines in the Retirement 
System’s assets over the course of time and the associated effects on contributions and 
potentially investment decisions
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Sample Asset/Liability Study
Stochastic Analysis – Payout Ratio

• Payout ratio measures the percentage of Plan assets in any given year that must be converted 
to cash and expended to meet benefit payments due

• Increased payout ratios can impose liquidity constraints on the management of the portfolio 
(inhibiting the ability of the Plan to invest with a long term horizon), therefore limiting the 
opportunity to invest in less liquid asset classes regardless of the return or risk reducing 
diversification benefits they offer
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Conclusion
Risks are about tradeoffs…

• Stability of Contributions vs. Level of Contributions

• Maximum Return vs. Volatility of Assets

• Maximum Return vs. Liquidity

• Benchmark Return vs. Potential for Outperformance

• Manager Performance vs. Desired Market Exposure Performance

Next Steps:

• Asset/Liability Study (August)

• Asset Allocation Study (Late Summer)

• Asset Class Structure (International Equity) (2H 2022)
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Appendix – Other Risk Concepts
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How Do You Define Investment Risk?

There are multiple ways to measure risk as well as multiple risks to measure, at the total 
portfolio level the following measures are most helpful:

• Standard Deviation – A statistical measure of the range of a portfolio's performance, the variability 
of a return around its average return over a specified time period. The most common measure of 
volatility

• Sharpe Ratio – Represents the excess rate of return over the risk-free rate, divided by the 
standard deviation of the excess return to the risk-free rate. The result is the absolute rate of return 
per unit of risk. The higher the value, the better the fund’s historical risk-adjusted performance

• Equity Beta – A measure of the sensitivity of a portfolio to the movements in the U.S. stock 
market. It is a measure of a portfolio's non-diversifiable or systematic risk

• Value at Risk (VaR) – The highest possible loss over a certain period of time at a given confidence 
level

• Expected Tail Loss (ETL) – The average loss (at a given confidence level) expected during a left-
tail event typically utilizing a non-normal distribution

• Inflation and Rate Sensitivity – Measuring how sensitive assets are to inflation and interest rate 
levels and changes
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US Equity

• Active share is a statistic that describes the degree to which the holdings of an investment fund 
or composite differ from the holdings of the fund’s benchmark

• Can potentially assist in selecting better investment managers

– Based on recent studies Active Share appears to have explanatory power for future 
performance

• Helps determine how active a manager is; it can track active management of a fund over time, 
including identifying sudden changes in active management 

• Active Share is similar to Tracking Error in that it is designed to quantify active portfolio 
management

– However, tracking error can understate active management for stock pickers who can 
achieve sector weights similar to an index while making bets on particular companies
within each sector; and overstate active management for macro managers making 
sector/factor bets

• Active share and tracking error emphasize different aspects of active management

19

Active Share
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Other Risk Concepts

Additional risk topics not specifically addressed in this presentation, or the following discussions, 
include:

• Leverage – Leverage can be used in several ways, at the total fund level to increase expected 
returns, at the asset class level, at the manager level. Leverage is also embedded in individual 
investments, i.e. a public equity company borrows to invest in their company

– Leverage education will be provided in a separate presentation

• Market Timing – Attempting to take advantage of perceived short-term opportunities

– See following slides for example

• Return Chasing – Seeking to increase expected returns through large increases in expected 
risk

– See following slides for example
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The Risk of Timing the Market
Annualized S&P 500 Index Returns

January 1, 1990 - December 31, 2021

Market Timing
• Over the last 32 years, missing just the 5 best days reduces annualized return by 1.54%

• For example, if you invested $1 billion in the S&P 500 on January 1, 1990, you would have 
about $13.5 billion as of December 31, 2021

• If the assets missed just the 5 best market days, assets would have been $8.5 billion, or $5.0 
billion less
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Return Chasing
How Does a Fund Achieve Top Quartile performance?

• Swing for the fences?

– One or two big years

OR

• Hit for Average - - Singles and Doubles ?

– Many solid, but no “great” years?

• Imagine a hypothetical public pension fund that ranks in 40th Percentile in each calendar year 
(decent performance but never in the top 3rd of peer funds)

– Where does it rank after 10 years?

– Top Quartile!!!

2021 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 15 Years

Return 14.36 13.39 19.55 -3.61 15.51 8.09 0.04 6.87 17.12 13.18 0.81 13.81 21.67 -23.77 8.27 7.71

Rank 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 21
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Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability - This document was prepared by RVK, Inc. (RVK) and may include  
information and data from some or all of the following sources: client staff; custodian banks; investment  managers; 
specialty investment consultants; actuaries; plan administrators/record-keepers; index providers; as well as other 
third-party sources as directed by the client or as we believe necessary or appropriate. RVK has taken 
reasonable care to ensure the accuracy of the information or data, but makes no warranties and disclaims 
responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of information or data provided or methodologies 
employed by any external source.  This document is provided for the client’s internal use only 
and does not constitute a recommendation by RVK or an offer of, or a solicitation for, any 
particular security and it is not intended to convey any guarantees as to the future 
performance of the investment products, asset classes, or capital markets.



 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 
701 East Third Street, Suite 200 

Los Angeles, CA 90013 
(213) 279-3000 

 
 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSION COMMISSIONERS 
 
DATE:            JULY 21, 2022 ITEM:  C.4 
 
FROM: RAYMOND P. CIRANNA, GENERAL MANAGER 
 
SUBJECT: DISCRETIONARY COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT FOR 2023 AND POSSIBLE 

BOARD ACTION 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Board: 
 

1. Take no action regarding a Discretionary Cost of Living Adjustment (DCOLA) for eligible 
pensioners for Calendar Year 2023; and, 

2. Direct staff to continue monitoring the Consumer Price Index (CPI) and report back to the 
Board in April 2023 with the percentage of the annual change in the cost of living as of 
March 1, 2023, with additional CPI data and a recommendation regarding a possible 
DCOLA for eligible pensioners for Calendar Year 2024.  

 
BACKGROUND 
 
To address years when the CPI exceeds the 3.0% cost of living adjustment (COLA) cap for 
pensioners of Tiers 3, 4, 5, and 6, the City Council can grant a DCOLA.  The Board may recommend 
this DCOLA to the City Council with the below restrictions established in Charter Sections 1516(c), 
1616(c), and 1716(c), and Administrative Code Section 4.2016(c): 
 
1. An adjustment can be made no more than once every three years for the prior three-year 

period and is prorated on a monthly basis; 
2. The adjustment for Tier 5 and Tier 6 pensioners is withdrawn from the individual's COLA bank; 
3. The adjustment can be no greater than one-half (1/2) of the difference between the CPI and 

the actual increase granted for each of the preceding three years; 
4. An actuarial report of the cost of the proposed increase must be obtained and published by the 

Board's actuary prior to the Council adopting the ordinance; 
5. The City Council must adopt an ordinance providing for this adjustment by a two-thirds (2/3) 

vote. The Council cannot adopt the ordinance unless 30 days have passed since its 
presentation to the Council and after a public hearing thereon. The ordinance must be 
published by November 30 and becomes effective the following January 1; and, 

6. Adjustments are not retroactive. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
The last three years produced differences between the CPI change and COLA of 0.4%, 0.0%, and 
4.4%. Adding these three figures together, at this time the DCOLA can be no greater than one-half 
the difference of 4.8%, or 2.4%. The table below shows how the maximum DCOLA of 2.4% is 
calculated for 2020 – 2022. 
 

Year CPI 
Change 

Actual 
COLA Difference Maximum 

Additional DCOLA 
2020 3.4% 3.0% 0.4% 0.2% 
2021 1.0% 1.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
2022 7.4% 3.0% 4.4% 2.2% 

TOTAL 11.8% 7.0% 4.8% 2.4% 
 
Pensioners in Tiers 3, 4, 5 and 6 would be eligible for this 2.4% DCOLA.  However, a DCOLA can 
only occur once every three years and the City Council must adopt an ordinance for this adjustment.   
 
As instructed at the April 7, 2022 Board meeting, Staff has been monitoring the CPI for four 
additional months since reporting the July 2022 COLA to the Board.  As shown in the attachment, 
the CPI has steadily increased each month as measured from February 2022; the latest CPI 
increase from February, as of June 2022, is +3.9%.  For comparison purposes, using a 12-month 
moving change in percentage, the annual CPI as of June 2022 would be +8.6%. The graph below 
shows the 12-month CPI change from July 2021 to June 2022. 
 

 
 

The chart below shows the annual CPI change for the last ten years and the COLA approved for 
Tiers 3 – 6.  Prior to 2022, the COLA for Tiers 3 and 4 had fallen behind the CPI by only 1.0%, and 
the COLA for Tiers 5 and 6 had equaled the CPI overall during that same period.   
 

YEAR CPI COLA (T3/4) COLA (T5/6) 
2022 7.4% 3.0% 3.0% 
2021 1.0% 1.0% 1.5% 
2020 3.4% 3.0% 3.0% 

3.9% 4.0%
4.6%

5.4%
6.0%

6.6%

7.5% 7.4%

8.5%
7.9% 8.0%

8.6%

0.0%

1.0%

2.0%

3.0%

4.0%

5.0%

6.0%

7.0%

8.0%

9.0%

10.0%

Jul 21 Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan 22 Feb Mar Apr May Jun

12-Month CPI Change 
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2019 2.5% 2.5% 3.0% 
2018 3.6% 3.0% 3.0% 
2017 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 
2016 2.4% 2.4% 2.4% 
2015 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 
2014 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 
2013 2.2% 2.2% 2.2% 

TOTAL 25.8% 20.4% 21.4% 
 
For historical reference, DCOLA has only been approved by the City Council twice: in 1988 for 
1.65% and in 1991 for 3.35%; while no action was taken by the City Council on ten (10) other 
requests from the Board (1993-1995, 2001, 2003-2008). 
 

YEAR REQUESTED 
DCOLA 

COUNCIL 
ACTION 

1988 1.65% Approved 
1991 3.35% Approved 
1993 1.40% No Action 
1994 0.55% No Action 
1995 0.25% No Action 
2001 0.30% No Action 
2003 0.60% No Action 
2004 0.30% No Action 
2005 0.70% No Action 
2006 1.45% No Action 
2007 1.70% No Action 
2008 1.35% No Action 

 
There are approximately 7,700 retired members and beneficiaries in Tiers 3-6 eligible for a DCOLA. 
Of this amount, there are approximately 1,324 retired members and beneficiaries in Tiers 3 and 4. 
 
The Board may request a DCOLA at this time; however, the possible downside to requesting a 
DCOLA now is the uncertain economy and inflationary trend.  Based on the review of the current 
trend, staff advises that the Board should not proceed with the DCOLA for 2023 and instead 
consider requesting a DCOLA in 2024. If the current maximum DCOLA of +2.4% is approved by 
City Council for the 2023 calendar year and the 2023 CPI is well above 3% again next year, another 
DCOLA cannot be granted again until the 2026 calendar year.  For comparison purposes, if we 
assume that the recent annual inflationary trend continues and the annual CPI change for February 
2023 is +8.1% (based on the 12-month moving average CPI change from February 2022 through 
June 2022), then the maximum DCOLA that could be recommended to the City Council for 2024 
would be +4.75%: 
 

Year CPI 
Change 

Actual 
COLA Difference Maximum 

Additional DCOLA 
2021 1.0% 1.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
2022 7.4% 3.0% 4.4% 2.2% 
2023* 8.1% 3.0% 5.1% 2.55% 

TOTAL* 16.5% 7.0% 9.5% 4.75% 
* Data for 2023 and totals in the above table are fictitious and are provided for illustration purposes only. 
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BUDGET 

 
If the 2.4% DCOLA were to be recommended and approved by City Council, additional funds will 
be required in the FY 2022-23 budget for the six-month period starting January 1, 2023. It is 
estimated that the DCOLA would require an additional $1.3 million per month for pensioners of Tiers 
3-6, totaling an additional $7.8 million for FY 2022-23. 

 
POLICY  
 
There is no required policy change. 

 
CONTRACTOR DISCLOSURE INFORMATION 
 
There is no contractor disclosure information required with this report.  
 
 
This report was prepared by:  
 
Kyle Susswain, Manager 
Retirement Services Section 
 
RPC:JS:GM:KS 
 
Attachment: Bureau of Labor Statistics CPI Data 
 



Bureau of Labor Statistics

Series Id:

Series Title:
Area:
Item:
Base Period:
Years:

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual HALF1 HALF2
2012 233.441 234.537 236.941 236.866 237.032 236.025 235.776 237.222 238.104 240.111 237.675 236.042 236.648 235.807 237.488
2013 238.015 239.753 239.995 239.043 239.346 239.223 238.920 239.219 239.611 239.940 238.677 238.742 239.207 239.229 239.185
2014 239.857 241.059 242.491 242.437 243.362 243.528 243.727 243.556 243.623 243.341 241.753 240.475 242.434 242.122 242.746
2015 239.724 241.297 243.738 243.569 246.093 245.459 247.066 246.328 245.431 245.812 245.711 245.357 244.632 243.313 245.951
2016 247.155 247.113 247.873 248.368 249.554 249.789 249.784 249.700 250.145 251.098 250.185 250.189 249.246 248.309 250.184
2017 252.373 253.815 254.525 254.971 255.674 255.275 256.023 256.739 257.890 258.883 259.135 259.220 256.210 254.439 257.982
2018 261.235 263.012 264.158 265.095 266.148 265.522 266.007 266.665 268.032 269.482 268.560 267.631 265.962 264.195 267.730
2019 269.468 269.608 271.311 273.945 274.479 274.380 274.682 274.579 276.054 278.075 277.239 275.553 274.114 272.199 276.030
2020 277.755 278.657 276.589 275.853 276.842 278.121 279.899 280.116 279.366 279.947 280.102 279.560 278.567 277.303 279.832
2021 280.178 281.347 282.648 285.808 287.620 289.218 290.890 291.333 292.209 294.961 296.790 297.925 289.244 284.470 294.018
2022 301.209 302.164 306.679 308.302 310.649 314.072

Change from February 2022 1.5% 2.0% 2.8% 3.9%
12‐month Moving Change 7.4% 8.5% 7.9% 8.0% 8.6%

All items in Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim, CA, 
Los Angeles-Long Beach-Anaheim, CA
All items
1982-84=100
2012 to 2022

CPI for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U)
Original Data Value

CUURS49ASA0,CUUSS49ASA0
Not Seasonally Adjusted

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics Generated on: April 12, 2022 (05:47:47 PM)

                  Attachment



 

 

DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 
701 E. 3rd Street, Suite 200 

Los Angeles, CA 90013 
(213) 279-3000 

 
 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSION COMMISSIONERS 
 

DATE: JUNE 16, 2022 JULY 21, 2022 ITEM:  C.5 
 
FROM: RAYMOND P. CIRANNA, GENERAL MANAGER 
 
SUBJECT: AMENDMENT TO BOARD OPERATING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES SECTION 

4.0 – HEARINGS AND POSSIBLE BOARD ACTION 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Board approve the proposed amendment to the Board Operating Policies and Procedures, 
Section 4.0 – Hearings (Attachment). 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
At the April 7, 2022 meeting, the Board expressed interest in the discussion of a standard policy for 
the handling of hearings for service-connected survivor benefit claims filed due to a member’s death 
by suicide.  The Disability Pensions Section currently has one pending survivor benefit application 
resulting from a member’s suicide.  
 
When a survivor applies for benefits following a member’s death by suicide, the process of 
document collection parallels that of other survivor cases. Staff conducts an interview of the survivor 
and obtains the necessary waivers for the collection of personnel and medical/psychological 
records. The applicant must provide documentation indicating that he/she has the power of attorney 
or is the pre-designated executor of the deceased member’s estate, and therefore authorized to 
release such records. Staff reviews the information and generates the administrative file containing 
all records collected.  This file is then sent to one or more pension physicians who review the records 
and opine regarding the cause of death and any relation to the discharge of the member’s duties.   
  
DISCUSSION 
 
The hearing process for survivor benefit applications is addressed in the Board Operating Policies 
and Procedures, Section 4.13, “Active Death Hearings,” as follows:  
 

“The conduct of hearings to determine whether the death of an active member was service-
connected shall be conducted in the same manner as a Disability Pension hearing...”  

 
The survivor is invited to be present at the hearing and may offer evidence and testimony to support 
a claim that the death was service-connected.  Consistent with the handling of disability pension 
applications, cases may be presented to the Board as Alternative 1 (“Alt 1”) cases, where the 
applicant agrees with staff’s recommendation, or Alternative 2 (“Alt 2”) cases, where the applicant 
disagrees with the recommendation.  
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Currently, there are no guidelines within the Board Operating Policies and Procedures that 
specifically address the hearing of suicide cases. All survivor death benefit applications are handled 
in the same manner as other active death hearings and may be presented to the Board as either 
Alt 1 or Alt 2 cases. Staff’s recommendations are based upon the findings of the pension physicians 
after review of the documentation contained within the applicant’s/member’s Administrative File. 
The proposed Board policy amendment will direct all future applications filed for service-connected 
survivor benefits, resulting from a member’s suicide, to be heard as Alt 2 cases before the Board. 
The Board will then deliberate and weigh all evidence prior to rendering a decision as to whether 
the member’s death by suicide was indeed service-connected.    
 
If the above recommendation is approved, the amendment to the Board Operating Policies and 
Procedures will provide a standardized procedure for the hearing of suicide cases before the Board. 
 
BUDGET 
 
No impact as recommended. 
 
POLICY 
 
The City Attorney has reviewed and approved the Board Operating Policies and Procedures Section 
4.13 as amended. 
 
CONTRACTOR DISCLOSURE INFORMATION 
 
There is no contractor disclosure information required with this report.  
 
 
 
This report was prepared by:  
 
Kristen M. Rosauer, Manager 
Disability Pensions Section 
 
RPC:JS:GM:KR 
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Los Angeles Fire & Police Pension System 

4.0 - HEARINGS 

REPRESENTATION 

4.1 Applicants may represent themselves, may be represented by legal counsel or by 
a representative of an organization registered with the City Clerk's Office. A non-
represented applicant may, at any time, terminate a hearing for the purpose of 
securing legal counsel.  An applicant who has represented him or herself at a 
concluded hearing may request a rehearing within 90 days after the Board has 
adopted Findings of Fact for the purpose of being represented by legal counsel.  If 
at the time such rehearing is scheduled an applicant fails to be represented by 
legal counsel, there shall be no rehearing unless the applicant meets the 
requirements of Section 4.11.  

RELEASE OF FILES 

4.2 Upon the signed authorization of an applicant, the applicant's administrative file 
may be released for review by his/her authorized representative and to the medical 
liaison officer of the applicant's employing department. Prior to a hearing, a medical 
resume shall be furnished to the applicant. 

WITNESSES 

4.3  An applicant, the Department of Fire and Police Pensions or the applicant's 
employing department may present witnesses or evidence relevant to the 
application. All witness testimony shall be sworn.  Witness fees may be provided, 
if applicable, in accordance with the Government Code.  Fees shall be paid by the 
party requesting the witness to appear.  The Board may issue subpoenas, within 
its authority. 

No less than ten (10) working days prior to the disability pension or survivor 
application hearing, the applicant or his/her authorized representative is required 
to provide Disability Pensions Section Staff with a complete list of witnesses, the 
subject matter of the testimony, and a summary of the testimony to be provided by 
each witness.  Witness testimony should focus on facts relevant to establishing 
service-connection and/or the extent and nature of the applicant’s physical and/or 
psychological limitations. (Added 04/16/20) 

EVIDENCE 

4.4  All evidence to be presented at a hearing must be received by the Department of 
Fire and Police Pensions no later than ten (10) working days prior to the hearing 
date; although the Board may waive this requirement upon showing that no 
prejudice to any party will result. Any document submitted for inclusion in the 
Administrative File shall first comply with the following guidelines. 

A. The document must contain the name of the author, the date of preparation
and where the author can be contacted. The document cannot contain any
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information or statements made by anyone other than the author unless the 
source is identified. 

B. The document cannot contain opinions unless a factual foundation is made
to support the opinion and a statement of special qualifications that enables
the author to formulate the opinion is included. When the opinion is within the
understanding of any reasonable person, a statement of special
qualifications is not necessary.

C. Any document submitted for inclusion in the Administrative File in-lieu of
testimony before the Board shall be in the form of a Declaration Under
Penalty of Perjury or a signed and dated affidavit. Staff shall notify any person
who submitted material that does not qualify so the person can resubmit in
compliance with the guidelines.

D. Objections to inclusion or exclusion of documents in the Administrative File
shall be submitted in writing to staff or may be raised at the time of the Board
hearing on the claim. The Board’s decision shall be final.

E. These guidelines are not applicable to documents that have historically
proven to be reliable: medical, personnel and workers’ compensation
records, staff work product or any document that would be admissible in a
court proceeding.

F. Nothing in this rule shall prevent the admission of material that is relevant,
reliable and helpful to the better understanding of the claim, even though it
does not strictly comply with the above guidelines.

ASSIGNMENT OF CASES 

4.5  The General Manager shall designate a limited number of commissioners to 
preside over disability pension and survivor application hearings as Disability 
Hearing Officers.  These designated commissioners will serve as subject matter 
experts and be trained in conducting administrative hearings.  Disability Hearing 
Officers will be responsible for ensuring that each disability hearing proceeds fairly, 
efficiently, and expeditiously.  

CONDUCT OF HEARINGS 

4.6 A. The commissioner assigned the case shall lead the questioning of the 
applicant/ applicant's representative; however, any commissioner may ask 
follow up questions. The applicant/representative shall be required to 
indicate whether the file is complete and whether there are any objections to 
evidence contained in the file.  The assigned Disability Hearing Officer, with 
the advice of the City Attorney shall rule on the admissibility of questions or 
evidence.  Commissioners may also direct questions to the medical liaison 
officer of the applicant's employing department, to the applicant's witnesses 
and to Pensions Department staff, as deemed necessary. 

B. The applicant shall have the right to be present during the presentation of all
testimony and evidence. After all testimony has been received, the
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applicant/representative shall be given the opportunity to provide a 
summation. 

DELIBERATIONS BY BOARD 

4.7 Following receipt of all testimony and evidence, the applicant and witnesses may 
be excused. The applicant's counsel may remain during deliberations, but may not 
participate in the discussion. If an applicant is representing him or herself, he or 
she may remain during deliberations.  

APPROVAL AND REVIEW BY BOARD 

4.8  The Board shall approve or deny applications for benefits in accordance with 
applicable Charter provisions, case law and City Attorney opinions. It may, at the 
time of an award of a disability pension, establish a time for review of the pensioner 
and cause a re-examination by one or more doctors.  The Board may, at any time, 
initiate a review of a disability pensioner upon the request of the pensioner or upon 
receipt of information that appears to indicate the pensioner's condition has 
changed from the time the pensioner was retired. 

OFFICIAL NOTICE OF BOARD ACTION 

4.9  Official notification of the Board’s action shall be communicated in writing as soon 
after the hearing as possible. 

NON-SERVICE CONNECTED DISABILITY HEARINGS 

4.10 When the Board has determined that a disability is non-service connected and the 
applicant is eligible for a service pension or a deferred service pension, final action 
shall be deferred sixty (60) days from the date of such determination to permit the 
applicant to apply for a service pension, or to accept the non-service connected 
disability pension. If such notification is not received within sixty days, the non-
service disability pension shall become effective the date of the Board action. 

REHEARING 

4.11 The Board may, on its own motion, or at the request of an applicant rehear a 
disability application within 90 days of Board action under the following conditions: 

A. The Board may have acted in error on the facts of the claim; or

B. A non-represented applicant has obtained legal representation (Sec. 4.1); or

C. The applicant presents, at the time of the request, new and different evidence
which, in the exercise of due diligence, could not have been made available
by the applicant to the Board at the time of the original hearing; and

D. Such new evidence, or statement of such evidence, has first been
administratively reviewed by Department of Fire and Police Pensions’ staff
and the City Attorney and their recommendations have been presented to the
Board.
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REAPPLICATION FOR DISABILITY PENSIONS 

4.12 Reapplications received within 90 days after the Board has adopted the Findings 
of Facts denying a disability pension shall be processed in accordance with the 
procedure for rehearings (4.11), except if the applicant can present information at 
the time of filing that the reapplication is due to a new injury or re-injury, a new 
illness or substantial deterioration or aggravation of an injury or illness upon which 
the previous application was based. If such new information cannot be provided, 
the matter shall be scheduled for hearing before the Board to determine whether 
the General Manager shall proceed to process the disability pension application. 

ACTIVE DEATH HEARINGS 

4.13 The conduct of hearings to determine whether the death of an active member was 
service-connected shall be conducted in the same manner as a Disability Pension 
hearing. The surviving spouse, dependent parent or legal guardian of minor or 
dependent children shall be notified of the date and time of such hearing, shall be 
invited to be present and permitted to offer evidence and testimony to support a 
claim that the death was service service-connected. When the cause of death is 
suicide, notwithstanding any staff recommendation, the Board shall conduct a 
hearing on the application (i.e., as an Alternative 2 hearing), to determine whether 
or not the death was service-connected. (Amended 07/21/22).  

HISTORY 

4.14 Adopted: Circa June 13, 1996; Amended 11/02/06, 10/01/09, and 04/16/20, and 
07/21/22. 

REVIEW 

4.15 This policy shall be reviewed by the Board as needed and may be amended by the 
Board at any time. 



 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 
701 E. 3rd Street, Suite 200 

Los Angeles, CA 90013 
(213) 279-3000 

 
 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSION COMMISSIONERS 
 

DATE: JULY 21, 2022 ITEM:  C.6 
 
FROM: RAYMOND P. CIRANNA, GENERAL MANAGER 
 
SUBJECT: FINANCIAL COUNSELING SERVICES CONTRACT EXTENSION AND POSSIBLE 

BOARD ACTION 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Board: 
 

1. Find that LAFPP may extend contract number 742PEN with Cambridge Financial Partners, 
LLC for one year in compliance with Los Angeles Administrative Code Section 10.5(b)(2), as 
the services are provided at no cost to the Plan; 

 
2. Authorize the General Manager to prepare a one-year contract extension with Cambridge 

Financial Partners, LLC to provide financial counseling services; and 
 

3. Authorize the President of the Board, on behalf of the Board, to execute the contract 
extension, subject to the approval of the City Attorney as to form. 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
On May 18, 2017, the Board approved a one-year contract with Cambridge Financial Partners, LLC 
(“Cambridge”) to provide financial counseling services to interested members, with the stipulation 
that the program be evaluated at the end to the contract term.  In August 2018, the Board approved 
an additional one-year term to allow more time to adequately evaluate the program. 
 
The Financial Counseling (FC) Program was initially launched in February 2018 as a pilot program 
with the goal of providing members individual financial counseling services to complement the 
Financial Planning Education (FPE) program.  The pilot program was only offered to members 
exiting DROP, with the requirement that the participant first attend an FPE seminar.  The FC 
consultant is restricted from providing, selling or deriving any income from the sale of any investment 
products to members.  A signed liability waiver is required from each participant and accepted by 
LAFPP. Once the waiver is approved, the participant works directly with the FC consultant to gather 
information and develop a personalized financial plan. 

 
On July 29, 2019, LAFPP released a Request for Proposals (RFP) for financial counseling services 
and received only two responses. Staff recommended awarding a new three-year contract to 
Cambridge due to their extensive background and experience working with government and public 
pension systems, as compared to the competing submission.  The current contract with Cambridge 
expires on December 9, 2022.  
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DISCUSSION 
 
LAFPP seeks a financial consultant to provide counseling services with an in-depth understanding 
of the Plan, and an appropriate business model that serves members’ interests without soliciting for 
additional sales. This contract requires a consultant to demonstrate highly specialized skills while 
providing services of an occasional nature. These services are offered at no cost to the Plan and 
only at the election of interested members. 
 
Cambridge is uniquely suited to provide these highly specialized services. Cambridge worked 
closely with staff to refine and evaluate the current program to provide a relevant and valuable 
service to members. LAFPP’s Financial Counseling Program is tailored to our members and its 
scale, format, and fees are unique to LAFPP. The Program has proven successful and well received 
by the participants. Members surveyed have expressed generally positive feedback with a “Very 
Satisfied” overall rating of the program and “Very Likely” to recommend to fellow members. 
 
When LAFPP conducted the most recent competitive bidding process in 2019, there were only two 
responses and Cambridge was the only qualified proposer with the requisite level of experience in 
this area.  Cambridge offers these resources on an occasional basis and LAFPP staff monitor the 
results. Members must adhere to the following program requirements in order to participate:  

 
• Attended a Financial Planning Education (FPE) Seminar OR Webinar and one of the LAFPP 

benefits-only webinars. 
• Agree to provide evaluation at the end of the service that assists LAFPP staff in monitoring the 

non-solicitation clause by the contractor.  
  

The session is conducted in 3 phases that involve collection of data, a follow-up goal planning 
interview, and finally, a review of personal summary of findings and presentation of report containing 
the member’s entire financial plan and outlook. Since inception of the program, there have been a 
total of 153 interested members who signed waivers to begin the process and 70 who completed 
the program. The following is a breakdown of the participation: 
 

Financial Counseling 

  Interested Completed 
Completion 

Rate 
2018 54 28 52% 
2019 59 19 32% 
2020 18 10 56% 
2021 12 7 58% 
2022 10 6 60% 
  153 70 46% 

 
Cambridge offers these counseling sessions to members without deriving any additional income 
from the sale of any investment products. In the past, the Board has appropriately raised concerns 
over the prospect of financial representatives making presentations to members containing 
inaccurate, biased, or self-serving advice with the goal of eliciting a sale of a product. In fact, 
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financial education consultants are restricted from soliciting personal financial planning services and 
advice. Cambridge has provided these services to members with the requisite knowledge and with 
an appropriate business model, which does not solicit additional products.  
 
Finally, Cambridge offers these services at no cost to the Plan and there are safeguards built into 
the process to ensure members understand this is an optional program. Under the terms of the 
proposed contract extension, the Financial Counseling program would continue to offer unbiased 
personal financial counseling services without risk to the Fund. To avoid any potential issues related 
to using Plan assets for purposes not directly related to administering LAFPP benefits, members 
pay the full cost of the counseling session directly to the consultant, which is currently set at a 
discounted rate of $295. Additionally, members are required to sign a release of liability waiver to 
acknowledge the transition from financial education services to counseling services. 

 
Staff recommends approving a one-year contract extension to Cambridge Financial Partners, LLC 
to continue to provide financial counseling services to all interested members. Cambridge Financial 
Partners, LLC will provide services at no cost to the Plan, exempting the extension from the City’s 
three-year contract limit pursuant to Administrative Code Section 10.5(b)(2).  
 
BUDGET 
 
No funding is necessary as all fees are paid by the member directly to the consultant. 
 
POLICY  
 
No policy changes are recommended.  

 
CONTRACTOR DISCLOSURE INFORMATION 
 
There is no contractor disclosure information with this report. 
 
 
This report was prepared by:  
 
Stephen Bayutas, Benefits Analyst 
Communications & Education Section 
 
RPC:JS:CT:SB 

 



 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 
701 E. 3rd Street, Suite 200 

Los Angeles, CA 90013 
(213) 279-3100 

 
 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSION COMMISSIONERS 
 

DATE: JULY 21, 2022 ITEM:  C.7 
 
FROM: RAYMOND P. CIRANNA, GENERAL MANAGER 
 
SUBJECT: FINANCIAL PLANNING EDUCATION CONSULTING SERVICES CONTRACT 

EXTENSION AND POSSIBLE BOARD ACTION 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Board: 
 

1. Approve a second amendment extending contract number 743PEN with Foursquare 
Financial Literacy Partners, Inc. for one year to provide financial planning education 
services; 
 

2. Authorize the General Manager to negotiate an amendment to the current contract, 
extending the term of the contract by one year, to expire on December 4, 2023, with a total 
contract amount not to exceed $85,000 in compliance with Los Angeles Administrative Code 
Section 10.5(b)(2); and 

 
3. Authorize the President of the Board, on behalf of the Board, to execute the contract 

extension, subject to City Attorney approval as to form. 
  
BACKGROUND 
 
The Financial Planning Education (FPE) program is designed to provide active members with 
unbiased general education about retirement planning, tailored to the various stages in an LAFPP 
member’s career. The program offers three seminar formats for our members: Early to Mid-Career, 
Late-Career, and DROP Exit.  
 
For each format, staff presents information specific to each tier on pension benefits, including the 
retiree health subsidy and Medicare. The consultant presents other topics including deferred 
compensation, debt management, taxes, Social Security, long term care, life insurance, and estate 
planning. These topics are customized to address short or long-term planning depending on the 
seminar format and audience. The general feedback from members surveyed regarding the FPE 
seminars has been extremely positive over time.  
 
The current contract for FPE consulting services will expire on December 4, 2022. 
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DISCUSSION 
 
On July 29, 2019, LAFPP released a Request for Proposal (RFP) for FPE Consulting Services 
where firms were requested to submit proposals to develop and conduct FPE seminars for LAFPP 
members. The RFP process generally takes 4 to 6 months to complete. There was a total of three 
(3) responses received for the last RFP and Foursquare Financial Literacy Partners, Inc. 
(Foursquare) came in with the lowest startup cost, solid experience, and presented the best overall 
value.  On November 7, 2019, the Board awarded the three-year FPE Consulting Services contract 
to Foursquare based on the results of the RFP.  The current term of Foursquare’s contract is from 
December 5, 2019 to December 4, 2022.  
 
In March 2020, all in-person member education/outreach events were suspended due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic, including the FPE seminars.  Foursquare generally held a total of 20 in-person 
FPE seminars each year but was only able to conduct a total of 5 from the beginning of the current 
contract until the suspension.  In September 2020, Foursquare’s contract was amended to develop 
and conduct virtual seminars (“webinars") in order to continue the FPE program for members in light 
of the COVID-19 restrictions.  From October 2020 to June 2022, 17 webinars have been held 
serving a total of 452 members.  Webinars are conducted once a month and have consistently 
received positive reviews from member participants.  
 
Due to the uncertain nature of the current state/local mandates and health guidelines, staff is 
preparing to begin conducting a limited number of in-person events and will continue conducting 
virtual seminars/webinars. Therefore, Staff is requesting a one-year extension for the current 
contract with Foursquare to allow for the continuation of FPE consulting services during this 
transitionary period.  
 
Staff is requesting that the Board adopt the above recommendations and determine that a new 
search for a consultant would not be productive or cost effective to the Plan at this time. This 
extension is consistent with the City Charter and Administrative Code, which allows for extensions 
beyond the three-year City contract limit if costs will not exceed $169,418 (pursuant to 
Administrative Code Section 10.5(b)(2)). 
 
BUDGET 
 
The current FPE total contract limit is $220,000 for a term of three years expiring in December 2022. 
Total expenditures since contract inception is $20,000. Staff is requesting contract expenditure 
authority up to $85,000 during the one-year extension period. Funding is included in the budget for 
fiscal year 2022-23. 
 
POLICY  
 
No policy changes are recommended. 
 
CONTRACTOR DISCLOSURE INFORMATION 

 
The contractor complied with LAFPP’s Contractor Disclosure Policy regarding campaign 
contributions, charitable contributions, intermediaries, gifts, and contacts on July 11, 2022.  Internal 
Audit Section reviewed the provided information and determined there was nothing new to report 
under this policy. 
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This report was prepared by:  
 
 
Stephen Bayutas, Benefits Analyst 
Communications & Education Section 
 
RPC:JS:CT:SB 



 

 

 

DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 
701 E. 3rd Street, Suite 200 

Los Angeles, CA 90013 
(213) 279-3000 

 
 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSION COMMISSIONERS 
 

DATE: JULY 21, 2022  ITEM:  D.1 
 
FROM: RAYMOND P. CIRANNA, GENERAL MANAGER 

 
SUBJECT: JUNE 2022 MONTHLY REPORT AND UPDATE 

 
THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED TO THE BOARD FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES.  
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The June 2022 Monthly Report includes the following notable items: 
 

1) Transition to New Workers’ Compensation Providers – The City has recently switched Third-
Party Administrators (TPAs) for Workers’ Compensation benefit claims processing for LAFD 
and LAPD beginning July 1, 2022 and August 1, 2022, respectively.  Staff is attending a “Meet 
and Greet” with one of the TPAs on July 14, 2022 where more information will be obtained. 
 

2) Status of 2018/2019 Disability Pension Applications – The Disability Pensions Section currently 
has one open case filed in 2018 that is scheduled to be heard by the Board in September. There 
are seven open cases filed in 2019, three of which are scheduled to be heard later this year, 
three currently are at the Medical Desk, and one that was amended earlier this year after being 
on a lengthy surgery hold.  Staff anticipates that this applicant will be examined by the pension 
physicians later this year. 
   

3) Alive and Well Verification – Pursuant to the 2021-22 Business Plan, staff conducted an “alive 
and well” verification of pensioners aged 90 and above.  The prior verification was conducted 
in 2018 and involved members aged 95 and older.  As of June 30, 2022, the verification was 
100% completed.  All 680 audited pensioners were found to be doing well and are receiving 
their monthly benefits.   

  
4) Retirement Incentive Pay (RIP) Bonus – The Retirement Incentive Pay (RIP) program was 

developed by the City and sworn labor unions to allow employees who are retiring or entering 
DROP during a designated period, to include their deferred raises as part of their pension 
benefit calculation or for their accrued leave (sick/vacation hours) payout at retirement. As of 
July 8, 2022, the CAO has received a total of 1,274 RIP applications. 

 
5) Perforated 1099-Rs – On April 21, 2022 Commissioner Buzzell requested staff to consider using 

perforated paper for the 1099-Rs mailed to members.  Staff researched this with our vendor 
(Northern Trust) and determined the cost would increase from $1.00 per 1099-R to $1.43 per 
perforated 1099-R.  For 2021, a total of 16,493 1099-Rs were mailed to recipients, so this change 
would increase the costs from $16,493 to approximately $23,585 (a 43% increase).  During the 
June 16, 2022 Board meeting, the Board instructed staff to implement the perforated 1099-Rs 
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beginning with the calendar year 2022 1099-Rs.  Staff will work with the vendor to ensure this 
change is implemented as instructed. 
 

6) Neptune Building Activity of Vacant Space – At the request of the Board in December 2019, staff 
began providing leasing activity to the Board in January 2020.  By including the information in 
this report, the Board will be kept apprised of the efforts to lease out the vacant space in the 
Neptune Building. 
 
The table below provides a summary of the leasing activity for June 2022. 
 

New Inquiries / Active Prospects 
Inquiry Type Term Projected Occupancy Comments 

New - Business 
Owner 1 year 09/01/2022 Small business owner needs 

a rent ready space. 

New - Broker 5 years 09/01/2022 
E-commerce clothing brand.  
Toured the property on June 
29th. 

Active – Personnel 
Department Staff 5 years 08/2022 

Toured property on 03/02/22. 
Waiting for response. Space 
may be too large. 

Active – Business 
Owner 

3 years – 
Plus 

Option 
TBD 

Avant garde fashion clothing 
and Tea bar.  Waiting for 
application package. 

 
 

7) Private Equity – The following private equity funds have closed since the last meeting 
announcement: 
 
On May 5, 2022, the Board, in closed session pursuant to Government Code Section 54956.81, 
approved a commitment of up to a total of $20 million in the following alternative investments:   
Pear Ventures IV, L.P. The investment closed on June 2, 2022. Board vote: Ayes- 6, Nays, 0. 
(Commissioner Ambriz was present for the roll call vote on this item but failed to affirmatively 
vote either “yes” or “no,” and therefore is deemed to have voted “yes.” L.A. Admin. Code Sec. 
21.19.) 
  
On June 2, 2022, the Board, in closed session pursuant to Government Code Section 54956.81, 
approved a commitment of up to a total of $14.5 million in the following alternative investments: 
MaC Ventures Fund II, L.P. The investment closed on June 17, 2022. Board vote: Ayes 8, Nays 
0. 
  
On June 2, 2022, the Board, in closed session pursuant to Government Code Section 54956.81, 
approved a commitment of up to a total of $15 million in the following alternative investments: 
Brewer Lane Ventures Fund II, L.P. The investment closed on June 30, 2022. Board vote: Ayes 
8, Nays 0. (Commissioner Ambriz was present for the roll call vote on this item but failed to 
affirmatively vote either “yes” or “no,” and therefore is deemed to have voted “yes.” L.A. Admin. 
Code Sec. 21.19.) 

 
8) Real Estate – The following real estate funds have closed since the last meeting announcement: 
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On May 19, 2022 the Board, in closed session pursuant to Government Code Section 54956.81, 
approved a commitment of up to $75 million in the following real estate investment: EQT Exeter 
Industrial Value Fund VI.  The investment closed on June 17, 2022.  Board vote: Ayes 7; Nays 
0. 
 
On June 2, 2022 the Board, in closed session pursuant to Government Code Section 54956.81, 
approved a commitment of up to $75 million in the following real estate investment: Abacus 
Multi-Family Partners VI.  The investment closed on July 1, 2022.  Board vote: Ayes 8; Nays 0. 
 

 
The following searches and firms are within the Marketing Cessation Period Policy*: 

 
 

Vendor / Contract Contract 
Start Date 

Contract 
Expiration 

Date 

Market 
Cessation 
Start Date 

Scout Investments, Inc. - Reams Asset 
Management Division (Fixed Income - TIPS) 09/01/2019 08/31/2022 06/01/2022 

Portfolio Advisors, LLC  
(Private Equity – Specialized Manager) 10/01/2019 09/30/2022 06/30/2022 

Channing Capital Management, LLC 
(Domestic Equity) 10/01/2019 09/30/2022 06/30/2022 

Semper Capital Management, L.P. (Fixed 
Income) 10/01/2019 09/30/2022 06/30/2022 

 
*Marketing Cessation: In accordance with Section 9.0 of the Investment Policy, from the time the search begins with the Board’s 
approval of the minimum criteria for the search until the search ends with the selection of the firm(s) to receive contract(s), all direct 
marketing contact with firms that meet the search criteria will be limited to meetings with the Consultant, information sent to the 
Consultant or Department, questions about the search directed to the Staff or Consultant, one meeting at the Department’s office 
with Staff and any site visits. The Board members, Department Staff or Consultant will accept no entertainment or gifts of any kind 
from any firm qualifying for the search. This policy does not prohibit contact with potential interview candidates at group social 
events, educational seminars, conferences, or charitable events so long as there is no direct marketing. 

 
During the three months prior to the renewal of a contract with a firm currently under contract, the Board Members, Department 
Staff and Consultant will accept no entertainment or gifts from that firm until the contract has been renewed or terminated by the 
Board. Firms who currently have contracts with LAFPP are allowed to continue contact related to the existing contract with Staff 
and the Consultant.  
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A

EQUITIES STOCKS BONDS CASH TOTAL ALLOC. PRIVATE EQUITY BONDS CASH TOTAL ALLOC.
AllianceBernstein (S&P 500 Index) 2,160.9 - 3.4 2,164.3 Abbott Capital 2.9 - - 2.9 
AllianceBernstein (Systematic Value) 661.9 - 3.1 665.0 Hamilton Lane 2.9 - - 2.9 
AllianceBernstein (Russell 1000 Growth Index) 1,343.7 - 1.9 1,345.6 PCA 1.1 - - 1.1 
NTI S&P 500 Equal Weight 1,055.3 - 7.7 1,063.0 Fairview Capital 203.1 - - 203.1 
NTI Stoxx USA 900 513.8 - 1.2 515.0 Portfolio Advisors 4,465.7 - - 4,465.7 
Boston Partners (Value) 460.3 - 20.8 481.1 Aldus Equity 148.8 - - 148.8 
Terminated/Transition Domestic Equity Managers - - - - TCP 78.8 - - 78.8 
Core Equity Managers (23%) 6,195.9 - 38.1 6,234.0 22.08% Greycroft Growth IV LP 0.1 - - 0.1 
Target Differential (0.92)% (258.6) Baillie Gfd PVC GP II 10.3 - - 10.3 

Stepstone Group 71.8 - - 71.8 

AllianceBernstein (S&P 600 Index) 124.7 - 0.1 124.8 TOTAL PRIVATE EQUITY MGRS (14%) 4,985.4 - - 4,985.4 17.66%
Frontier Capital Mgt. (Growth) 452.4 - 22.0 474.4 Target Differential 3.66% 1,033.4 
Channing Capital Mgt. (Value) 60.2 - 1.8 62.0 
Denali Advisors (Value) 67.4 - 1.3 68.7 PRIVATE CREDIT BONDS CASH TOTAL ALLOC.
Eastern Shore Capital (Core) 45.8 - 1.5 47.3 TOTAL PRIVATE CREDIT MGRS (2%) - - 0.00%
Lisanti Capital (Growth) 46.3 - 2.2 48.5 Target Differential (2.00)% (564.6)
PIMCO Stocks Plus (Core) 170.2 - - 170.2 
Palisade Capital Management (Core) 69.0 - 2.5 71.5 REAL ESTATE
Phocas Financial (Value) 60.0 - 1.2 61.2 
Westwood Management (Value) 190.1 - 1.9 192.0 Alliance REIT 244.0 - 0.7 244.7 
AllianceBernstein (Value) 196.7 - 0.8 197.6 Principal Global REIT 190.8 - 5.2 196.0 
Terminated/Transition Small Cap Equity Managers - - - Principal U.S. REIT 627.0 - 16.6 643.7 
Small Cap. Equity Mgrs (6%) 1,482.7 - 35.5 1,518.2 5.38% Cohen & Steers U.S. REIT 858.9 - 6.4 865.3 
Target Differential (0.62)% (175.5) REIT Managers (3.0%) 1,920.8 - 28.9 1,949.7 6.91%

Target Differential 3.91% 1,102.9 
Brandes Investment Partners (Value) 1,198.8 - 39.8 1,238.7 REAL ESTATE COMMINGLED FUNDS SUMMARY
Blackrock (Core Passive) 1,117.5 - 2.8 1,120.2 Total Pooled Funds 1,252.7 - - 1,252.7 4.44%
Baillie Gifford (Growth) 924.0 - 16.6 940.5 REAL ESTATE SEPARATE ACCT. SUMMARY BY MANAGER
Boston Common (ESG) 31.1 - 1.0 32.1 AEW (Heitman, Sentinel) 562.2 - - 562.2 
Principal Global Int'l Small Cap 176.2 - 6.3 182.5 Neptune Building 21.1 - - 21.1 
Victory Capital Mgt. 202.4 - 4.8 207.2 Private Real Estate (7.0%) 1,836.1 - 6.50%
Terminated/Transition Int'l Equity Managers 0.1 - - 0.1 Real Estate Equity Mgrs 583.3 - - 583.3 2.07%
Int'l Equity Mgrs (16%) 3,650.0 - 71.2 3,721.2 13.18% TOTAL REAL ESTATE (10%) 3,756.8 - 28.9 3,785.8 13.41%
Target Differential (2.82)% (795.3) Target Differential 3.41% 962.9 
Harding Loevner 404.8 - 21.6 426.5 COMMODITIES
Dimensional Fund Advisors 792.2 - 4.3 796.5 AllianceBernstein  (Commodities, Public Equity) 322.5 - 1.2 323.7 
Sanctioned Assets 0.2 - - 0.2 PA (Commodities, Private Equity) 173.3 - 173.3 
Int'l Emerg. Mkts Mgrs (5.0%) 1,197.2 - 25.9 1,223.1 4.33% TOTAL COMMODITIES (1.0%) 495.8 - 1.2 497.0 1.76%
Target Differential (0.67)% (188.3) Target Differential 0.76% 214.7 
TOTAL EQUITIES MGRS (50.0%) 12,525.9 - 170.7 12,696.6 44.98%
Int'l Tax Reclaims 0.2 0.1 1.6 1.9 CASH
FIXED INCOME HOUSE ACCOUNTS
Northern Trust (Fixed Income Index) - 713.9 1.3 715.2 Tier 1 (Article 17) - - 28.2 28.2 
Reams Asset Mgmt. (Opportunistic) - 764.2 - 764.2 Tier 2 (Article 18) - - 381.9 381.9 
LM Capital (Opportunistic) - 298.7 11.7 310.4 Tier 3 (Article 35) - - 8.4 8.4 
GIA Partners (Opportunistic) - 50.4 0.7 51.1 Tier 4 (New) - - 9.9 9.9 
Semper Capital Mgt. - 49.8 0.8 50.6 Tier 5 (New) - - 101.2 101.2 
Loomis Sayles (Long Duration) - 624.3 2.0 626.3 Tier 6 (New) - - 39.3 39.3 
Reams Asset Mgmt. (Passive TIPS) - 1,170.6 - 1,170.6 CASH SUMMARY
Terminated/Transition Fixed Income Managers - - - - Unallocated Cash Reserve (1%) - - 568.9 568.9 2.02%
Core Bond Mgrs (17%) - 3,672.0 16.4 3,688.4 13.07% Target Differential 1.02% 286.6 
Target Differential (3.93)% (1,110.5)
MacKay Shields 17.9 580.9 22.0 620.9 
High Yield Bond Mgrs (3.0%) 17.9 580.9 22.0 620.9 2.20%
Target Differential (0.80)% (226.0) PRIVATE REAL  
Reams Asset Mgmt. (Unconstrained) - 783.9 - 783.9 EQUITY STOCKS BONDS ESTATE CASH TOTAL
Payden & Rygel (Unconstrained) - 599.9 - 599.9 ACTUAL ASSET MIX
Unconstrained Fixed Income (2.0%) 1,383.8 - 1,383.8 4.90% Current Month 495.8 4,985.4 12,544.0 5,636.8 3,756.8 809.8 28,228.5 
Target Differential 2.90% 819.2 1.76% 17.66% 44.44% 19.97% 13.31% 2.87% 100.00%

Last Month 760.9 4,919.6 13,727.1 5,993.5 3,748.6 589.8 29,739.6 
TOTAL FIXED INCOME MGRS (22.0%) 17.9 5,636.7 38.5 5,693.1 20.17% % Change -34.85% 1.34% -8.62% -5.95% 0.22% 37.29% -5.08%

Note: City Pension Contribution received on 7/6/21

Subtotals & totals may not sum up exactly due to rounding.
Note: Data is unaudited; Dollars expressed in Millions.  

      COMMODITIES

Portfolio as of June 30, 2022

TOTAL FUND

STOCKS / EQUITY / RE

STOCKS / EQUITY / RE
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6/30/2022

COMMINGLED FUNDS EQUITY POOLED CASH TOTAL
Almanac Realty Securities VII NA 31.4 - 31.4 
Almanac Realty Securities VIII NA 29.0 - 29.0 
Almanac Realty Securities IX NA 1.1 - 1.1 
Asana Partners Fund I NA 39.2 - 39.2 
Asana Partners Fund II NA 23.9 - 23.9 
Asana Partners Fund III NA 2.0 - 2.0 
Berkshire Multifamily Income Realty Fund NA 39.6 - 39.6 
California Smart Growth Fund IV NA 1.0 - 1.0 
Capri Urban Investors NA 0.2 - 0.2 
Cerberus Institutional Real Estate Partners Fund V NA 19.9 - 19.9 
CIM Real Estate Fund III NA 13.1 - 13.1 
CIM Urban REIT, LLC NA 0.0 - 0.0 
Clarion Lion Industrial Trust 

‐

 2007 NA 211.3 - 211.3 
Colony Investors VIII NA 0.0 - 0.0 
Apollo CPI Europe I (Asia) NA 0.5 - 0.5 
Exeter Industrial Value Fund IV NA 4.3 - 4.3 
Exeter Industrial Value Fund V NA 34.9 - 34.9 
Exeter Europe Logistics NA 3.4 - 3.4 
Gerrity Retail Fund 2 NA 30.0 - 30.0 
GID MAINSTAY FUND NA 37.2 - 37.2 
Heitman Asia

‐

Pacific Property Investors HAPI NA 38.9 - 38.9 
Heitman HART NA 24.5 - 24.5 
Jamestown Premier NA 49.9 - 49.9 
Kayne Anderson Core Real Estate Fund KACORE NA 38.5 - 38.5 
LBA Logistics Value Fund VII NA 32.9 - 32.9 
LBA LOGISTICS FUND IX NA 8.1 - 8.1 
MetLife Core Property Fund NA 150.9 - 150.9 
NREP Nordic Strategies Fund IV NA 14.6 - 14.6 
Oaktree Real Estate Opportunities Fund VIII NA 8.5 - 8.5 
Principal Green I NA 0.2 - 0.2 
Principal US Core USPA NA 108.5 - 108.5 
Prudential PRISA NA 99.5 - 99.5 
RREEF Core Plus Industrial Fund NA 91.0 - 91.0 
Rothschild Five Arrows Realty V (Almanac) NA 0.0 - 0.0 
Savanna Real Estate Fund III NA 19.7 - 19.7 
Starwood Opportunity Fund IX NA 9.6 - 9.6 
Standard Life Investments European Real Estate Club NA 0.1 - 0.1 
Standard Life Investments European Real Estate Club II NA 0.2 - 0.2 
Stockbridge Real Estate Fund II NA 0.3 - 0.3 
Unico Core Plus Partners NA 32.9 - 32.9 
Unico Partners I NA 0.0 - 0.0 
Wolff Credit Fund III NA 2.0 - 2.0 

Total 1,252.7 - 1,252.7 

SEPARATE ACCOUNT PROPERTIES EQUITY POOLED CASH TOTAL
AEW (Heitman) - 121 W. Chestnut 64.9 NA - 64.9 
AEW (Heitman) - Woodland Plaza 1.1 NA - 1.1 
AEW (Heitman) - Twin Creeks Village 29.9 NA - 29.9 
AEW (Heitman) - Sea Isle 62.8 NA - 62.8 
AEW (Sentinel) - Riverplace Core 0.0 NA - 0.0 
AEW (Sentinel) - Walmart Building at Water Ridge 24.0 NA - 24.0 
AEW (Sentinel) - Windward Place 66.4 NA - 66.4 
AEW (Sentinel) - Town Center 73.0 NA - 73.0 
AEW (Sentinel) - Northpointe Executive Park 35.6 NA - 35.6 
AEW (Sentinel) - Aerial Center Executive Park 56.4 NA - 56.4 
AEW - I-4 Logistics Center 48.1 NA - 48.1 
AEW - Sycamore Hills Plaza 37.1 NA - 37.1 
AEW - Lockwood Glen Apartments 62.9 NA - 62.9 
Neptune Building 21.1 NA - 21.1 
Real Estate Managers Total Committed
AEW (Heitman, Sentinel (Urdang)) 562.2 

Total 562.2 

 Real Estate Summary
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Asset Class/Benchmark 1-month 3-month 1-year 3-years 5-years
Total Fund -5.24 % -9.27 % -7.14 % 8.24 % 8.16 %
S & P 500 Index -8.25 % -16.10 % -10.62 % 10.60 % 11.31 %

Total Equity -8.44 % -15.05 % -16.38 % 6.93 % 7.60 %
S & P 500 Index -8.25 % -16.10 % -10.62 % 10.60 % 11.31 %

Total Domestic Equity -8.32 % -15.53 % -12.64 % 10.29 % 10.78 %
Russell 3000 Index -8.37 % -16.70 % -13.87 % 9.77 % 10.60 %

Total Large Cap Equity -8.16 % -15.48 % -10.19 % 10.97 % 11.66 %
S & P 500 Index -8.25 % -16.10 % -10.62 % 10.60 % 11.31 %

Total Small Cap -8.95 % -15.74 % -20.61 % 7.34 % 7.42 %
Russell 2000 Index -8.22 % -17.20 % -25.20 % 4.21 % 5.17 %

Total International Equity -8.62 % -14.29 % -22.30 % 1.51 % 2.56 %
MSCI ACWI ex-US -8.56 % -13.54 % -19.01 % 1.81 % 2.98 %

Total International Developed Markets -9.14 % -14.49 % -21.45 % 1.52 % 2.58 %
MSCI ACWI ex-US -8.56 % -13.54 % -19.01 % 1.81 % 2.98 %

Total International Emerging Markets -7.01 % -13.71 % -25.14 % 0.75 % 2.10 %
MSCI Emerging Markets Index -6.56 % -11.34 % -25.00 % 0.92 % 2.55 %

Total Fixed Income -2.65 % -5.94 % -9.07 % 1.59 % 2.73 %
Bloomberg Barclays Universal -2.00 % -5.13 % -10.89 % -0.94 % 0.94 %

Total Core Fixed Income -2.15 % -6.89 % -12.92 % 0.16 % 1.87 %
Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate -1.57 % -4.69 % -10.29 % -0.93 % 0.88 %

Total High Yield -5.51 % -7.54 % -9.54 % 1.73 % 3.46 %
LAFPP HY Benchmark1 -6.81 % -9.98 % -12.67 % -0.07 % 1.94 %

Total REITs -7.00 % -14.84 % -8.60 % 4.41 % 6.74 %
LAFPP REIT Benchmark2 -7.83 % -15.96 % -9.34 % 2.21 % 4.24 %

-8.77 % -7.80 % 3.67 % 10.64 % 8.48 %
-10.77 % -5.66 % 24.27 % 14.34 % 8.39 %

FYTD
-7.14 %
-10.62 %

Preliminary Return Information as of June 30, 2022

-16.38 %
-10.62 %

-12.64 %
-13.87 %

-10.19 %
-10.62 %

-20.61 %
-25.20 %

-22.30 %
-19.01 %

-21.45 %
-19.01 %

-25.14 %
-25.00 %

-9.07 %
-10.89 %

-12.92 %
-10.29 %

-9.54 %
-12.67 %

Footnotes:

1 LAFPP HY Benchmark: CS HY Index thru 12/31/11 & BofA ML US HY Master II Cnst Index thereafter.

-8.60 %
-9.34 %

Total Commodities
Bloomberg Commodities Index TR

3.67 %
24.27 %

2 LAFPP REIT Benchmark: Dow Jones US Select RE Securities Index thru 12/31/13, 50% FTSE 
EPRA/NAREIT Global RE Index & 50% Dow Jones US Select RE Securities Index thereafter.
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(Data through June 30, 2022) 
 

 DISABILITY PENSIONS 

 
*Applications filed for Disability, Active Member Death, and Dependent Child/Parent benefits. 
 

 
*Claims for Disability, Active Member Death, and Dependent Child/Parent benefits. 
 

 
*Months with zero (0) indicate no disability claims presented to the Board that month. 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total
2020 2 5 1 0 3 2 6 2 4 5 2 7
2021 1 2 8 5 5 3 1 3 5 1 5 2
2022 1 2 5 3 3 2
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10
Total Claims Filed
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Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total
2020 1 4 4 6 2 2 0 2 2 3 4 4
2021 1 4 1 4 6 5 6 1 1 4 4 4
2022 2 2 6 1 1 1
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Total Claims Presented to the Board*
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Avg. Processing Time for Disability Claims Presented to the Board*

Elapsed time from scheduling of hearing to Board hearing date.

Elapsed time from application receipt to scheduling of hearing.

39  
41  
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* Months with zero (0) indicate no survivor claims presented to the Board that month. 
 

PENDING CLAIMS BY YEAR FILED FIRE POLICE HARBOR AIRPORT TOTAL 
2018           
Dependent Child/Parent 0 0 0 0 0 
Surviving Spouse/Domestic Partner/Minor Children 0 0 0 0 0 
Disability (New/Review) 0 0 1 0 1 
2019           
Dependent Child/Parent 0 0 0 0 0 
Surviving Spouse/Domestic Partner/Minor Children 0 1 0 0 1 
Disability (New/Review) 0 6 0 0 6 
2020           
Dependent Child/Parent 0 0 0 0 0 
Surviving Spouse/Domestic Partner/Minor Children 1 2 0 0 3 
Disability (New/Review) 1 16 0 0 17 
2021           
Dependent Child/Parent 0 2 0 0 2 
Surviving Spouse/Domestic Partner/Minor Children 1 2 0 0 3 
Disability (New/Review) 4 27 0 0 31 
2022           
Dependent Child/Parent 0 1 0 0 1 
Surviving Spouse/Domestic Partner/Minor Children 0 2 0 0 2 
Disability (New/Review) 2 11 0 0 13 
TOTAL 9 70 1 0 80 

 
 

CURRENT STATUS OF PENDING CLAIMS   
Collecting/Reviewing records 43 
Manager reviewing admin file / creating appendix 9 
Medical Desk (pension physician appointments and reports) 12 
Board Package (Board report, pension physician reports, and admin file) 12 
Ready to schedule for Board hearing 3 
Case on hold (pending surgery / litigation / WC hearing)  1 
TOTAL 80 
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Avg. Processing Time for Survivor Claims Presented to the Board*

Elapsed time from scheduling of hearing to Board hearing date.

Elapsed time from application receipt to scheduling of hearing.
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DROP/SERVICE PENSIONS 
*Data may change due to timing of processing transactions. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
NOTE: Projected DROP Exit numbers reflect mandatory exits only. 
 
 
 
 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD
2020 7 41 22 14 17 22 31 20 43 26 15 10 268
2021 4 120 37 31 32 19 37 22 25 17 7 7 358
2022 5 113 41 26 27 21 233
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DROP Entries

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD
2020 56 52 57 38 33 35 15 21 15 15 6 7 350
2021 122 41 40 45 36 23 28 21 12 13 5 6 392
2022 104 45 30 35 33 41 288
Projected 2022 48 12 3 7 6 0
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DROP Exits
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DROP Participants by Department 

2022 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
Fire 417 410 406 401 405 398       
Police 1,002 1,069 1,086 1,082 1,073 1,060       
Harbor  2 2 2 2 2 2       
Airport 0 0 0 0 0 0       
 
  

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
2020 1,588 1,577 1,542 1,519 1,499 1,486 1,505 1,504 1,532 1,547 1,557 1,556
2021 1,435 1,517 1,512 1,498 1,492 1,489 1,495 1,499 1,509 1,513 1,515 1,522
2022 1,421 1,481 1,494 1,485 1,480 1,460
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 SURVIVORSHIP PENSIONS 

 Current 
Month 

Fiscal Year 
To Date 

12 Month 
Moving Avg. 

Surviving Spouse/Domestic Partner 
Pension Applications Processed 13 201 17 
Survivor Benefit Purchase Program 2 11 1 

 
   
  

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD
2020 5 7 7 8 12 6 3 11 10 5 9 5 88
2021 3 9 43 17 10 19 10 12 20 8 8 7 166
2022 6 12 31 14 19 14 96

Service Pensions 
(by Approval Date)

Service Pensions by Department  
2022 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

Fire 0 2 1 3 4 0       
Police 6 9 30 11 15 14       
Harbor  0 1 0 0 0 0       
Airport 0 0 0 0 0 0       
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 ACTIVE MEMBER SERVICES 
 Current 

Month 
Fiscal Year 

To Date 
12 Month 

Moving Avg. 
Refund of Contributions    
Fire 2 11 1 
Police 9 105 9 
Harbor 0 0 0 
Airport 1 2 0 
Basic Training Purchases (completed)  
Fire 5 73 6 
Police 23 308 26 
Harbor 0 5 0 
Airport 0 0 0 
Public Service Purchases (PSP)    
Completed Purchases 0 9 1 
Avg. Years of Service (YOS) Purchased N/A 1.72 1.72 
Avg. Cost per YOS Purchased N/A $73,831 $73,831 
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MEMBER OUTREACH ACTIVITIES 
Date Type of Outreach Number of 

Participants Tier 

06/01/22 Los Angeles Retired Fire & Police Association – Annual 
Membership Meeting and Picnic 10 Multiple 

06/08/22 Financial Planning Education Webinar 5 Multiple 

06/09/22 Benefits Information Webinar – Summary of Pension Benefits 
(evening session) 6 Multiple 

06/09/22 Benefits Information Webinar - “Health Benefits – Insurance in 
Retirement” 10 Multiple 

06/15/22 Benefits Information Webinar - “Understanding Your Plan – The 3 
Types of LAFPP Pensions” 4 Multiple 

06/16/22 Benefits Information Webinar - “Service Retirement and DROP 
Entry – Application Process” 13 Multiple 

06/16/22 LAPPL Outreach – Pacific Division 29 Multiple 

Upcoming Events 

07/07/22 LAPPL Outreach – Van Nuys Division TBD Multiple 
07/21/22 LAPD Wellness Day - Southeast TBD Multiple 

Outreach Activity Totals 
 Current Month Fiscal Year to Date 

Members Reached 77 1,156 
-# of Recruit Talks 0 1 
-# of Financial Planning Education Seminars (live) 0 0 

    -# of Financial Planning Education Webinars (virtual) 1 10 
    -# of Benefits Information Webinars (virtual) 4 31 

-# of Other Outreach Events 2 15 
 

NEW PROJECTS 
 

TRANSITION TO NEW WORKERS’ COMPENSATION PROVIDERS 
Disability Pensions Section has been notified that the City will no longer contract with 
Acclamation Insurance Management Services (AIMS) and Tristar for Workers’ 
Compensation benefit claims submitted for members employed by LAFD and LAPD. As 
of July 1, 2022, claims submitted by LAFD members will be processed by Sedgwick.  
Beginning August 1, 2022, claims submitted by LAPD members will be processed by 
Intracare. During this time of transition, staff may experience delays in Workers’ 
Compensation records requests. Disability Pensions Section staff is scheduled to attend 
a “meet and greet” session with representatives of Intracare on July 14, 2022, where more 
information will be obtained. 
 

UPDATED PROJECTS 
 
ALIVE AND WELL VERIFICATION 
As part of the FY 2021-22 Business Plan (Project #5), staff is conducting an “alive and 
well” verification of pensioners aged 90 and above to ensure their continued well-being 
and that pension benefits are being paid to the intended recipients.  The previous 
verification was conducted in 2018 and involved pensioners aged 95 and above. 
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Staff completed the research phase of this project by surveying other retirement systems 
regarding similar verification/audit efforts that would require minimal or no in-person 
interaction in light of the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 
[UPDATE: As of 6/30/2022, the verification/audit is 100% complete. Of the 680 
pensioners audited, there were no discrepancies found.  Pensioners were doing well and 
are receiving their monthly benefits as expected. Additionally, staff was able to update 
current contact information for the involved pensioners and obtain Power of Attorney 
documents in some cases.] 
 
RIP BONUS 
RIP stands for “Retirement Incentive Pay” and is a program developed by the City and 
sworn labor unions to allow employees who are retiring or entering DROP during a 
designated period to include their deferred raises as part of their pension benefit 
calculation, or for their accrued leave (sick/vacation/overtime hours) payout at the time of 
retirement.  The CAO’s office is responsible for receiving and processing the RIP 
applications received from members and working with the Fire and Police departments to 
process the bonus.  The CAO created a special web page for the RIP program, 
https://cao.lacity.org/RIP/, and began accepting RIP applications during the first week of 
June 2021. 
 
[UPDATE: As of July 8, 2022, the CAO has received a total of 1,274 RIP applications.] 
 
CORRECTION OF ERRONEOUS PAYMENTS - PILOT PROGRAM 
Beginning October 15, 2020, the Board authorized the Retirement Services Section to 
begin a Pilot Program implementing additional measures for the correction of erroneous 
payments. For a one-year period, LAFPP will seek to recover overpayments through a 
combination of written correspondence, small claims court, collection agencies, and/or 
formal litigation.  Staff will provide periodic updates on the pilot program in this Monthly 
Report. 
 
[UPDATE: Recovered $349,063.61 as of June 30, 2022. Staff received City Attorney 
advice to proceed with collections on two cases totaling $6,987. The fiscal year 2022-23 
budget includes funding for an additional staff person who will assist in preparing 
additional cases for small claims/collection agency recovery.] 
 

UNCHANGED PROJECTS 
 
NEW TAX WITHHOLDING FORM W-4P 
The IRS has created a new Form W-4P that will be used for requesting any federal tax 
withholding changes in 2022.  Members already receiving pension payments do not need 
to submit a new Form W-4P if they do not want to make withholding changes.  The IRS 
announced that the use of the 2022 Form W-4P will not be required in 2022, allowing the 
2021 version of the form to continue to be used through December 31, 2022.  However, 
staff is continuing to work with our pension administration system consultant to program 
the necessary changes in PARIS, as the IRS is encouraging payors to update their 
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systems and to use the 2022 form as soon as programming is in place. The new W-4P 
will be posted on www.lafpp.com and we will announce the availability of the new form on 
our website and in pension check messages once it is implemented. 
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 ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATIONS DIVISION  

 
 NEW PROJECTS 

NONE. 
 

UPDATED PROJECTS 

NEPTUNE BUILDING MARKETING ACTIVITY OF VACANT SPACE 
 
At the request of the Board in December 2019, staff began providing leasing activity to 
the Board in January 2020.  By including the information in this report, the Board will be 
kept apprised on the efforts to lease out the vacant space in the Neptune Building.   
 
The property management company, Total Commercial Real Estate (TCRE) currently has 
the exclusive right to market the space and negotiate all leases for the Building.  Under 
this agreement, they successfully negotiated and executed a lease with KC Beauty on 
October 18, 2018.  Currently, TCRE is marketing the remaining open space.  
 
The table below provides a summary of the leasing activity of the space for June 2022. 
 

New Inquiries/Active Prospects 

Inquiry Type Term 
Projected 

Occupancy Comments 

New - Business Owner 1 year 09/01/2022 Small business owner needs 
a rent ready space. 

New - Broker 5 years 09/01/2022 
E-commerce clothing brand.  
Toured the property on June 

29th. 

Active – Personnel 
Department Staff 5 years 08/2022 

Toured property on 03/02/22. 
Waiting for response. Space 

may be too large. 

Active – Business Owner 
3 years – 

Plus 
Option 

TBD 
Avant garde fashion clothing 

and Tea bar.  Waiting for 
application package. 

 

 
COVID-19 RELATED RESPONSE EFFORTS AND RECONSTITUTION PLAN 
  
In response to the "Safer at Home" order as issued by Mayor Garcetti on March 19, 2020, 
LAFPP closed its offices to in-person visits. The Executive Officer continues to attend 
monthly Citywide Safety Officer meetings, and staff continues to provide bi-weekly 
COVID-19 response costs to the CAO and submit documentation for potential 
reimbursement as requested by the City.  
 
LAFPP continues its work towards recovery and safe re-opening in accordance with its 
Reconstitution Plan. As part of this, the General Manager has discussed with the Board 
the intention to implement a permanent Mobile and Flexible Workforce plan.  As such, 
staff included the necessary resources in the FY 2021-22 and FY 2022-23 Final Budget 
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and Business Plans.  Senior staff have also been asked to assess and monitor workload 
needs and staffing plans to ensure member services are not adversely affected. 
 
As of June 15, 2021, the Governor terminated the executive order that put into place the 
Stay Home Order and a vast majority of actions, such as removing restrictions related to 
physical distancing, capacity limits, and the County risk-level tier system (purple, red, 
orange, yellow, green). Los Angeles County has accordingly updated its protocols to be 
consistent with the State. Locally, Mayor Garcetti has updated the Safer L.A. order, but it 
remains in place. LAFPP continues to monitor and implement updated guidance and 
protocols for re-opening City offices from the Emergency Management Department, 
Personnel Department, and City management. 
 
On August 18, 2021, Los Angeles City Council adopted Ordinance 187134 requiring 
COVID-19 vaccination for all current and future city employees. All City employees must 
report their vaccination status and be fully vaccinated for COVID-19 or request an 
exemption (medical or religious). COVID-19 vaccination (or approved exemption) and 
reporting requirements are considered conditions of City employment.  
 
As of February 28, 2022, the LAFPP building reopened to LAFPP members with 
appointments and visitors attending LAFPP Board meetings. As of March 7, 2022, staff 
has reported to work onsite twice a week in anticipation of member appointments and to 
be consistent with the permanent hybrid work plan. Safety protocols have been posted at 
the entrance to the offices as well as on the Board agenda. Similar safety protocols are 
implemented at City Hall and City Hall East since these facilities re-opened to the public 
on May 4, 2022.  
 
On April 24, 2022, the Mayor’s Safer L.A. order was last updated and included a reminder 
on the importance of continued transmission prevention efforts to protect members, the 
public and employees.  LAFPP continues to ensure critical safety items such as masks, 
gloves and signage are readily available for those who enter the facility. Though masking 
is strongly recommended in indoor public settings within Los Angeles County, it remains 
a City requirement for both employees and for those visiting City facilities. 
  
[Update: As of the pay period ending June 18, 2022, LAFPP has expended a total of 
$358,977 for COVID-19 response related efforts ($235,516 in salaries, of which $86,780 
has been for staff DSW assignments, and the balance of $123,461 in fees, equipment, 
and supplies). While staff continues to track costs, it is unclear at this time when 
reimbursement might be received from the City; recent updates from the Office of the 
CAO indicate it may be years before reimbursements are fully reviewed and approved by 
FEMA. It should be noted however, on June 24, 2021, the City re-appropriated funds 
totaling $115,938 to LAFPP for DSW related costs, inclusive of staff salaries and fringe 
benefits.] 
 
PRINTING SERVICES RFP 
 
On August 20, 2020, the Board approved a three-year contract extension with Northern 
Trust through October 4, 2023 for third-party print services to print checks, direct deposit 
advices, and 1099-Rs.  The Board also instructed staff to return with a report in June 2022 
to request authority to issue a Request for Proposal (RFP) for the third-party print 
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services.  Since the Master Custodian contract with Northern Trust is expiring in 2024 
staff believes it would be optimal to conduct the Printing Services RFP in parallel.  As 
such, if the Board does not have an objection, staff will coordinate with the Investments 
section as to the timing of their RFP.  
 
This approach is also more advantageous since staff is in the middle of the new Human 
Resources and Payroll (HRP) project of the Controller’s Office to replace the existing 
Legacy HR system, Payroll System Replacement (PaySR) in which staff will be heavily 
involved in Phase 2 of the project to develop and test the Active Payroll files from the new 
system before PaySR is turned off. 

[Update: Staff continues to coordinate with Investments section as to the timing of their 
RFP and will start working on the Print Services RFP as soon as the Phase 2 of the 
Human Resources and Payroll (HRP) project that addresses the needed Active Payroll 
files is developed, tested, and successfully implemented.] 
 
 
PERFORATED 1099-Rs  
 
On April 21, 2022 Commissioner Buzzell requested staff to consider using perforated 
paper for the 1099-Rs mailed to members.  Staff researched this with our vendor 
(Northern Trust) and determined the cost would increase from $1.00 per 1099-R to $1.43 
per perforated 1099-R.  For 2021 a total of 16,493 1099-Rs were mailed to recipients, so 
this change would increase costs from $16,493 to approximately $23,585 (a 43% 
increase).  As such, staff recommends not pursuing this change at this time, given the 
cost increase, and will include this as a pricing option when the RFP mentioned 
immediately above is issued.  
 
[Update: During the June 16, 2022 Board meeting, the Board instructed staff to 
implement the perforated 1099-Rs beginning with the calendar year 2022 1099-Rs.  Staff 
will work with the vendor to ensure this change is implemented as instructed.] 
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UNCHANGED PROJECTS 

PROOF OF FULL COVID-19 VACCINATION REQUIRED TO ENTER CERTAIN 
PUBLIC LOCATIONS 
 
On October 6, 2021, the City Council adopted Ordinance No. 187219, which requires 
proof of full vaccination to enter a “covered location” (such as restaurants, bars, gyms, 
salons, entertainment venues) or City facilities beginning November 8, 2021. The City 
Attorney has interpreted that the LAFPP Headquarters (Neptune) Building is exempt from 
this Ordinance.   
 
On March 30, 2022 the City Council voted to repeal most of the provisions of Ordinance 
No. 187219, effective April 1, 2022.  With this change, most businesses within City limits 
will not be required to check proof of vaccination status, although companies are allowed 
to voluntarily require proof of vaccination. Under the revised Ordinance the City Council 
opted to continue requiring proof of vaccination to enter City facilities 
 
The LAFPP building re-opened to members with appointments and the general public to 
attend LAFPP Board meetings at the end of February 2022. Consistent with the revised 
Ordinance, re-opening safety measures include asking all visitors and LAFPP Members 
to show proof of full COVID-19 vaccination or negative COVID-19 test (conducted within 
last 72 hours), accompanied with photo identification, prior to entering the LAFPP offices. 
 
Per Mayor’s Memorandum dated May 4, 2022, Indoor Masking is required in City facilities 
until further notice, pursuant to the current Safer L.A. Order and City’s COVID-19 
Workplace Safety Standards. 
 
IN-HOUSE PARKING PROGRAM 

On February 6, 2020, the Board directed staff to work with the relevant City departments 
to implement an in-house parking and transit subsidy program by June 30, 2020.  Staff 
conducted research of other proprietary department parking programs and discussed the 
City parking and transit subsidy programs with staff from the Personnel Department.  
During this discussion, Personnel staff explained that the Joint Labor-Management 
Committee (JLMC) was working on a new Parking Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU) and indicated LAFPP may be able to leverage parts of that work into the LAFPP 
in-house parking and transit subsidy program. As staff believed review of the parking and 
transit subsidy programs would require a bit of a paradigm shift, particularly given the 
expectation that telework in some form would become a permanent option for the City in 
the future, the decision was made to await and take into consideration any determinations 
from the JLMC on these programs.   

On February 23, 2021, the City Council approved JLMC recommendations to: 1) suspend 
the parking fees for all City employees for six consecutive pay periods (about 60 days), 
2) review the status of the parking fee suspension after sixty days, and 3) allow the JLMC 
the option to extend the suspension by revising the Letter of Agreement.  As part of the 
JLMC report, they acknowledged that the greater prevalence of telework over the long-
term may require the JLMC to consider moving to a daily-use parking fee option to meet 
the needs of employee’s rideshare, public transit and driving commute options.  However, 
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the JLMC’s work in these areas was delayed due to the prolonged emergency response 
to COVID-19. 

Subsequently, a JLMC report was issued to the City Council on March 1, 2022 
recommending that the public transit subsidy be increased from $50/month to $100/month 
for a one year period.  No action on revised parking fees has been proposed by the JLMC 
to date.   

While LAFPP staff returned to the office twice a week beginning March 7, 2022, 
management continues to assess staff parking needs.  

The Personnel, Audits, and Animal Welfare Committee report relative to the proposed 
JLMC Letter of Agreement (LOA) modifying the Special Memorandum of Understanding 
on Commute Options and Parking (Special MOU) was approved unanimously by City 
Council on April 13, 2022. The approved LOA will increase the transit reimbursement 
amount from $50/month to $100/month for a one-year period beginning with the effective 
date of the change within the Special MOU. The $100/month amount may be extended 
beyond the one-year period by formal approval of the JLMC subject to a financial review 
conducted by the Personnel Department. 

Based on the current parking usage management will continue the current parking 
arrangement for LAFPP. Staff will continue to utilize overflow parking as necessary and 
a parking attendant will be onsite only for Board meetings. Management will also assess 
whether the City’s increased transit subsidy amount (coupled with increasing gas prices) 
may impact parking needs. 
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DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS
BUDGET TO ACTUAL - RECEIPTS AND EXPENSES 1185768.43

As of June 30, 2022 (100% of year) 

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)
DIFFERENCE

(UNDER)/OVER VARIANCE
ADJUSTED ACTUAL YEAR END PROJECTED %
BUDGET YEAR TO DATE PROJECTIONS (C - A = D) (D / A = E)

RECEIPTS
Pension 

General Fund1
530,757,996 530,757,996 530,757,996 -                           0%

Less: Excess Benefit Plan1
(2,191,000) (2,191,000)  (2,191,000) -                           0%

Special Fund (Harbor) 4,848,780 4,848,780 4,848,780 -                           0%
Special Fund (Airport) 2,034,626 2,034,626 2,034,626 -                           0%

Subtotal Pension 535,450,402$          535,450,402$          535,450,402$          -$                         0%
OPEB

General Fund 191,240,268 191,240,268 191,240,268 -                           0%
Special Fund (Harbor) 1,093,914 1,093,914 1,093,914 -                           0%
Special Fund (Airport) 805,373 805,373 805,373 -                           0%

Subtotal OPEB 193,139,555$          193,139,555$          193,139,555$          -$                         0%
Combined Total City Contribution - to LAFPP 728,589,957$          728,589,957$          728,589,957$          -$                         0%

Member Contributions2,3 165,516,117            149,368,530            149,368,530            (16,147,587)             -10%
Earnings on Investments 506,000,000            576,278,264            576,278,264            70,278,264              14%

Miscellaneous4 500,000                   511,857 511,857 11,857                     2%

Total Receipts 1,400,606,074$       1,454,748,608$       1,454,748,608$       54,142,534$            4%

EXPENSES
Pension 

Service Pensions 826,000,000            813,474,606            813,474,606            (12,525,394)             -2%
137,300,000            151,502,091 151,502,091 14,202,091              10%

Disability Pensions 113,000,000 108,166,186 108,166,186            (4,833,814)               -4%
146,000,000 144,121,646 144,121,646            (1,878,354)               -1%

3,400,000 3,804,081 3,804,081                404,081                   12%

4,100,000 6,992,685 6,992,685                2,892,685                71%
      Subtotal Pension Benefits 1,229,800,000$       1,228,061,295$       1,228,061,295$       (1,738,705)$             0%

OPEB
142,000,000 128,265,722 128,265,722 (13,734,278)             -10%

5,000,000 4,683,088 4,683,088 (316,912)                  -6%
16,500,000 13,436,703 13,436,703 (3,063,297)               -19%

1,500,000 1,506,233                1,506,233                6,233                       0%
      Subtotal OPEB Benefits 165,000,000$          147,891,746$          147,891,746$          (17,108,254)$           -10%

Total Benefits Expenses 1,394,800,000$       1,375,953,041$       1,375,953,041$       (18,846,959)$           -1%

133,402,428 40,872,974 132,789,433 (612,995)                  0%
25,538,810 24,161,346              23,964,667 (1,574,143)               -6%

Total Expenses 1,553,741,238$       1,440,987,361$        1,532,707,141$       (21,034,097)$           -1%

RECEIPTS OVER EXPENSES7 (153,135,164)$         13,761,247$            (77,958,533)$           (75,176,631)$           

CURRENT YTD MOVING
MONTH AVERAGE

PENSION PAYROLL 123,949,471$          114,080,030$          

Service Pensions - DROP Distributions

Surv. Spouse/Domestic Partner Pensions

Minor/Dependent Pensions

Refund of Contributions

Health Insurance Premium Subsidy 

2 Includes revenue from member buybacks. Actual Year to Date includes contributions from June 20, 2021 through June 18, 2022.

Administrative Expense6

7 Figures may be rounded.

6 Actual Year to Date reflects Year-to-Date commitments which include encumbrances and expenditures. 

4 Reflects miscellaneous receipts from various sources, including the reappropriation of $106,669 on August 31, 2021 from LACERS as payment for staffing costs associated with loaned
LAFPP staff assisting with the City Separation Incentive Program (CSIP) covering the period from December 14, 2020 to May 31, 2021 (inclusive of the true-up for the period covering
August 16, 2020 to December 13, 2020).

3 Inclusive of the City of Los Angeles Tier 5 Defrayal Costs for Tier 5 members' purchase of service credit or pay back of missed contributions for the fiscal year ending June 30, 2021,
covering service purchase contracts and lump sum payment receipts between January 1, 2002 and June 30, 2006. The City re-appropriated funds totaling $28,261.39 to LAFPP current
year Member Contributions fund budgeted at $165,516,117.

5 On June 2, 2022, the Board approved an additional appropriation of $7,000,000 to the Investment Management Expense Account, resulting in an Adjusted Budget of $133,402,428, to
address the continued high growth of plan assets through the fiscal year-end.

1 Represents the City of Los Angeles (City) General Fund Annual Required Contribution, including the amount earmarked to pay excess benefits and associated administrative costs in
compliance with IRC Section 415. On November 18, 2021, funds totaling $828,750 from the prior fiscal year were re-appropriated to the current year Excess Benefit Plan (EBP) fund
budgeted at $2,191,000. Since the EBP revenue is not transferred to LAFPP, it is excluded from the department's total revenue.

Dental Insurance Premium Subsidy 
Medicare Reimbursement
Health Insurance Premium Reimbursement

Investment Management Expense5
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DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS
BUDGET TO ACTUAL - ADMINISTRATIVE AND INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT EXPENSES
As of June 30, 2022 (100% of year) 

ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE (A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H)
DIFFERENCE

ADJUSTED YEAR TO DATE REMAINING YEAR END (UNDER)/OVER VARIANCE

ADOPTED BUDGET BUDGET TOTAL BALANCE PROJECTED PROJECTED %2

ACCOUNT TITLE BUDGET CHANGES (A + B = C) COMMITTED1
(C - D = E) EXPENSES (F - C = G) (G / C = H)

Salaries-General3 13,722,000      -                   13,722,000      13,035,015        686,985           12,916,037      (805,963)        -6%

Salaries-As-Needed3,4 86,370             17,600         103,970           95,729               8,241               89,238             (14,732)          -14%

Overtime3,4 66,540             25,000         91,540             86,512               5,028               80,742             (10,798)          -12%

Printing & Binding 54,500             -                   54,500             54,500               -                      21,800             (32,700)          -60%

Travel 92,500             -                   92,500             20,662               71,838             20,662             (71,838)          -78%

Contractual Services4 4,019,000        (42,600)        3,976,400        3,649,275          327,125           3,890,400        (86,000)          -2%

Transportation 6,000               -                   6,000               6,000                 -                      6,000               -                    0%

Medical Services 320,000           -                   320,000           320,000             -                      320,000           -                    0%

Health Insurance 1,840,000        -                   1,840,000        1,840,000          -                      1,581,006        (258,994)        -14%

Dental Insurance 63,000             -                   63,000             63,000               -                      56,520             (6,480)            -10%

Other Employee Benefits 45,000             -                   45,000             45,000               -                      45,000             -                    0%

Retirement Contribution 4,116,000        -                   4,116,000        4,103,167          12,833             4,105,844        (10,156)          0%

Medicare Contribution 202,000           -                   202,000           186,826             15,174             189,747           (12,253)          -6%

Election 59,800             -                   59,800             59,800               -                      45,810             (13,990)          -23%

Office & Administrative 800,700           -                   800,700           550,460             250,240           550,460           (250,240)        -31%

Furniture, Office & Tech. 30,000             -                   30,000             30,000               -                      30,000             -                    0%

Unappropriated Balance -                      -                   -                      -                        -                      -                      -                    0%

Tuition Reimbursement 15,400             -                   15,400             15,400               -                      15,400             -                    0%

TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE  
EXPENSE 25,538,810$    -$                 25,538,810$    24,161,346$      1,377,464$      23,964,667$    (1,574,143)$   -6%

TOTAL INVESTMENT 
MANAGEMENT EXPENSE5 126,402,428$  7,000,000$  133,402,428$  40,872,974$      92,529,454$    132,789,433$  (612,995)$      0%

3 Year to Date Total Committed includes partial Pay Period 1 (July 1-3, 2021) through the end of Pay Period Ending June 18, 2022, as well as estimates of partial Pay Period 
1 (June 19-30, 2022).

2 Percentage difference between year end projected expenses and the adjusted budget. 

1 Year to Date Total Committed includes encumbrances and expenditures. 

4 On June 17, 2021, the Board delegated authority to the General Manager to approve intra-departmental transfers within the 2021-22 Administrative Expense Budget of no
more than $59,296 per account, in accordance with the annual limit set by the Office of the City Administrative Officer and pursuant to Charter Section 343(b)(c). Funds are
transferred from Account #643040 Contractual Services ($42,600) to offset anticipated overages in Account #641070 As-Needed ($17,600) and Account #641090 Overtime
($25,000) accounts.
5On June 2, 2022, the Board approved an additional appropriation of $7,000,000 to the Investment Management Expense Account, resulting in an Adjusted Budget of
$133,402,428, to address the continued high growth of plan assets through the fiscal year-end.
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DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 

Active, Expired, and Upcoming Contracts

June 30, 2022

SEARCH Tax Reclaim Manager tbd tbd 04/21/22 Search was released on 06/03/22 and 

closed on 07/01/22.

SEARCH Private Credit Consultant tbd tbd 06/02/22 06/02/22 On 06/02/22 the Board approved a 

search for a private credit consultant.

SEARCH Global Credit Investment Manager tbd tbd 12/16/21 05/05/22 05/19/22 On 05/19/22 the Board approved a three-

year contract to Loomis, Sayles & Co., LP. 

New Contract No. 791PEN is effective 

08/01/22.

SEARCH Index Provider tbd tbd 11/04/21 Staff recommendation to the Board is 

scheduled for 07/21/22. Finalist 

presentation to the Board is scheduled for 

08/04/22.

730PEN Pacific Investment Management Company, LLC 

(PIMCO) (Domestic Equity)

08/01/19 07/31/22 A three-year extension through 07/31/25 

was approved by the Board on 04/21/22. 

The Marketing Cessation period has 

ended.

732PEN Brandes Investment Partners, LP 

(International Equity)

08/01/19 07/31/22 A one-year extension through 07/31/23 

was approved by the Board on 06/02/22. 

The Marketing Cessation period has 

ended.

734PEN Scout Investments, Inc. -  Reams Asset 

Management Division (Fixed Income - TIPS)

09/01/19 08/31/22 06/01/22 Staff recommendation to the Board is 

scheduled for 07/21/22.

726PEN Portfolio Advisors, LLC 

(Private Equity - Specialized Manager)

10/01/19 09/30/22 06/30/22 Staff recommendation to the Board is 

scheduled for 08/18/22.

727PEN Fairview Capital Partners 

(Private Equity - Specialized Manager)

10/01/19 09/30/22 Resignation effective 07/07/22.

737PEN AllianceBernstein, L.P. 

(Commodities)

10/01/19 09/30/22

775PEN Channing Capital Management, LLC 

(Domestic Equity)

10/01/21 09/30/22 06/30/22 Staff recommendation to the Board is 

scheduled for 09/01/22.

782PEN Semper Capital Management, L.P. 

(Fixed Income)

10/01/21 09/30/22 06/30/22 Staff recommendation to the Board is 

scheduled for 08/18/22.

736PEN Boston Partners, Inc.

(Domestic Equity)

11/01/19 10/31/22

739PEN Principal Real Estate Investors, LLC 

(Global REIT Manager)

12/01/19 11/30/22

740PEN Principal Real Estate Investors, LLC 

(U.S. REIT Manager)

12/01/19 11/30/22

741PEN AllianceBernstein, L.P. 

(Domestic Equity)

01/01/20 12/31/22

744PEN Harding Loevner 

(International Emerging Markets) 

02/01/20 01/31/23

745PEN Northern Trust Investments, Inc. 

(Domestic Equity)

02/01/20 01/31/23

746PEN The Townsend Group 

(Real Estate Consultant)

02/01/20 01/31/23

725PEN Portfolio Advisors, LLC 

(Private Equity)

04/01/19 03/31/23

747PEN Denali Advisors, LLC

(Domestic Equity)

05/01/20 04/30/23

748PEN Eastern Shore Capital Management

(Domestic Equity)

05/01/20 04/30/23

749PEN Lisanti Capital Growth, LLC

(Domestic Equity)

05/01/20 04/30/23

731PEN AllianceBernstein, L.P.

(Domestic Equity)

06/21/19 05/31/23

750PEN MacKay Shields, LLC 

(Fixed Income - High Yield Bond)

07/01/20 06/30/23

752PEN Payden & Rygel 

(Unconstrained Fixed Income Manager)

08/01/20 07/31/23

753PEN Scout Investments, Inc. - Reams Asset 

Management Division

(Unconstrained Fixed Income Manager)

08/01/20 07/31/23

755PEN AllianceBernstein, L.P. 

(Domestic Equity)

10/01/20 09/30/23

756PEN Westwood Management Corp. 

(Domestic Equity)

10/01/20 09/30/23

Contract    

Award / 

Renewal 

Date

INVESTMENTS

Comments
Start Date

Expiration 

Date

New 

Search 

Date

Vendor/  

Candidate 

Finalist Date

Contract  Vendor / Services

Contract Term

Marketing 

Cessation 

Start Date
1

Board Authorization Date
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DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 

Active, Expired, and Upcoming Contracts

June 30, 2022

Contract    

Award / 

Renewal 

Date

INVESTMENTS

Comments
Start Date

Expiration 

Date

New 

Search 

Date

Vendor/  

Candidate 

Finalist Date

Contract  Vendor / Services

Contract Term

Marketing 

Cessation 

Start Date
1

Board Authorization Date

777PEN PHOCAS Financial Corporation 

(Domestic Equity)

10/01/21 09/30/23

759PEN Dimensional Fund Advisors, LP 

(International Emerging Markets)

01/01/21 12/31/23

760PEN Cohen & Steers Capital Management, Inc.

(Real Estate Investment Trust Manager 

(Active))

01/01/21 12/31/23

761PEN AEW Capital Management, L.P. 

(Real Estate Separate Account Manager)

01/01/21 12/31/23

762PEN BlackRock Institutional Trust Company 

(International Equity) 

02/01/21 01/31/24

721PEN RVK, Inc. 

(General Investment Consultant)

03/01/19 02/29/24

764PEN AllianceBernstein, L.P. 

(Global REIT)

03/01/21 02/29/24

765PEN Baillie Gifford Overseas Limited 

(International Equity)

03/01/21 02/29/24

768PEN Principal Global Investors, LLC 

(International Equity)

05/01/21 04/30/24

769PEN Victory Capital Management, Inc. (Trivalent 

Investments, a Victory Capital Investment 

Franchise) (International Equity)

05/01/21 04/30/24

771PEN Frontier Capital Management Company, LLC 

(Domestic Equity)

07/01/21 06/30/24

774PEN LM Capital Group, LLC 

(Fixed Income)

09/01/21 08/31/24

735PEN Northern Trust Company 

(Custodian Bank)

10/01/19 09/30/24

776PEN Boston Common Asset Management, LLC

(International Equity Emerging Manager)

10/01/21 09/30/24

778PEN Loomis, Sayles & Co., LP 

(Fixed Income)

10/01/21 09/30/24

780PEN GIA Partners, LLC 

(Domestic Fixed Income)

10/01/21 09/30/24

783PEN Northern Trust Investments, Inc. 

(Fixed Income)

12/01/21 11/30/24

784PEN Scout Investments, Inc. -  Reams Asset 

Management Division (Fixed Income)

12/01/21 11/30/24

786PEN Glass, Lewis, & Co., LLC 

(Proxy Voting Services)

01/01/22 12/31/24

729PEN Palisade Capital Management, LLC

(Small Cap Equity) (Domestic Equity)

07/01/19 06/30/25

RFP Property Management Services - Neptune tbd tbd 02/18/21 03/17/22 On 03/17/22 the Board awarded a three-

year contract to Total Commercial Real 

Estate, Inc. New Contract No. 792PEN is 

effective 07/01/22.

701PEN Total Commercial Real Estate, Inc.

(Property Management Services - Neptune)

07/01/18 06/30/22

785PEN CEM Benchmarking, Inc.

(Pension Administration Benchmarking)

10/15/21 10/14/22

763PEN Haworth, Inc. 

(HQ Furniture)

01/01/21 12/31/23

788PEN Segal Select Insurance Services, Inc.

(Cyber Liability Insurance)

(Governmental Side-A D&O Insurance)

11/01/21 10/31/24

789PEN DePasquale, Kelley & Company

(Property Tax Consultant)

01/17/22 01/16/25

RFP Executive Recruitment tbd tbd 07/07/22 On 07/07/22 the Board approved release 

of an RFP for executive recruitment 

services. RFP release is pending.

757PEN South Bay Document Destruction

(Secure Document Shredding)

09/01/20 08/31/22

C-137251 Reed Smith, LLP

(Independent Conflict Counsel)

09/01/20 08/31/23 Agreement has been moved to fall under 

the Board as City Attorney is recused 

from this matter.

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES

ADMINISTRATIVE OPERATIONS

BOARD OF FIRE & POLICE PENSION COMMISSIONERS
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DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 

Active, Expired, and Upcoming Contracts

June 30, 2022

Contract    

Award / 

Renewal 

Date

INVESTMENTS

Comments
Start Date

Expiration 

Date

New 

Search 

Date

Vendor/  

Candidate 

Finalist Date

Contract  Vendor / Services

Contract Term

Marketing 

Cessation 

Start Date
1

Board Authorization Date

RFP Outside Securities Monitoring and Litigation 

Counsel

tbd tbd 11/18/21 On 06/16/22 the Board awarded three-

year contracts to Bernstein Litowitz 

Berger & Grossmann LLP, Bleichmar Fonti 

& Auld LLP, Cohen Milstein Sellers & Toll 

PLLC, Robbins Geller Rudman & Dowd 

LLP, and Saxena White P.A. Contract 

executions are pending.

C-128417 Nossaman, LLP 

(Outside Real Estate and Investment Counsel)

09/17/16 07/31/22

C-128402 Kutak Rock, LLP 

(Outside Real Estate and Investment Counsel)

10/17/16 07/31/22

C-132366 Ice Miller, LLP

(Outside Tax Counsel)

09/21/18 09/20/22

C-132426 Reed Smith, LLP

(Outside Tax Counsel)

09/21/18 09/20/22

C-134747 Polsinelli, LLP

(Health Law and Data Privacy)

12/01/19 11/30/22 02/17/22 A one-year contract extension through 

11/30/23 was approved by the Board on 

02/17/22.

C-134864 Foley & Lardner, LLP

(Health Law and Data Privacy)

12/01/19 11/30/22 02/17/22 A one-year contract extension through 

11/30/23 was approved by the Board on 

02/17/22.

C-131108 Cohen Milstein Sellers & Toll, PLLC

(Securities Litigation Monitoring Services)

03/01/18 02/28/23

C-131110 Robbins Geller Rudman & Dowd, LLP

(Securities Litigation Monitoring Services)

03/01/18 02/28/23

C-137236 Kutak Rock, LLP

(Independent Conflict Counsel)

09/01/20 08/31/23

C-137238 Kutak Rock, LLP

(Fiduciary Counsel)

09/01/20 08/31/23

C-137243 Nossaman, LLP

(Fiduciary Counsel)

09/01/20 08/31/23

C-137247 Nossaman, LLP

(Independent Conflict Counsel)

09/01/20 08/31/23

C-137988 Foley & Lardner, LLP

(Independent Conflict Counsel)

09/01/20 08/31/23

C-137989 Foley & Lardner, LLP

(Fiduciary Counsel)

09/01/20 08/31/23

C-138738 Kutak Rock, LLP

(Outside Real Estate and Investment Counsel)

07/01/21 06/30/24

C-138739 Nossaman, LLP

(Outside Real Estate and Investment Counsel)

07/01/21 06/30/24

C-140007 Best Best & Krieger, LLP

(Outside Tax Counsel)

03/01/22 02/28/25

C-140008 Wellington Gregory, LLP

(Outside Tax Counsel)

03/01/22 02/28/25

C-140274 Ice Miller, LLP

(Outside Tax Counsel)

03/01/22 02/28/25

C-132346 Cohen Milstein Sellers & Toll, PLLC

(Legal Representation)

08/02/18 until 

completion

C-134354 Morgan Lewis & Bockius, LLP (Bingham) 

(Tribune Shareholders Legal Representation)

12/20/18 until 

completion

C-139738 Danning, Gill, Israel & Krasnoff, LLP

(Legal Representation)

11/18/21 until 

completion

728PEN Firedrill 

(Graphic Design Services)

06/06/19 06/05/22

781PEN Digital Deployment, Inc. 

(Website Design and Support Services)

10/01/21 09/30/22 04/21/22 A one-year contract extension through 

09/30/23 was approved by the Board on 

04/21/22.
743PEN Four Square Financial Literacy Partners, Inc. 

(Financial Planning Education)

12/05/19 12/04/22

742PEN Cambridge Financial Partners, LLC 

(Financial Counseling Services)

12/10/19 12/09/22

779PEN Ourhome Catering

(Seminar Program Catering Services)

10/01/21 09/30/24

790PEN Geographics

(Graphic Design Services)

06/16/22 06/15/25

COMMUNICATIONS & EDUCATION

CITY ATTORNEY'S OFFICE
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DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 

Active, Expired, and Upcoming Contracts

June 30, 2022

Contract    

Award / 

Renewal 

Date

INVESTMENTS

Comments
Start Date

Expiration 

Date

New 

Search 

Date

Vendor/  

Candidate 

Finalist Date

Contract  Vendor / Services

Contract Term

Marketing 

Cessation 

Start Date
1

Board Authorization Date

738PEN Argus West, Inc.

(Investigative Services)

11/01/19 10/31/22 04/07/22 A one-year contract extension through 

10/31/23 was approved by the Board on 

04/07/22.

751PEN U.S. Legal Support 

(Court Reporting)

07/01/20 06/30/23

766PEN QTC Medical Group, Inc. 

(Independent Medical Exam Services)

07/01/21 06/30/24

773PEN Simpson & Simpson Certified Public 

Accountants 

(Annual Financial Statements Audits)

07/18/21 07/17/24

N/A Los Angeles Police Protective League

(Dental Insurance Administration)

07/01/18 06/30/23 On 06/16/22 the Board tabled the release 

of an RFP for Dental Insurance 

Administration.
N/A United Firefighters of Los Angeles City

(Medical and Dental Insurance Administration)

07/01/18 06/30/23 On 06/16/22 the Board tabled the release 

of an RFP for Medical and Dental 

Insurance Administration.
N/A Los Angeles Firemen's Relief Association

(Medical Insurance Administration)

07/01/18 06/30/23 On 06/16/22 the Board tabled the release 

of an RFP for Medical Insurance 

Administration.
N/A Los Angeles Police Relief Association

(Medical and Dental Insurance Administration)

07/01/18 06/30/23 On 06/16/22 the Board tabled the release 

of an RFP for Medical Insurance 

Administration.
N/A Los Angeles City Employee Retirement System 

(Health and Dental Plan Subgroups)

01/01/21 12/31/23

772PEN USI Insurance Services

(Health Consulting Services)

06/07/21 06/06/24

767PEN The Segal Company (Western States), Inc. 

(Actuarial Consulting Services) 

07/01/21 06/30/24

619PEN Verizon 

(CALNET4 Phone)

11/15/13 05/23/23 The contract has been extended as 

CALNET4 to 05/23/23 by the City of Los 

Angeles.
626PEN Avenu Insights and Analytics, LLC.

(Pension Administration System Replacement 

Project)

07/02/15 07/01/23

687PEN Northern Trust Company 

(Integrated Disbursement Services)

10/05/17 10/04/23

616PEN AT&T 

(CALNET4 Phone)

11/15/13 06/30/25 The contract has been extended as 

CALNET4 to 06/30/25 by the State of 

California.

617PEN AT&T 

(CALNET4 Data)

11/15/13 06/30/25 The contract has been extended as 

CALNET4 to 06/30/25 by the State of 

California.
1
Marketing Cessation:  The purpose of this policy is to prevent, and avoid the appearance of, undue influence on the Board or any of its members in the award of all Investments 

contracts. In accordance with Section 9.0 of the Investment Policy, from the time the search begins with the Board’s approval of the minimum criteria for the search until the search ends 

with the selection of the firm(s) to receive the contract(s), all direct marketing contact with firms that meet the search criteria will be limited to meetings with the Consultant, information 

sent to the Consultant or Department, questions about the search directed to the Staff or Consultant, one meeting at the Department’s office with Staff and any site visits. The Board 

members, Department Staff or Consultant will accept no entertainment or gifts of any kind from any firm qualifying for the search. This policy does not prohibit contact with potential 

interview candidates at group social events, educational seminars, conferences, or charitable events so long as there is no direct marketing.

During the three months prior to the renewal of a contract with a firm currently under contract, the Board Members, Department Staff and Consultant will accept no entertainment or gifts 

from that firm until the contract has been renewed or terminated by the Board. Firms who currently have contracts with the Los Angeles Fire and Police Pension System are allowed to 

continue contact related to the existing contract with Staff and Consultant.

*Expired contracts are listed in red. Expired investments contracts will remain on the list if the marketing cessation period is active and until a new contract is awarded.

DISABILITY PENSIONS

INTERNAL AUDIT 

MEDICAL & DENTAL BENEFITS

SYSTEMS

PENSIONS DIVISION
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DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 
701 E. 3rd Street, Suite 200 

Los Angeles, CA 90013 
(213) 279-3000 

 
 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSION COMMISSIONERS 
 

DATE: JULY 21, 2022 ITEM:  E.1 
 
FROM: RAYMOND P. CIRANNA, GENERAL MANAGER 
 
SUBJECT: STATUS AND DISCUSSION OF FUTURE AGENDA ITEM REQUESTS AND 

POSSIBLE BOARD ACTION 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
That the Board: 

1) Approve the status of the Future Agenda Item Requests as reflected on Attachment I (Active 
Projects); and, 

2) Approve the status of the Future Agenda Item Requests as reflected on Attachment II 
(Completed Projects).  

 
BACKGROUND 
On September 2, 2021, the Board considered a report providing a status update on all Future 
Agenda Items requested by the Board since July 2020.  At that time, the Board approved the status 
of the 44 items and asked that a status report be provided at every meeting.  The Board also asked 
that “Completed” projects be separated to focus on the Active projects more easily. This report is 
responsive to that request. 
 
DISCUSSION 
Attachment I reflects the updated status of 12 Active projects, with Attachment II reflecting projects 
that have been completed within the last twelve months. Staff is available to answer any questions.  

 
BUDGET 
There is no budgetary impact related to this report. 
 
POLICY 
There are no policy revisions associated with this report. 
 
CONTRACTOR DISCLOSURE INFORMATION 
There is no contractor disclosure information required with this report. 
 
This report was prepared by:  
William S. Raggio, Executive Officer  
Administrative Operations Division 
 
RPC:WSR 
 
Attachments: Status of Future Agenda items (Att. I – Active Items; Att. II – Completed Items)
      



Attachment I
(1 of 2)

Item 
No.

Request (Board 
Meeting) Date Description of Requested Item 

Requesting 
Commissioner Status* Disposition*

1 7/7/2022 Specialized Manager Education for the new Commissioners. Pendleton Pending
Staff normally provides this training as part 
of the educational on‐boarding of new 
Commissioners.

2 4/21/2022

Report on how the CIO/Investment staff are currently interacting 
with the Private Equity consultants and what policies need to be 
changed to effectively streamline communication and processes in 
the future.

Pendleton Pending Staff anticipates providing a report to the 
Board in October 2022.

3 4/7/2022
Handling of hearings for survivor claims due to a member's death by 
suicide Navarro Scheduled

On June 16, 2022, the Board voted to table 
this item until after they hear the 
presentation by LAFD/LAPD psychologists on 
member suicides.  Staff now anticipates 
providing the policy report to the Board on 
July 21, 2022.

4 4/7/2022
Asked for an in depth conversation about the process of terminating 
an active manager (Fisher) and moving the funds to a passive 
manager. Also should the Board invest in a deep value manager? 

Navarro Pending

After the Board adopts a new asset allocation 
plan, RVK will provide asset class education 
during the Board's review of the specific asset 
classess.

5 3/17/2022
Commissioner Zimmon requested that an Ad Hoc Committee on 
Cyber Security be created to mitigate the ever increasing risks in 
this area.

Zimmon Pending
President Pendleton indicated he believes 
this is an important area to focus on and it 
would be discussed at an upcoming meeting.

6 3/3/2022
Commissioner Pendleton asked the Chief Investment Officer and 
Portfolio Advisors to prepare a joint proposal on the secondaries 
market.

Pendleton Pending
Staff is conferring with the City Attorney and 
outside counsel on any potential legal 
hurdles. 

7 12/2/2021
Discussion Re: Downside Risk Protection and Strategies Moving 
Forward Nathanson Scheduled

RVK will provide this information in three 
part risk session starting the first meeting in 
May.

8 11/4/2021 Board Policy on holding over to the following meeting privileged 
advice from the City Attorney's Office.

Zimmon Pending Staff is conferring with the City Attorney on a 
draft policy.

9 9/15/2021 RVK to provide non‐real estate leverage education Buzzell Pending

RVK provided a high‐level overview in the 
three part risk session: however Staff can 
request RVK to provide a more in‐depth 
presentation on leverage.

REQUEST FOR FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS ‐ ACTIVE ITEMS (AS OF 07‐07‐2022)



Attachment I
(2 of 2)

Item 
No.

Request (Board 
Meeting) Date Description of Requested Item 

Requesting 
Commissioner Status* Disposition*

REQUEST FOR FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS ‐ ACTIVE ITEMS (AS OF 07‐07‐2022)

10 9/15/2021 SEC Policy Amendment included in Investment Policy Vega Scheduled
This policy change is anticipated to be 
presented to the Board during the second 
meeting in July.  

11 6/3/2021 RVK and staff to give more education on value vs. growth. Navarro Pending

After the Board adopts a new asset allocation 
plan, RVK will provide asset class education 
during the Board's review of the specific asset 
classess.

12 3/4/2021 (CF 20‐1606) Update/discussion on City Council motion on Healthcare 
Options for Active and Retirees

Zimmon Ongoing
The Council Motions were approved 
instructing the CAO to report back with 
options. No action taken to date. 

STATUS COUNT PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
Completed 0 0%
Pending 8 67%
Ongoing 1 8%
Scheduled 3 25%
TOTAL 12 100%

* Yellow highlighted  cells  indicate updates  since  the  last 
Board  report.



Attachment II
(1 of 3)

Item 
No.

Request (Board 
Meeting) Date

Date of 
Disposition *

Description of Requested Item  Requesting 
Commissioner

Status Disposition

1 4/7/2022 7/7/2022

Requested that a psychologist from LAPD and/or LAFD provide a 
discussion on sworn employee suicides to help Commissioners 
effectively consider survivor benefit claims when a member's death is 
due to suicide

Zimmon Completed
Dr. Krystle Madrid (LAFD) and Edrick Dorian Psy.d., 
ABPP (LAPD) presented the requested information to 
the Board on July 7, 2022.

2 8/5/2021 5/19/2022 Shortening Tier 2 Amortization from 70 years to a shorter period. Buzzell Completed The Board approved the staff recommendations on 
5/19/2022.

3 3/17/2022 5/5/2022 Medicare enrollment requirements for members who do not qualify 
for Part A based on their own earnings record.

Navarro Completed Report presented to the Board on May 5, 2022.

4 10/7/2021 4/21/2022 Overview of PARIS Issues Zimmon Completed Staff provided an informational item to the Board on 
April 21, 2022.

5 1/20/2022 4/7/2022 Information on Discretionary COLA for Members in Tiers 3 & 4 Zimmon Completed

As requested by the Board during the February 3, 2022 
meeting, Staff will combine this report back with the 
regular COLA report that will be presented to the 
Board on April 7, 2022.

6 6/3/2021 3/17/2022 Dedication to Tom Lopez in the board room, CIO wall or hall of fame. Nathanson Completed
The plaque was available for viewing during the 
3/17/2022 Board Meeting, and was permanently 
installed the week of 03/21/2022.

7 7/15/2021 3/17/2022 Commemoration for Tom Lopez. "CIO Wall or some type of dedication." Nathanson Completed
The plaque was available for viewing during the 
3/17/2022 Board Meeting, and was permanently 
installed the week of 03/21/2022.

8 2/18/2021 3/3/2022
Private Equity Emerging Managers Program not mirrored on Real 
Estate side.  Are there any other pension funds that have an 
emerging managers program on real estate investments?

Babcock Completed
Townsend presented this information during the 3/3 
Board meeting.  

9 12/16/2021 2/17/2022

During the 12/16/2021 Board meeting, staff was asked to provide a 
future report for the Board to consider whether to seek City Council 
approval of an ordinance modifying the maximum Medicare subsidy 
amount.

Buzzell Completed
Staff is researching the steps necessary to recommend 
to the City Council a change the Medicare Subsidy and 
will report back in February 2022.

10 11/4/2021 2/17/2022 Discussion regarding Private Equity and Real Estate Approval Process Navarro Completed This report will be presented in February 2022. 

11 9/15/2021 1/20/2022 Emerging Manager Program to include persons with disabilities. Weber Completed This report was approved by the Board on 01/20/2022.

REQUEST FOR FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS ‐ COMPLETED ITEMS (AS OF 07‐07‐2022)



Attachment II
(2 of 3)

Item 
No.

Request (Board 
Meeting) Date

Date of 
Disposition *

Description of Requested Item  Requesting 
Commissioner

Status Disposition

REQUEST FOR FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS ‐ COMPLETED ITEMS (AS OF 07‐07‐2022)

12 1/21/2021 11/18/2021
Discuss updating Investment Policies to include $100 million minimum 
fund size in private equity policy.  Currently $100 million minium fund 
size provision is only in real estate policy.

Buzzell Completed Approved by the Board on 11/18/2021.

13 7/15/2021 11/4/2021

Outside Counsel Report requested on investing with a manager who 
excludes U.S. born citizens.  Would the Board be charged with 
discrimination based on national origin? 

The Outside Counsel Report should also discuss whether the Board is 
meeting it due diligence and prudent person standards, by investing 
in a money manager who would distribute funds to a company that 
does not have a product or revenue. This advice would also address 
early‐stage seed companies.

Buzzell Completed
Outside counsel report provided to the Board on 
11/04/2021.  

14 9/15/2021 11/4/2021 Compare LAFPP health plan premiums to historical actuarial medical 
trend rates

Pendleton Completed Report provided to the Board on 11/04/21

15 12/17/2020 10/21/2021 Quicker turnaround on HIPR Navarro Completed Report provided to the Board on 10/21/21

16 4/1/2021 10/21/2021
HIPR Program and increasing the frequency of reimbursement to HIPR 
members that pay for their medical. Navarro Completed Report provided to the Board on 10/21/21

17 9/15/2021 10/21/2021 2022 Board Calendar to include major and religious holidays that may 
conflict for Board Members.

Pendleton Completed Report provided to the Board on 10/21/21

18 9/2/2021 9/15/2021 Report back on Semi‐Annual or Annual Legal Affairs Report. Pendleton Completed Staff report approved by the Board on 9/15/21.

19 8/19/2021 9/2/2021 Report on Downtown Crenshaw  Buzzell Completed Report provided to Board on 09/02/2021.

20 7/15/2021 9/2/2021 Status of Future Agenda Item report backs.   Navarro Completed Report provided to Board on 09/02/2021.

21 7/1/2021 9/2/2021

Full conversation around leverage as it pertains to real estate.  
Navarro commented understanding leverage in the investment world 
is more important than just real estate.  RVK commented they could 
cover the non‐real estate part of that.

Pendleton Completed Report provided to Board on 09/02/2021.



Attachment II
(3 of 3)

Item 
No.

Request (Board 
Meeting) Date

Date of 
Disposition *

Description of Requested Item  Requesting 
Commissioner

Status Disposition

REQUEST FOR FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS ‐ COMPLETED ITEMS (AS OF 07‐07‐2022)

22 5/20/2021 9/2/2021 Crenshaw Property ‐ Public was told item would be agendized.  If the 
property has not sold, item should be agendized.

Buzzell Completed Report provided to Board on 09/02/2021.

23 11/19/2020 9/2/2021
Media updates ‐ Complaint re Crenshaw.  Requesting presentation 
from City Attorney regarding Crenshaw.  Babcock asked to include 
fund manager to have comments on this.

Buzzell Completed Report provided to Board on 09/02/2021.

24 7/1/2021 8/19/2021

Look at regular pensions.  This year there were more regular pensions 
than expected that required the movement of some funds.  It would 
be good to look at the trend line on those and to look into the future 
what that looks like.

Zimmon Completed Information provided in 08/19/21 Monthly Report.

25 7/1/2021 7/15/2021 Aging report that indicates how many activate disability cases we 
have and where they are in the process.

Pendleton Completed Information was provided in 07/15/2021 Monthly 
Report

STATUS COUNT PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
Completed 25 100%
Pending 0 0%
Ongoing 0 0%
Scheduled 0 0%

TOTAL 25 100%

* Items highlighted in red are more than one‐year old and 
will be removed in next report.



 

 

DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 
701 E. 3rd Street, Suite 200 

Los Angeles, CA 90013 
(213) 279-3000 

 
 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSION COMMISSIONERS 
 
DATE: JULY 21, 2022 ITEM:  E.2 
 
FROM: RAYMOND P. CIRANNA, GENERAL MANAGER 
 
SUBJECT: QUARTERLY TRAVEL REPORT FOR COMMISSIONERS AND STAFF 

 
 
THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED TO THE BOARD FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES. 
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Staff provides the Board quarterly updates on travel expenditures for both Commissioners and staff. 
For Fiscal Year (FY) 2021-22, the department budgeted $92,500 for Travel Expense. Through June 
30, 2022, the department recorded total travel expenditures of $19,575 of which $12,121 was spent 
for Commissioners and $7,454 was spent for staff.  
 
In October 2019, the Board directed staff to include comparison data for the past three fiscal years.  
That information is provided on Attachment 2 of this report. 
 
The following attachments are provided for your information: 
 
1) Fiscal year to date travel expenditures for Commissioners and Staff for FY 2021-22; and,  
2) LAFPP Travel Quarterly Expense Trend (FY 2019 – 2022). 

This report was prepared by: 
 
Blas Rafols, Principal Accountant II 
Administrative Operations Division 
 

 
RPC:WSR:MC:BR 
 
 
Attachments:   I) Fiscal Year to Date Expenditures Summary for Commissioners & Staff 
 II) LAFPP Travel Quarterly Expense Trend (FY2019 - FY22) 



Attachment I

Name Location
 Estimated 
Expenses 

 Actual 
Expenses* 

Date 
Submitted to 
Accounting

Date 
Approved by 
Accounting 

in FMS

# of Business 
Processing 

Days Event/Organization** Remarks

STAFF

Domagat, Alfred Scottsdale, AZ 05/08/22 05/11/22 2,384$     2,355$    06/16/22 06/17/22 1 PRISM  2022 Conference Paid

Joseph, Ray San Diego, CA 09/30/21 10/01/21 502   492  11/10/21 11/15/21 3 L'Attitude 2021 Conference Paid

Liem, Susan Dana Point, CA 09/28/21 09/28/21 76   -  -  -  -  Women's Private Equity Summit Cancelled

Ortiz, Bernice Temecula, CA 05/25/22 05/25/22 71   71  LAFRA 2022 Reunion

Salazar, Joseph Las Vegas, NV 10/23/22 10/26/22 2,777   2,195  (d) 06/21/22 06/22/22 1 IFEBP 68th Annual Employee Benefits Conference
Paid (Registration 

Only)

Yan, Bob Scottsdale, AZ 05/08/22 05/11/22 2,341   2,341  PRISM  2022 Conference

TOTAL STAFF TRAVEL EXPENDITURES 7,454$     

COMMISSIONERS

Navarro, Ruben Denver, CO 10/15/21 10/20/21 5,341$     1,946$    (a) 12/28/21 12/28/21 0 IFEBP 67th Annual Employee Benefits Conference Paid

Navarro, Ruben Scottsdale, AZ 01/09/22 01/12/22 2,068  2,068  Opal Group - Public Funds Summit 2022

Navarro, Ruben Washington, DC 05/22/22 05/26/22 3,399  3,399  NCPERS 2022 Conference & Exhibition

Parekh, Sumi Berkeley, CA 07/16/22 07/20/22 4,807  2,500  (e) 06/21/22 06/22/22 1 SACRS - Public Pension Investment Management Program
Paid (Registration 

Only)

Weber, Paul Denver, CO 10/16/21 10/20/21 3,891  1,379  (b) 12/08/21 12/09/21 1 IFEBP 67th Annual Employee Benefits Conference Paid

Zimmon, Garrett Denver, CO 10/17/21 10/20/21 3,285  829  (c) 12/08/21 12/09/21 1 IFEBP 67th Annual Employee Benefits Conference Paid

TOTAL COMMISSIONERS TRAVEL EXPENDITURES 12,121$      

TOTAL TRAVEL EXPENDITURES 19,575$      

1.0
*If PES not yet submitted, amount used is estimate.

**Event/Organization Acronym Guide
IFEBP International Foundation of Employee Benefit Plans
LAFRA Los Angeles Firemen's Relief Association
NCPERS National Conference on Public Employee Retirement Systems
PRISM Public Retirement Information Systems Management
SACRS State Association of County Retirement Systems

Notes:
(a) Resolution 21154 authorized prepayment of registration fee of $3,055 from FY 20-21 budget.
(b) Resolution 21189 authorized prepayment of registration fee of $2,125 from FY 20-21 budget.
(c) Resolution 21179 authorized prepayment of registration fee of $2,125 from FY 20-21 budget.
(d) Resolution 22197 authorized prepayment of registration fee of $2,195 from FY 21-22 budget.
(e) Resolution 22196 authorized prepayment of registration fee of $2,500 from FY 21-22 budget.

AVERAGE NO. OF PROCESSING DAYS (BUSINESS DAYS) FROM DATE ACCOUNTING RECEIVES TO FMS APPROVAL DATE

DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS

STAFF & COMMISSIONERS TRAVEL REPORT

SUMMARY FOR FISCAL YEAR 2021-22 (JULY 1, 2021 TO JUNE 30, 2022)

Travel Dates

Page 1 of 1



Attachment II

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Commissioners 3,008$     6,838$     27,444$    19,675$     -$   9,285$        -$  1,007$   -$   -$  -$  7,305$        -$  4,154$        2,068$        5,899$        
Staff 4,074$     17,759$    10,335$    35,541$     13,300$    18,546$    4,805$     1,895$    -$   -$  -$  68$   492$   -$            -$            6,962$        
Quarterly Total 7,082$    24,597$    37,779$    55,216$     13,300$    27,831$    4,805$    2,902$     -$   -$  -$  7,373$       492$    4,154$    2,068$    12,861$    
Cumulative Total 7,082$    31,679$   69,458$   124,674$    13,300$   41,131$   45,936$   48,838$    -$  -$ -$ 7,373$       492$   4,646$    6,714$    19,575$   
Adopted/Adjusted 
Budget 147,000$   147,000$   147,000$   147,000$     162,400$   162,400$   141,000$   66,000$     79,000$    79,000$    79,000$    79,000$    92,500$    92,500$    92,500$    92,500$    
Remaining Balance 139,918$   115,321$   77,542$    22,326$     149,100$   121,269$   95,064$    17,162$     79,000$    79,000$    79,000$    71,627$    92,008$    87,854$    85,786$    72,925$    
% of Budget 
Expended 4.8% 21.6% 47.3% 84.8% 8.2% 25.3% 32.6% 74.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 9.3% 0.5% 5.0% 7.3% 21.2%

FY 19-20 4th Qtr was reduced by $7,445 - refund from IFEBP
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DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSIONS 
701 E. 3rd Street, Suite 200 

Los Angeles, CA 90013 
(213) 279-3000 

 
 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF FIRE AND POLICE PENSION COMMISSIONERS 
 
DATE: JULY 21, 2022 ITEM:  E.3 
 
FROM: RAYMOND P. CIRANNA, GENERAL MANAGER 
 
SUBJECT:    QUARTERLY LEGISLATION TRACKING REPORT 

 
THIS REPORT IS PROVIDED TO THE BOARD FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES.  
 
Staff provides quarterly updates highlighting pension and healthcare benefit-related legislation 
introduced within and progressing through the State legislature and U.S. congressional chambers. 
This report provides the second quarter’s activity for the second year of the 2021-2022 biennial 
session.     
 
DISCUSSION 
 
State Legislation 
 
New legislation was considered this quarter governing public meetings.  SB 1100 - Open Meetings: 
Orderly Conduct was introduced to authorize the presiding member of a legislative body conducting 
a meeting to remove an individual for willfully interrupting the meeting. Similarly, AB 2449 – Open 
Meetings: local agencies: teleconferences, moved forward and was most recently re-referred to the 
Committee on Appropriations. This bill would revise existing teleconferencing provisions for all 
meetings of a legislative body of a local agency until January 1, 2026, to use teleconferencing 
without complying with existing requirements that each teleconference location be identified in the 
notice and agenda, and be open to the public and situated within the local agency's jurisdiction. 
Staff also began to monitor AB 1711 - Privacy: Breach. If approved, this bill will require an agency 
to post a notice on the agency’s internet website when a person or business operating a system on 
behalf of the agency is required to issue a security breach notification for that system. 
 
Federal Legislation 
 
On June 22, 2022, the U.S. Senate Finance Committee approved the Enhancing American 
Retirement Now Act. This bill followed the passage of the RISE & SHINE Act. These bills were 
introduced in response to the Housed-passed H.R. 2954 - Securing a Strong Retirement Act of 2021 
(SECURE 2.0). Both bills will be merged with the SECURE Act prior to going before both chambers 
for a final vote. H.R. 7203 – HELPS Retirees Improvement Act of 2022 was introduced on March 
24, 2022.  This bill will increase from $3,000 to $6,000 the amount of the exclusion from gross 
income of distributions from a tax-exempt retirement plan for health and long-term care insurance 
premiums for public safety officers.  This legislation would also eliminate the requirement that 
premiums must be paid directly to the health plan or long-term care insurance contract. 
 
Details about these and additional legislative activity are included in the attached report. 
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BUDGET 
 
No budget impact associated with this report. 

 
POLICY  
 
No policy changes associated with this report. 
 
CONTRACTOR DISCLOSURE INFORMATION 
 
There is no contractor disclosure information required with this report. 
 
 
This report was prepared by:  
 
Elizabeth Trevizo, Benefits Analyst  
Communications & Education 
 
RPC:JS:ET 
 
Attachment – Legislation Tracking 
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Bill No./ 
Initiative 
(Version)/ 

Introduced 

 
 

Author 

 
 

Summary 

 
 

Status 

Statewide Legislation: 2021-2022 
AB 386 
(02/02/21) 

Cooper AB 386 – Public Employees’ Retirement 
Fund: Investments: Confidentiality 
 
The California Public Records Act requires 
state and local agencies to make their records 
available for public inspection, unless an 
exemption from disclosure applies. Current law 
excludes from the disclosure requirement 
certain records regarding alternative 
investments in which public funds invest. This 
bill would exempt from disclosure under the act 
specified records regarding an internally 
managed private loan made directly by the 
Public Employees' Retirement Fund. Under the 
bill, these records would include quarterly and 
annual financial statements of the borrower or 
its constituent owners, unless the information 
has already been publicly released by the 
keeper of the information. 

07/13/21 - In committee: 
Set, first hearing. Failed 
passage. 
Reconsideration 
granted. 
 
06/02/21 – In Senate. 

AB 1130 
(02/18/21) 
 
 
 
  

Wood 
 
 
 
 

 

AB 1130 - California Health Care Quality 
and Affordability Act. 
 

This bill would establish, within HCAI (Department 
of Health Care Access and Information), the 
Office of Health Care Affordability to analyze the 
health care market for cost trends and drivers of 
spending, develop data-informed policies for 
lowering health care costs for consumers, set and 
enforce cost targets, and create a state strategy 
for controlling the cost of health care and ensuring 
affordability for consumers and purchasers. The 
bill would also establish the Health Care 
Affordability Advisory Board to recommend health 
care cost targets and to advise the Director of 
Statewide Health Planning and Development and 
the office. 
 
The bill would require the director to establish a 
statewide health care cost target for total health 
care expenditures and specific targets by health 
care sector and geographic region. The bill would 
authorize the office to take progressive actions 
against health care entities for failing to meet the 
cost targets, including corrective action plans and 
escalating administrative penalties. The bill would 
establish the Health Care Affordability Fund for 
the purpose of receiving and, upon appropriation 
by the Legislature, expending revenues collected 
pursuant to the provisions of the bill. 
 

02/14/22 - From 
committee chair, 
with author’s 
amendments: 
Amend, and re-refer 
to committee. Read 
second time, 
amended, and re-
referred to Cmte. on 
HEALTH. 
 
06/07/21 – In Senate. 
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Bill No./ 
Initiative 
(Version)/ 

Introduced 

 
 

Author 

 
 

Summary 

 
 

Status 

Statewide Legislation: 2021-2022 
The bill would require the office to set priority 
standards for various health care metrics, 
including health care quality and equity, 
alternative payment methods, primary care and 
behavioral health investments, and health care 
workforce stability. The bill would require the 
office to gather data and present a report on 
baseline health care spending trends and 
underlying factors on or before June 1, 2024. On 
or before June 1, 2025, the bill would require the 
office to prepare and publish annual reports 
concerning health care spending trends and 
underlying factors, along with policy 
recommendations to control costs and the other 
stated metrics. 

ACA 11 
(01/05/22) 
 

Kalra ACA-11 - Taxes to Fund Health Care Coverage 
and Cost Control 
 
This measure imposes an excise tax, payroll 
taxes, and a State Personal Income CalCare Tax 
to fund comprehensive universal single-payer 
health care coverage and a health care cost 
control system for the benefit of all state 
residents, as well as reserves to ensure payment, 
to be established in statute.  The CalCare Trust 
Fund (State Treasury) is established for deposit of 
these tax revenues and disbursement as 
purposed.  By statute passed by majority vote of 
both houses, the Legislature is authorized to, 1) 
increase any or all of these tax rates based on 
economic analysis determining insufficient funds; 
and 2) appropriate CalCare funds (excluded from 
the limitation on appropriations and consideration 
for purposes of educations funding).  These 
provisions are prohibited from becoming operative 
until the later operative date of a statute 
establishing comprehensive universal single-
payer health care coverage, cost control system 
and necessary reserves, and a statue that 
establishes the administration, collection, and 
enforcement of the taxes imposed by the 
measure. 

01/06/22 - From printer. 
May be heard in 
committee February 5. 
 
 
This amendment relies 
on passage of AB 1400 
or statute for 
comprehensive 
universal healthcare 
and other related 
provisions. 
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Bill No./ 
Initiative 
(Version)/ 

Introduced 

 
 

Author 

 
 

Summary 

 
 

Status 

Statewide Legislation: 2021-2022 
AB 1711 
(01/26/22) 

Seyarto AB 1711- Privacy: Breach 
 
This bill would require an agency to post a notice 
on the agency’s internet website when a person 
or business operating a system on behalf of the 
agency is required to issue a security breach 
notification for that system pursuant to the 
described provisions, as specified. 

06/28/22 – Read 
second time. Ordered to 
third reading. 

AB 1751 
(02/01/22) 

Daly AB 1751 – Workers’ compensation: COVID-19: 
critical workers. 
 
Existing law defines “injury” for an employee to 
include illness or death resulting from the 2019 
novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) under 
specified circumstances, until January 1, 2023. It 
creates a disputable presumption, as specified, 
that the injury arose out of and in the course of 
the employment and is compensable, for 
specified dates of injury. 
 
This bill would extend the above-described 
provisions relating to COVID-19 until January 1, 
2025. 

06/29/22 – From 
committee: Do pass and 
re-refer to Com. on 
APPR.. 
 
 
 

AB 1944 
(02/10/22) 

Lee AB 1944 - Local government: open and public 
meetings 
 
This bill would specify that if a member of a 
legislative body elects to teleconference from a 
location that is not public, the address does not 
need to be identified in the notice and agenda or 
be accessible to the public when the legislative 
body has elected to allow members to participate 
via teleconferencing. 
 
This bill would require all open and public 
meetings of a legislative body that elects to use 
teleconferencing to provide a video stream 
accessible to members of the public and an 
option for members of the public to address the 
body remotely during the public comment period 
through an audio-visual or call-in option. 

06/22/22 – In 
Committee: Hearing 
postponed by 
committee. 
 
02/18/22 - Referred to 
Cmte. on L. GOV. 
 
 
 
 
This is a follow-up bill to 
AB 339 (vetoed). 

AB 2449 
(02/17/22) 

Rubio AB 2449 - Open meetings: local agencies: 
teleconferences. 
 
Existing law, until January 1, 2024, authorizes a 
local agency to use teleconferencing without 
complying with those specified teleconferencing 
requirements in specified circumstances when a 

06/30/22 – Read 
second time and 
amended. Re-referred 
to Com. on APPR. 
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Bill No./ 
Initiative 
(Version)/ 

Introduced 

 
 

Author 

 
 

Summary 

 
 

Status 

Statewide Legislation: 2021-2022 
declared state of emergency is in effect, or in 
other situations related to public health. 
 
This bill would authorize a local agency to use 
teleconferencing without complying with those 
specified teleconferencing requirements if at least 
a quorum of the members of the legislative body 
participates in person from a singular location 
clearly identified on the agenda that is open to the 
public and situated within the local agency’s 
jurisdiction. The bill would impose prescribed 
requirements for this exception relating to notice, 
agendas, the means and manner of access, and 
procedures for disruptions. The bill would require 
the legislative body to implement a procedure for 
receiving and swiftly resolving requests for 
reasonable accommodation for individuals with 
disabilities, consistent with federal law. 

AB 2647 
(02/18/22) 

Levine AB 2647 – Local government: open meetings 
 
Section 54957.5:  This bill modifies requirements 
for distribution of agendas and other writings 
considered disclosable public records (per the 
CPRA) at an open session of regular meetings of 
the legislative body of a local agency.  A local 
agency may forgo making the identified writings 
available for public inspection at a public office or 
location designated for that purpose by the 
agency and listing the address of this office or 
location in the agendas for all meetings of the 
legislative body of that agency if the following two 
requirements are met:  1)  the local agency shall 
post any writing identified herein on the local 
agency’s internet website in a position and 
manner making clear that the writing relates to an 
agenda item for an upcoming meeting; and, 2) the 
local agency shall list the web address of the local 
agency’s internet website on the agendas for all 
meetings of the legislative body of that agency. 
 

06/30/22 – From 
committee: Amend, and 
do pass as amended. 
 
 

SB 284 
(02/01/21) 

Stern SB 284 – Workers’ Compensation: Firefighters 
and Peace Officers: Post-Traumatic Stress 
 
Current law, under the workers' compensation 
system provides, only until January 1, 2025, that, 
for certain state and local firefighting personnel 
and peace officers, the term “injury" includes post-
traumatic stress that develops or manifests during 
a period in which the injured person is in the 
service of the department or unit but applies only 
to injuries occurring on or after January 1, 2020. 

08/30/21 -– Ordered to 
inactive file on request 
of Assembly Member 
Chau.  
 
06/02/21 – In 
Assembly. 
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Status 

Statewide Legislation: 2021-2022 
Existing law requires the compensation awarded 
pursuant to this provision to include full hospital, 
surgical, medical treatment, disability indemnity, 
and death benefits. This bill would make that 
provision applicable to active firefighting members 
of the State Department of State Hospitals, the 
State Department of Developmental Services, 
and the Military Department, and to additional 
peace officers, including security officers of the 
Department of Justice when performing assigned 
duties as security officers and the officers of a 
state hospital under the jurisdiction of the State 
Department of State Hospitals or the State 
Department of Developmental Services, among 
other officers. 

SB 937 
(02/07/22) 

Bogh SB 937 - Subpoenas: business records. 
 
This bill would additionally allow deposition 
subpoenas that command only the production of 
business records to be served not only 
personally, but by overnight delivery, facsimile 
transmission, or electronic means, as specified. 
 
This bill would extend the time period for 
compliance by two additional court days if a 
subpoena is served by overnight delivery, 
facsimile transmission, or electronic means. 

06/07/22 - June 14 set 
for first hearing 
canceled at the request 
of author. 
 
 

SB 1100 
(02/16/22) 

Cortese SB 1100 - Open Meetings: Orderly Conduct 
 
This bill would authorize the presiding member of 
the legislative body conducting a meeting to 
remove an individual for willfully interrupting the 
meeting. The bill, except as provided, would 
require removal to be preceded by a warning by 
the presiding member of the legislative body that 
the individual is disrupting the proceedings, a 
request that the individual curtail their disruptive 
behavior or be subject to removal, and a 
reasonable opportunity to respond to the warning. 
By establishing new requirements for local 
legislative bodies, this bill would impose a state-
mandated program. 

06/22/22 – Read 
second time. Ordered to 
third reading. 
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Federal Legislation – 117th Congress: 2021-2022 
H.R. 82 
(01/04/21) 
 
 
 

 
S. 1302 
(04/22/21) 

Davis 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Brown 

H.R. 82 - Social Security Fairness Act of 
2021 
 

This bill repeals provisions that reduce Social 
Security benefits for individuals who receive 
other benefits, such as a pension from a state 
or local government.  The bill eliminates the 
government pension offset, which in various 
instances reduces Social Security survivors' 
benefits for spouses, widows, and widowers 
who also receive government pensions of their 
own.  The bill also eliminates the windfall 
elimination provision, which in some instances 
reduces Social Security benefits for individuals 
who also receive a pension or disability benefit 
from an employer that did not withhold Social 
Security taxes.  These changes are effective for 
benefits payable after December 2021. 

01/04/21 – Referred 
to the Cmte. on Ways 
and Means, and the 
Subcmte. on Social 
Security. 
 
 
06/16/21 – Los 
Angeles City Council 
passed a resolution in 
support of H.R. 82.   
(CFNo. 21-0002-S135) 
 
 

H.R. 409 
(01/21/21) 
 
 
H.R. 423  
(01/21/21) 
 
S. 547 
(03/02/21) 

Neal 
 
 
 
Scott 
 
 
Brown 

H.R. 409 – Emergency Pension Plan Relief 
Act of 2021 
 
This bill modifies the funding rules and provides 
financial assistance for certain pension plans 
that are underfunded or insolvent. 
 
First, the bill expands the authority of, and 
provides funding for, the Pension Benefit 
Guaranty Corporation (PBGC) to provide special 
partition assistance to a multiemployer pension 
plan that is insolvent or at risk of insolvency. The 
bill expands eligibility for partition assistance, 
provides funding for a plan to reach a projected 
funded ratio of 80% over a 30-year period, and 
does not require a plan to repay such 
assistance. 

The bill further permits a multiemployer pension 
plan to elect to retain its funding zone status 
from the previous year for either (1) the first plan 
year beginning during the period from March 1, 
2020, through February 28, 2021; or (2) the next 
succeeding plan year, as designated by the plan 
sponsor. A plan may also extend by five years 
the funding improvement or rehabilitation period 
if the plan is designated as in endangered or 
critical status for a plan year beginning in 2020 
or 2021. A plan in critical and declining status 
may not suspend payment of plan benefits. 

01/21/21 – Referred 
to Cmte. on Education 
and Labor and in 
addition to the Cmte. 
on Ways and Means. 
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Status 

Federal Legislation – 117th Congress: 2021-2022 
Additionally, the bill adjusts the minimum 
funding standards for a multiemployer pension 
plan to account for investment losses and other 
losses related to the COVID-19 pandemic and 
modifies the PBGC guarantee formula to 
increase the maximum potential benefits under 
a multiemployer pension plan. 

Finally, the bill makes changes with respect to 
single employer pension plans, including 
revising the amortization rules and extending 
and modifying the pension funding stabilization 
percentages. 

H.R. 480 
(01/25/21) 

Porter H.R. 480 - Medicare Economic Security 
Solutions Act 

This bill modifies provisions relating to 
enrollment periods for Medicare medical 
services. 
 
Among other things, the bill establishes a late 
enrollment penalty of 15% of monthly premiums 
and applies the penalty for a period equal to 
twice the number of months in each 12-month 
period during which the individual was not 
enrolled. Currently, the late enrollment penalty is 
10% of monthly premiums for each 12-month 
period during which the individual was not 
enrolled, and the penalty continues to apply for 
as long as the individual is enrolled in Medicare 
medical services.  The bill also expands the 
special enrollment periods to individuals who 
have health insurance coverage other than 
through their employer. 

02/02/21 - Referred to 
the Subcmte. on 
Health. 
 
08/16/21 – Board’s 
recommendation 
referred to the Council 
Cmte. on Rules, 
Elections and 
Intergovernmental 
Relations to include 
support for HR 480 in 
the 2021-2022 Federal 
Legislative Program.  
CFNo. 21-0002-S157 
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Federal Legislation – 117th Congress: 2021-2022 
H.R. 483 
(01/25/21) 
 
 
 

 

Ruiz 
 
 
 
 
 

 

H.R. 483 – Heroes Lesley Zerebny and Gilbert 
Vega First Responders Survivors Support 
Act of 2021 
 

This bill makes changes to benefits under the 
Public Safety Officers' Benefits (PSOB) 
program. The PSOB program provides death, 
disability, and education benefits to public safety 
officers and survivors of public safety officers 
who are killed or permanently disabled in the line 
of duty. 
 

Specifically, the bill modifies the program to (1) 
increase the death [from $250,000 to $550,000] 
and disability benefit, (2) revise the date of 
determination for the amount of the death and 
disability benefit [from date of death or 
catastrophic injury to date determination is made 
subsequent to application or to make payment 
respectively,] and (3) increase the monthly 
education assistance benefit and otherwise 
revise the computation method for such benefit. 
 

The bill also directs the Government 
Accountability Office to examine and identify 
ways to improve access to benefits and the 
processing of claims under the program. 

03/05/21 – 
Referred to the 
Subcmte. on 
Crime, Terrorism, 
and Homeland 
Security. 

H.R. 725 
(02/02/21) 
 
S. 153 
(02/02/21) 

Roy 
 
 
Cruz 

H.R. 725 – Personalized Care Act of 2021 
This bill revises provisions relating to health 
savings accounts (HSAs), including to: 

• redefine eligible individual for HSA 
purposes to allow increased 
participation in HSAs [decouples HSAs 
from high deductible health insurance 
plans], 

• increase the limit on contributions to 
HSAs, 

• permit the payment of health insurance 
premiums from HSAs, 

• include within the definition of qualified 
medical expenses periodic fees paid for 
medical services and amounts paid by a 
member of a health care sharing 
ministry, 

• treat periodic provider fees as 
deductible medical expenses, and 

• lower the 20% penalty for nonqualified 
distributions from HSAs to 10%. 

 

02/02/21 – 
Referred to the 
House Cmte. on 
Ways and Means. 
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Federal Legislation – 117th Congress: 2021-2022 
H.R.1068 
(02/15/21) 
 
 
S. 1598 
(05/12/21) 

Pascrell 
 
 
 
Baldwin 

H.R. 1068 – Carried Interest Fairness Act 
of 2021 

This bill modifies the tax treatment of carried 
interest, which is compensation that is typically 
received by a partner of a private equity or 
hedge fund and is based on a share of the 
fund's profits. (Under current law, carried 
interest is taxed as investment income rather 
than at ordinary income tax rates.) 
 
This bill includes provisions that: 

• set forth a special rule for the inclusion 
in gross income of partnership interests 
transferred in connection with the 
performance of services, 

• treat as ordinary income the net capital 
gain with respect to an investment 
services partnership interest except to 
the extent such gain is attributable to a 
partner's qualified capital interest, 

• exempt income from investment 
services partnership interests from 
treatment as qualifying income of a 
publicly traded partnership, 

• exempt certain family partnerships from 
the application of this bill, 

• increase the penalty for underpayments 
of tax resulting from failure to treat 
income from an investment services 
partnership interest as ordinary income, 
and 

• include income and loss from an 
investment services partnership interest 
for purposes of determining net earnings 
from self-employment and applicable 
self-employment taxes. 
 

The bill defines investment services partnership 
interest as any interest in a partnership held by 
a person who provides services to a partnership 
by (1) advising the partnership about investing 
in, purchasing, or selling specified assets; (2) 
managing, acquiring, or disposing of specified 
assets; or (3) arranging financing with respect to 
acquiring specified assets. 

02/15/21 – 
Referred to the 
House Cmte. on 
Ways and Means. 

H.R. 1860 
(03/11/21) 

Stivers H.R. 1860 – Responsible Additions and 
Increases to Sustain Employee Health 
Benefits Act of 2021. 

03/11/21 –Referred 
to the House Cmte. 
on Ways and 
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This bill modifies the tax exclusion for 
distributions from health flexible spending 
arrangements provided to employees under a 
cafeteria plan to (1) increase the annual limit on 
employee salary reduction contributions to 
$5,000, with an additional $500 for each 
additional employee dependent above two 
dependents that has not been taken into 
account by another person for the year; (2) 
revise the adjustment for inflation after 2021; 
and (3) allow a carryforward into the next year 
for unused amounts in such plans. 

Means. 

H.R. 1976 
(03/17/21) 

Jayapal H.R. 1976 - Medicare for All Act of 2021 
 
This bill establishes a national health insurance 
program that is administered by the Department 
of Health and Human Services (HHS). 
 
Among other requirements, the program must 
(1) cover all U.S. residents; (2) provide for 
automatic enrollment of individuals upon birth or 
residency in the United States; and (3) cover 
items and services that are medically necessary 
or appropriate to maintain health or to diagnose, 
treat, or rehabilitate a health condition, including 
hospital services, prescription drugs, mental 
health and substance abuse treatment, dental 
and vision services, and long-term care. 
 
The bill prohibits cost-sharing (e.g., deductibles, 
coinsurance, and copayments) and other 
charges for covered services. Additionally, 
private health insurers and employers may only 
offer supplemental, not duplicative, benefits. 
Health insurance exchanges and specified 
federal health programs (excluding coverage 
through VA and Indian Health Service) terminate 
upon program implementation.  
 
The bill also establishes a series of 
implementing provisions relating to (1) health 
care provider participation; (2) HHS 
administration; and (3) payments and costs, 
including the requirement that HHS negotiate 
prices for prescription drugs. 
 
Individuals 18 or younger, age 55 or older, or 
already enrolled in Medicare may enroll in the 

05/18/21 – 
Referred to the 
Subcmte. on 
Crime, Terrorism 
and Homeland 
Security. 
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program starting one year after enactment of 
this bill; other individuals may buy into the 
program at this time. 

H.R. 2010  
(03/18/21) 
 
S. 983 
(03/25/21) 

DeFazio 
 
 
Whitehouse 

H.R. 2010 – Public Option Deficit 
Reduction Act 
 
This bill seeks to amend the Patient Protection 
and Affordable Care Act to establish a public 
health insurance option through health 
insurance exchanges that must be administered 
directly by HHS. 
 
The public option must comply with the 
same general requirements as other plan types 
available on exchanges, including with respect 
to available benefits, benefit levels, provider 
networks, notices, consumer protections, and 
cost sharing. Medicare health care providers are 
automatically participants in the public option 
unless they opt out, and providers not 
participating in Medicare may opt in. In addition, 
the bill establishes requirements for setting 
premiums, payment rates, and provider 
incentives. 
 
The bill provides funding to establish the public 
health insurance option, which HHS must repay 
over 10 years. 

03/19/21 – 
Referred to the 
Subcmte. on 
Health. 

H.R. 2337  
(04/01/21) 

Neal H.R. 2337 – Public Servants Protection and 
Fairness Act of 2021. 
 
To amend title II of the Social Security Act to 
provide an equitable Social Security formula for 
individuals with noncovered employment and to 
provide relief for individuals currently affected by 
the Windfall Elimination Provision. 

This bill establishes an alternative formula to 
calculate Social Security retirement benefits for 
those who receive pensions for certain non-
covered employment. (The existing formula is 
known as the Windfall Elimination Provision.) 

The alternative formula adjusts an individual’s 
total lifetime earnings based on the proportion of 
covered earnings (i.e., earnings subject to 
Social Security payroll taxes). It applies to 

04/01/21 – Referred to 
the Subcmte. on Social 
Security. 
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individuals who (1) first become eligible for 
benefits after 2022, (2) have earnings from non-
covered service performed after 1977, and (3) 
have less than 30 years of coverage (i.e., years 
in which a beneficiary is considered to have 
contributed a substantial amount into the Social 
Security trust funds). 

Beneficiaries receive the higher benefit amount 
as calculated under the alternative method or 
the existing formula. In addition, the bill provides 
rebates for certain beneficiaries currently 
impacted by the existing formula. 

The Social Security Administration must include 
non-covered earnings in Social Security account 
statements, and the Government Accountability 
Office must study the availability of certain 
information related to retirement plans 
maintained by state and local governments. 

H.R. 2954 
(05/04/21) 
 
 
 
H.R. 2741 
(04/21/21) 
 
S. 1770 
(05/20/21) 
 
 
 
 
 

Neal 
 
 
 
 
Panetta 
 
 
Cardin 
 
 
 
 

H.R. 2954 – Securing a Strong Retirement 
Act of 2021 [SECURE ACT 2.0] 
 
This bill seeks to increase retirement savings, 
simplify and clarify retirement plan rules, and for 
other purposes.  Amendments include the 
following:   
1. Sec. 105.; Increase the age trigger for 
Required Minimum Distributions incrementally to 
age 75 by 2032.  
2. Sec.301. RECOVERY OF RETIREMENT 
PLAN OVERPAYMENTS.   
(1) (bb) SPECIAL RULES APPLICABLE TO 
BENEFIT OVERPAYMENTS  
   (1) A plan shall not fail to be treated as 
satisfying the requirements of section 219(g)(5) 
(A)(i-iv), 401(a) or 403 because—(A) the plan 
fails to obtain payment from any participant, 
beneficiary, employer, plan sponsor, fiduciary, or 
other party on account of any inadvertent benefit 
overpayment made by the plan, or (B) the plan 
sponsor amends the plan to increase past or 
future benefit payments to affected participants 
and beneficiaries in order to adjust for prior 
inadvertent benefit overpayments.  
   (2) REDUCTION IN FUTURE BENEFIT 
PAYMENTS AND RECOVERY FROM 
RESPONSIBLE PARTY.  Paragraph (1) shall 
not fail to apply to a plan merely because, after 

03/30/22 – Received in 
Senate and read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance. 
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discovering a benefit overpayment, such plan—
(A) reduces future benefit payments to the 
correct amount provided for under the terms of 
the plan, (B) seeks recovery from the person or 
persons responsible for such overpayment.  
 
Sec.302.(b) REDUCTION IN EXCISE TAX ON 
FAILURES TO TAKE REQUIRED MINIMUM 
DISTRIBUTIONS (from 25% to 10%)  
 
SEC.311.EXCLUSION OF CERTAIN 
DISABILITY-RELATED FIRST RESPONDER 
RETIREMENT PAYMENTS (a) IN GENERAL.—
Chapter I, Part III of subchapter B is amended:  
In the case of an individual who receives 
qualified first responder retirement payment for 
any taxable year, gross income shall not include 
so much of such payment as do not exceed the 
annualized excludable disability amount with 
respect to such individual.   

H.R. 3458 
(05/21/21) 

Babin H.R. 3458 - State and Local Pensions 
Accountability and Security Act  
 
This bill prohibits the Department of the 
Treasury and the Federal Reserve Board from 
providing any loan, grant, or other form of 
financial assistance in support of a state or local 
pension plan. 

05/21/21 - Referred to 
the Cmte. on Education 
and Labor, and in 
addition to the Cmte. 
on Financial Services.  

H.R. 3775 
(06/08/21) 

Khanna H.R. 3775 - State-Based Universal Health 
Care Act of 2021 
 
This bill establishes the option for states, or 
groups of states, to apply to waive certain 
federal health insurance requirements and 
provide residents with health insurance benefits 
plans through a state-administered program. 
Such programs must cover 95% of the residents 
in the state within five years and plan benefits 
must be at least as comprehensive and 
affordable as the coverage under the equivalent 
federal program. 
 
State programs are supported with funds from 
the federal programs the state programs 
replace, which may include Medicare, Medicaid, 
the Children's Health Insurance Program, the 
Federal Employee Health Benefits program, 
certain federal tax credits, and premium-
assistance funds, among others. 

06/09/21 - Referred to 
the Subcmte. on 
Health. 
 
 
AB 1400 is a state 
counterpart bill to this 
bill whose author is a 
CA representative. 
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H.R. 3833 
(06/11/21) 

Levin H.R. 3833 – Equal Dignity for Married 
Taxpayers Act of 2021 
 
This bill modifies several tax provisions that 
refer to married couples to make the provisions 
equally applicable to legally married same-sex 
couples.  

06/11/21 - Referred to 
the House Cmte. on 
Ways and Means. 

H.R. 3874 
(06/14/21) 

McHenry H.R. 3874 - To amend the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986 to provide that governmental 
pension plans may include certain 
firefighters, emergency medical technicians, 
and paramedics, and for other purposes. 
 
This bill expands tax-exempt governmental 
pension plans to include plans maintained by a 
tax-exempt public safety agency all of whose 
employees are emergency response providers 
performing firefighting services or out-of-hospital 
emergency medical services. 

06/14/21 - Referred to 
the Cmte. on Education 
and Labor, and in 
addition to the Cmte. 
on Ways and Means. 

H.R. 4148 
(06/24/21) 
 
S. 2236 
(06/24/21) 

Malinowski 
 
 
Brown 

H.R. 4148 – Expanding Health Care Options 
for Early Retirees Act 
 
This bill allows first responders aged 50 to 64 to 
enroll in Medicare if they are retired or otherwise 
separated from service due to a disability. 
Coverage under the existing Medicare program 
would remain unchanged. Retirees would be 
eligible for tax credits, subsidies, and tax-
advantaged contributions from their former 
employer or pension plan.  

06/25/21 - Referred to 
the Subcmte. on 
Health. 
 
Effort is underway to 
attach this bill to H.R. 
2954, Secure Act 2.0 
(see above). 

H.R. 4453  
(07/16/21) 

Gosar H.R. 4453 - No Tax on Social Security Act of 
2021 
 
This bill excludes from gross income, for income 
tax purposes, social security benefits (i.e., Title 
II retirement benefits). 

07/16/21 - Referred to 
the House Cmte. on 
Ways and Means. 

H.R. 4640 
(07/22/21) 

Doggett H.R. 4640 – Close the Medigap Act of 2021  
 
To amend title XVIII of the Social Security Act to 
provide for certain reforms with respect to 
Medicare supplemental health insurance 
policies. 
 
This bill (1) expands guaranteed issue rights 
with respect to Medigap policies (Medicare 
supplemental health insurance policies), (2) 
eliminates certain limitations on Medigap 
policies for newly eligible Medicare 

07/23/21 – Referred to 
the Subcmte. on 
Health. 
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beneficiaries, and (3) modifies other provisions 
related to Medigap policies. (Guaranteed issue 
rights require that a policy be offered to any 
eligible applicant without regard to health 
status.) 

H.R. 4788 
(07/29/21) 

Letlow H.R. 4788 – Wellbeing for Every Public 
Servant Act of 2021 
  
To amend title II of the Social Security Act to 
restrict the application of the windfall elimination 
provision to individuals whose combined 
monthly income from benefits under such title 
and other monthly periodic payments exceeds a 
minimum wage-indexed amount of $5,500 and 
to provide for a graduated implementation of 
such provision on amounts above such 
minimum amount. 

07/29/21 – Referred to 
the Subcmte. on Social 
Security. 

H.R. 5165 
(09/03/21) 
 
H.R. 5099 
(08/24/21) 
 
S.1844 
(05/26/21) 

Jayapal H.R. 5165 – Improving Medicare Coverage 
Act 
 
To amend titles II and XVIII of the Social 
Security Act to temporarily expand eligibility for 
Medicare.  

Specifically, the bill lowers the age of eligibility 
for Medicare from 65 to 60. The Centers for 
Medicare & Medicaid Services must establish 
procedures to provide for automatic enrollment 
of qualifying individuals. Enrollment must be 
completed within 11 months of the bill's 
enactment. 

The bill's provisions take effect six months after 
the bill's enactment and terminate five years 
later. 

09/06/21 - Referred to 
the Subcmte. on 
Health. 
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H.R. 5376 
(09/27/21) 

Yarmuth H.R. 5376 –Build Back Better Act 
 
This bill addresses individual retirement 
accounts, required minimum distributions and 
Medicare Part D benefit redesign.  Its provisions 
include the following: 

1. a tax on employers failing to maintain or 
facilitate automatic contribution plan or 
arrangement 

2. requirements for deferral only 
arrangements 

3. contribution limits on individual 
retirement plans of high-income 
taxpayers with large account balances 
[the effective date was delayed to 2029]  

4. an increase in required minimum 
distributions for high income taxpayers 
with large account balances [the 
effective date was delayed to 2029] 

5. expansion of Medicare Part D coverage 
to include vision, dental and hearing 
benefits, and eligibility rules for 
enrollment. The House bill authorizes 
Medicare to negotiate pricing of specific 
medications and includes private 
insurance (employer-sponsored and 
marketplace coverage) in reduced cost 
sharing for lifesaving medication/insulin. 
medication.  Medicare Part B and 
Medicare Advantage will cover hearing 
services, and hearing aids based on 
level of auditory severity. 
 

11/19/21 – Motion to 
reconsider laid on the 
table.  Passed by the 
Yeas and Nays:220-
213. 
 
  

H.R. 5563 
(10/12/21) 

Latta H.R. 5563 – Stop Penalizing Working 
Seniors Act 
 
This bill allows Medicare-eligible individuals 
who are age 65 or older to contribute to health 
savings accounts if their entitlement to 
Medicare benefits is limited to hospital 
insurance benefits under Medicare Part A. 

10/12/21 – Referred to 
the Subcmte. on 
Health. 

H.R. 5600 
(10/15/21) 
 
S. 2881 
(09/28/21) 

Soto H.R. 5600 – Guardianship Accountability 
Act of 2021 
 
To assist States in improving guardianship 
oversight and data collection.  The purpose of 
this act is to designate a National Resource 
Center on Guardianship; authorize grants for 
the purpose of developing State Guardianship 
Databases; and establishing procedures for 

10/15/21 – Referred to 
the House Cmte. on 
the Judiciary. 
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sharing background check information related 
to appointed guardians with other 
jurisdictions. 

H.R. 5622 
(10/19/21) 

Gallego H.R. 5622 – Vaccine Accountability and 
Premium Protection Act 
 
To amend title XXVII of the Public Health 
Service Act to allow for premium rates in the 
group and individual health insurance markets 
to vary during the COVID-19 emergency 
period based on COVID-19 vaccination status 
and for other purposes. 

10/20/21 – Referred to 
the Subcmte. on 
Health.  

H.R. 5723 
(10/26/21) 
 
S. 3071 
(10/26/21) 

Larson 
 
 
Blumenthal 

H.R. 5723 - Social Security 2100:  A Sacred 
Trust 
 
To protect our Social Security system and 
improve benefits for current and future 
generations.  Among other means, this bill 
seeks to strengthen benefits by repealing the 
government pension offset and windfall 
elimination provisions, providing for a more 
accurate cost-of-living adjustment, improving 
benefits for widows and widowers in two-
income households.  It also seeks to 
strengthen the Trust Fund by creating the 
Social Security Trust Fund comprised of the 
Federal Old-Age and Survivors Insurance Trust 
Fund and the Federal Disability Insurance Trust 
Fund, and directing all securities, 
appropriations, and applicable taxes to it; and 
to improve services. 

10/27/21 - Referred to 
the Subcmte, on 
Health. 

H.R. 5834 
(11/03/21) 

Brady H.R. 5834 – Equal Treatment of Public 
Servants Act of 2021 
 
To amend title II of the Social Security Act to 
replace the windfall elimination provision with 
a formula equalizing benefits for certain 
individuals with noncovered employment, and 
for other purposes 

11/03/21 – Referred to 
the Subcmte. on Social 
Security. 

H.R. 5891 
(11/05/21) 

Scott H.R. 5891 – Retirement Improvement and 
Savings Enhancement Act [RISE Act] 
 
To improve and enhance retirement savings, 
and for other purposes. 
 
This bill establishes provisions for the 
following:  

• A Retirement Savings Lost and Found  
• A Retirement Plan Modernization Act 

02/25/22 - Reported 
(Amended) by the 
Cmte. on Education 
and Labor. H. Rept. 
117-250, Part I.  Cmte. 
on Ways and Means 
discharged.  

https://www.congress.gov/congressional-report/117th-congress/house-report/250
https://www.congress.gov/congressional-report/117th-congress/house-report/250
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that amends IRC sections 401(a)(31) 
(B)(ii) and 411(a)(11)(A) whereby an 
eligible plan will provide that any 
nonforfeitable accrued benefit for which 
the present value (as determined under 
section 411(a)(11)) does not exceed 
$7,000 [up from $5,000] shall be 
immediately distributed to the participant 

• Multiple Employer 403(b) Plans shall be 
treated as one single employer in the 
case of annuity contracts.  

• Performance benchmarks for asset 
allocation funds 

• Pooled employer plans modification  
• The recovery of retirement plan 

overpayments, and for other purposes. 
H.R. 6228 
(12/09/21) 

Manning H.R. 6228 – Capping Prescription Costs Act of 
2021 
 
To limit cost-sharing for prescription drugs, and 
for other purposes. 

12/09/21 – Referred to 
the House Cmte. on 
Energy and 
Commerce. 

H.R. 6474 
(01/21/22) 

Van Duyne H.R. 6474 – Health Savings Freedom Act of 
2022 
 
This bill revises health savings account (HSA) 
provisions to (1) increase the limit on 
contributions to such accounts for individuals and 
families, (2) eliminate the requirement to maintain 
high deductible coverage as a condition of 
eligibility for participation in such accounts, and 
(3) expand the definition of qualified medical 
expenses for purposes of HSAs to include 
medicine and drugs and certain long-term care 
expenses. 

01/21/22 - Referred to 
the House Cmte. on 
Ways and Means. 

    
H.R. 6515 
(01/28/22) 

Biggs H.R. 6515 – Responsible Path to Full 
Obamacare Repeal Act. 
 
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable 
Care Act and the Health Care and Education 
Reconciliation Act of 2010. 

01/28/22 - Referred to 
the Cmte. on Energy 
and Commerce, and 
the Cmtes. on Ways 
and Means, Education 
and Labor, Natural 
Resources, the 
Judiciary, House 
Administration, Rules, 
and Appropriations, 

H.R. 6943 
(03/07/22) 
 
S. 3635 

Trone 
 
 
Duckworth 

H.R. 6943 – Public Safety Officer Support Act 
of 2022 

05/19/22 – Received in 
the Senate and Read 
twice and referred to 
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(02/10/22) To amend the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe 

Streets Act of 1968 to authorize public safety 
officer death benefits to officers suffering from 
post-traumatic stress disorder or acute stress 
disorder, and for other purposes. 

the Committee on the 
Judiciary. 
 
 

H.R. 7107 
(03/16/22) 

Wagner H.R. 7107 – Long-Term Care Affordability 
Act 

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to 
expand the use of retirement plan funds to 
obtain long-term care insurance, and for other 
purposes. 

03/16/22 - Referred to 
the Cmte. on Ways and 
Means, and the Cmte. 
on Education and 
Labor. 

H.R. 7203 
(03/24/22) 

Chabot H.R. 7203 - HELPS Retirees Improvement 
Act of 2022 
 
This bill increases from $3,000 to $6,000 the 
amount of the exclusion from gross income of 
distributions from a tax-exempt retirement plan 
for health and long-term care insurance for 
public safety officers. It also eliminates the 
requirement that insurance premiums must be 
paid directly to the provider of the accident or 
health plan or long-term care insurance 
contract as a condition of eligibility for the tax 
exclusion. 

03/24/22 - Referred to 
the House Committee 
on Ways and Means.  

S. 275 
(02/08/21) 
 

 
 
H.R.1166 
(02/18/21) 

Cruz 
 
 
 
 
Palmer 

S. 275 – Retirement Freedom Act  
 
This bill allows an individual to opt out of 
Medicare hospital services benefits without also 
having to opt out of Old Age, Survivors, and 
Disability Insurance benefits and without having 
to repay Medicare hospital services benefits 
already received. The bill also allows an 
individual to opt back in with no penalty. 

02/08/21 – Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance. 

S. 352 
(02/22/21) 
 

S. 4521 
(08/11/20) 
 
 
 
 

 

Warner 
 

Warner 
 

S. 352 – Health Care Improvement Act of 
2021 
 
This bill amends the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act to reduce health care costs, 
protects affordability of coverage for people with 
preexisting conditions and makes various 
changes to the health care marketplace, such as 
expanding premium assistance, encouraging 
states to expand Medicaid, and establishing a 
public health insurance option through individual 
marketplaces. Providers participating in 
Medicare or Medicaid also must participate in 
the public option.  Finally, the bill establishes 
guidelines for employers to provide information 

02/22/21 – Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance. 
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about available health coverage and requires 
the Government Accountability Office to 
evaluate the employer notification process for 
the advance payment of premium tax credits. 

S. 380 
(02/23/21) 
 
H.R. 6271 
(12/14/21) 

Rubio 
 
 
LaTurner 

S. 380 – Health Savings Act of 2021 

This bill modifies the requirements for heath 
savings accounts to rename high deductible 
health plans as HSA-qualified health plans; 
allow spouses who have both attained age 55 to 
make catch-up contributions to the same HSA; 
make Medicare Part A (hospital insurance 
benefits) beneficiaries eligible to participate in 
an HSA; allow individuals eligible for hospital 
care or medical services under a program of the 
Indian Health Service or a tribal organization to 
participate in an HSA; include amounts paid for 
prescription and over-the-counter medicines or 
drugs as qualified medical expenses for which 
distributions from an HSA or other tax-
preferred savings accounts may be used; 
increase the limits on HSA contributions to 
match the sum of the annual deductible and out-
of-pocket expenses permitted under a high 
deductible health plan; and allow HSA 
distributions to be used to purchase health 
insurance coverage.  The bill also exempts 
HSAs from creditor claims in bankruptcy and 
allows for specific medical care tax deductions. 

02/23/21 – Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance. 

S. 386 
(02/23/21) 
 
 
 

H.R.1227 
(02/23/21) 

Bennet 
 
 
 
 
Delgado 

S. 386 - Medicare-X Choice Act of 2021 
 

This bill establishes and funds the Medicare 
Exchange health plan, which allows 
individuals who are not otherwise eligible for 
Medicare to enroll in a government-
administered health insurance plan. The 
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
(CMS) must offer such plan in certain 
individual health insurance exchanges 
beginning plan year 2022 and offer it in all 
individual health insurance exchanges 
beginning plan year 2025. CMS must offer the 
plan in the small group market in all 
geographic areas for plan year 2025. 
 

The plan must cover primary care services 
without cost sharing and meet the same 
requirements, including essential health 
benefits, as existing health insurance 

02/23/21 – Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance. 
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exchange plans. 
 

Unless they opt out, health care providers 
enrolled under Medicare or under a state 
Medicaid plan must participate in the plan and 
are reimbursed at Medicare rates. 
 
Additionally, the bill expands the premium tax 
credit available for plans purchased through 
an exchange and eliminates the restriction on 
the Department of Health and Human 
Services negotiating prescription drug prices 
for Medicare.  

S. 1618 
(05/13/21) 
 
 
H.R. 3060 
(05/07/21) 
 

Daines 
 
 
 
Norman 
 
 

S. 1618 - Putting First Responders First Act 
 
This bill modifies the requirements for calculating 
taxable income to allow first responders to 
exclude from gross income certain service-
connected disability payments received as part 
of a pension or annuity after reaching the age of 
retirement. The bill applies to law enforcement 
officers, employees in fire protection activities, 
and individuals who provide out-of-hospital 
emergency medical care. 

05/13/21 - Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance.  

S. 1770 
(05/20/21) 
 
 
H.R. 2954 
(05/04/21) 

Cardin 
 
 
 
Neal 

S. 1770 – Retirement Security and Savings 
Act of 2021 
 
Among its provisions this bill addresses the 
following: 
  
SEC. 108 Establishes an increase in age for  
the required beginning date for mandatory  
distributions: - (I) the first calendar year in  
which the employee attains the applicable  
age for such calendar year shall be as  
follows:   
I. for calendar years before 2032, 72, and  
II. for calendar years after 2031, age 75. 
SEC. 109. Provides for a reduction in excise tax 
on certain accumulations in qualified retirement 
plans. SEC. 322. Recovery of Retirement Plan 
Overpayments.  (See H.R. 2954), and, for other 
purposes. 

05/20/21 – Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance. 

S. 1870 
(05/27/21) 

Lankford S. 1870 - Enhancing Emergency and 
Retirement Savings Act of 2021 

(I) DISTRIBUTIONS FOR CERTAIN 
EMERGENCY EXPENSES.—(i) IN 

05/27/21 - Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance. 
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GENERAL.—Any emergency personal expense 
distribution.   
  (ii) ANNUAL LIMITATION.—Not more than 1 
distribution per calendar year may be treated as 
an emergency personal expense distribution by 
any individual. 
  (iii) DOLLAR LIMITATION.—The amount which 
may be treated as an emergency personal 
expense distribution by any individual in any 
calendar year shall not exceed the lesser of 
$1,000 or an amount equal to the excess of—(I) 
the individual's total nonforfeitable accrued 
benefit under the plan (the individual's total 
interest in the plan in the case of an individual 
retirement plan), determined as of the date of 
each such distribution, over (II) $1,000. 
  (iv) EMERGENCY PERSONAL EXPENSE 
DISTRIBUTION.—For purposes of this 
subparagraph, the term ‘emergency personal 
expense distribution’ means any distribution 
from an applicable eligible retirement plan (as 
defined in subparagraph (H)(vi)(I)) to an 
individual for purposes of meeting 
unforeseeable or immediate financial needs 
relating to necessary personal or family 
emergency expenses. The administrator of an 
applicable eligible retirement plan may rely on 
an employee’s certification that the employee 
satisfies the conditions of the preceding 
sentence in determining whether any distribution 
is an emergency personal expense distribution. 
  (v) TREATMENT OF PLAN 
DISTRIBUTIONS.—If a distribution to an 
individual would (without regard to clause (iii)) 
be an emergency personal expense distribution, 
a plan shall not be treated as failing to meet any 
requirement of this title merely because the plan 
treats the distribution as an emergency personal 
expense distribution, unless the aggregate 
amount of such distributions from all plans 
maintained by the employer (and any member of 
any controlled group which includes the 
employer, determined as provided in 
subparagraph (H)(iv)(II)) to such individual 
exceeds the limitation determined under clause 
(iii).    
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S. 1889 
(05/27/21) 

Burr S. 1889 – Compassionate Retirement Act of 
2021 
 
This bill allows premature distributions, without 
penalty, from tax-exempt retirement plans that 
are made to an individual who is certified by a 
physician as terminally ill. It also modifies the 
definition of terminally ill individual to increase 
from 24 to 84 the number of months after 
certification that an individual’s illness can 
reasonably be expected to result in death. 

05/27/21 – Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance.  

S. 1898 
(05/27/21) 

Smith S. 1898 - Affordable Medications Act 
 
This bill revises and expands various 
requirements relating to prescription drug pricing 
and affordability.  The bill provisions include the 
following: expands financial reporting 
requirements for drug manufacturers with 
corresponding civil penalties for noncompliance; 
adds reporting requirements for certain nonprofit 
patient-assistance programs; requires the 
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services 
(CMS) to negotiate prices for certain prescription 
drugs under Medicare; requires the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Innovation within the 
CMS to test specified models for negotiating 
drug prices; establishes reporting requirements 
for pharmaceutical companies with respect to 
spikes in prescription drug prices with and 
corresponding civil penalties for noncompliance;  
establishes an excise tax on prescription drugs 
subject to price spikes; lessens prescription drug 
cost-sharing requirements under qualified health 
plans and group health plans; modifies 
requirements for the importation of prescription 
drugs; requires drug manufacturers to provide 
rebates for drugs dispensed to certain low-
income individuals under the Medicare program; 
and, limits the time frame that trade agreements 
are required to provide market exclusivity for 
biological products. 

Additionally, the bill (1) requires the Food and 
Drug Administration to establish a database of 
generic drugs; (2) modifies other provisions 
related to generic drugs, prescription drug 
advertising, disclosure of wholesale acquisition 
prices, and patent-infringement proceedings; 

05/27/21 - Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance.  
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and (3) revises certain time frames and 
conditions related to drug exclusivity. 

Finally, it establishes an innovation incentive 
fund for new or more effective treatments of 
bacterial infections and establishes the Center 
for Clinical Research within the National 
Institutes of Health. 

S. 1959 
(06/07/21) 

Kennedy S. 1959 – Keeping Your Retirement Act of 
2021  
 
This bill increases from 72 to 75 the age for 
mandatory distributions from tax-exempt 
retirement plans, and for other purposes. 

06/07/21 - Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance. 

S. 2327 
(07/13/21) 

Cassidy S. 2327 – Seniors Prescription Drug Relief 
Act 
 
A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security 
Act to provide for a Medicare Part D 
modernization redesign and to establish a 
monthly out-of-pocket cost sharing maximum for 
enrollees who incur a significant portion of costs 
towards the annual out-of-pocket threshold 
under Medicare Part D. 

07/13/21 – Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance. 

S. 2583 
(08/03/21) 
 
 
H.R. 6241 
(12/09/21) 

Cassidy 
 
 
 
Thompson 
 
 
 
 

S. 2583 - A bill to amend the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986 to provide for rules 
for the use of retirement funds in connection 
with federally declared disasters. 

This bill allows penalty-free distributions from 
tax-exempt retirement plans for a federally 
declared disaster (i.e., a qualified disaster 
recovery distribution). The bill defines qualified 
disaster recovery distribution as any distribution 
within a 180-day period after a disaster 
declaration that is made to an individual whose 
principal residence is located in a qualified 
disaster area (an area for which a major disaster 
has been declared) and who has sustained an 
economic loss due to the disaster. 

The bill sets forth rules for the recontribution of 
withdrawals from a plan for first-time home 
purchases or for purchases or construction of a 
principal residence in a disaster area and 
increases the limit on loans from a qualified 
employer plan that an individual may take in lieu 
of a distribution. 

08/03/21 - Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance. 
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S. 2603 
(08/04/21) 

Todd 
 

S. 2603 – Commission on Retirement 
Security Act of 2021 
 
This bill establishes within the executive branch 
the Commission on Retirement Security to,  
(1) conduct a comprehensive study of the state 
of retirement security that will review (a) private 
benefit programs in the United States focusing 
on the historical movement from the defined 
benefit model to the defined contribution model; 
(b) private retirement coverage (individual and 
household accounts balances), investment 
trends, costs and net returns, retention and 
distribution during retirement; (c) societal trends 
(wage and economic growth, serial employment, 
health care costs, etc.);and, (d) other countries’ 
retirement programs;  
and, 
(2) submit to Congress recommendations on 
how to improve or replace existing private 
retirement programs by legislative and/or 
administrative action. 

08/04/21 – Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Health, 
Education, Labor, and 
Pensions. 

S. 2639 
(08/05/21) 
 
H.R. 4974 
(08/05/21) 

Schatz 
 
 
Schrier 

S. 2639 – State Public Option Act 

This bill allows residents who are not already 
eligible for Medicaid and not concurrently 
enrolled in other health insurance coverage 
to buy into a state Medicaid plan beginning 
January 1, 2022, at the option of the state. State 
Medicaid programs may set premiums and cost-
sharing requirements for such coverage in 
accordance with specified limitations. 
 
The bill also (1) provides the enhanced Federal 
Medical Assistance Percentage (i.e., federal 
matching rate) to every state that expands 
Medicaid coverage for individuals who are newly 
eligible under the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act, regardless of when such 
expansion takes place; and (2) requires state 
Medicaid programs to cover comprehensive 
reproductive health care services, including 
abortion services. 

08/05/21 – Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance. 

S. 3124 
(11/01/21) 

Paul S. 3124 – National Patient ID Repeal Act 
 
To amend title XI of the Social Security Act to 
repeal the requirement for unique health 
identifiers. 

11/01/21 - Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance. 
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S. 3344 
(12/08/21) 

Kennedy S. 3344 - Protecting the American Taxpayer 
and Medicare Act 
 
This bill makes several budgetary and technical 
changes, particularly in relation to Medicare. 
 
Specifically, the bill continues to exempt 
Medicare from sequestration until March 31, 
2022. (Sequestration is a process of automatic, 
usually across-the-board spending reductions 
under which budgetary resources are 
permanently cancelled to enforce specific 
budget policy goals.) 
 
Additionally, the bill (1) temporarily extends 
other provisions under Medicare, including a 
payment increase under the physician fee 
schedule; and (2) requires any debits recorded 
for FY2022 on the statutory pay-as-you-go 
scorecards to be deducted from the scorecards 
for 2022 and added to the scorecards for 2023. 

12/08/21 - Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance. 

S. 3615 
(02/09/22) 

Sanders S. 3615 - Cutting Medicare Prescription Drug 
Prices in Half Act 
 
To establish a cap on costs for covered 
prescription drugs under Medicare parts B and 
D. 

02/09/22 - Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance. 

S. 3675 
(02/17/22) 

Casey S. 3675 – BENES 2.0 Act 
 
A bill to amend title XVIII of the Social Security 
Act to establish a system to notify individuals 
approaching Medicare eligibility. 

02/17/22 - Read twice 
and referred to the 
Cmte. on Finance. 

S. 4204  
(05/12/22) 

Sanders S. 4204 - Medicare for All Act of 2022 

This bill establishes a national health insurance 
program that is administered by the Department 
of Health and Human Services (HHS). 

Among other requirements, the program must 
(1) cover all U.S. residents; (2) provide for 
automatic enrollment of individuals upon birth or 
residency in the United States; and (3) cover 
items and services that are medically necessary 
or appropriate to maintain health or to diagnose, 
treat, or rehabilitate a health condition, including 
hospital services, prescription drugs, mental 
health and substance abuse treatment, dental 

05/12/22 – Read twice 
and referred to the 
Committee on Finance. 
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and vision services, and home- and community-
based long-term care. 

The bill prohibits cost-sharing (e.g., deductibles, 
coinsurance, and copayments) and other 
charges for covered services, with the exception 
of prescription drugs. Additionally, private health 
insurers and employers may only offer coverage 
that is supplemental to, and not duplicative of, 
benefits provided under the program. 

S. 4267 
(05/19/22) 

Bennet S. 4267 - Public Safety Officer Health 
Improvement Act of 2022 

This bill allows eligible retired public safety 
officers who have not attained age 65 a tax 
credit for up to $4,800 of their costs for qualified 
health insurance premiums (i.e., premiums for 
coverage for eligible retired public safety 
officers, their spouses, and dependents by an 
accident or health plan or qualified long-term 
care insurance contract). It also provides for an 
inflation adjustment to the $3,000 exclusion 
amount for distributions from employer 
retirement plans to pay for the health and long-
term insurance premiums of such public safety 
officers. 

05/19/22 – Read twice 
and referred to the 
Committee on Finance. 

S. 4312 
(05/25/22) 

Brown S. 4312 – Police and Fire Health Care 
Protection Act of 2022 

This bill eliminates the requirement that 
payments be made directly to providers of 
accident or health plans or qualified long-term 
care insurance contracts as a condition of 
eligibility for the tax exclusion of 
distributions from tax-exempt retirement 
plans for such health and long-term care 
insurance. 

05/25/22 – Read twice 
and referred to the 
Committee on Finance. 

S. 4314 
(05/26/22) 
 

Toomey S. 4314 - Protecting Public Safety 
Employees' Timely Retirement Act of 2022 

This bill modifies the eligible age (age 50) for the 
exemption from the retirement plan early 
withdrawal penalty for public safety officers. The 
bill establishes the age eligibility at age 50 or 25 
years of service under the plan, whichever 
is earlier. 

05/26/22 – Read twice 
and referred to the 
Committee on Finance.  

S. 4353 
(06/07/22) 

Murray S. 4353 – RISE & SHINE Act 
 

06/21/22 – Placed on 
Senate Legislative 
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To amend the Employee Retirement 
Income Security Act of 1974 and the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986 to improve retirement 
plan provisions, and for other purposes. 

calendar under 
General Orders.  

(06/22/22)  Enhancing American Retirement Now Act 
(EARN) 
 
The Enhancing American Retirement Now 
(EARN) Act will be merged with legislation 
approved by the Senate Health, Education, 
Labor and Pensions Committee (Rise and Shine 
Act, S. 4353). The combined bills will then be 
reconciled with the retirement bill already 
approved by the House of Representatives 
(commonly referred to as the SECURE Act 
2.0, H.R. 2954) before going before both 
chambers for a final vote. 

06/22/22 – Approved 
by the Senate Finance 
Committee. 

 
 

 
 

https://www.congress.gov/117/bills/s4353/BILLS-117s4353is.pdf
https://www.congress.gov/117/bills/hr2954/BILLS-117hr2954rfs.pdf
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